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This year Olivet saw a spiritual revival on 
campus: a definite renewal of God’s Spirit on 
the campus. “Education With a Christian 
Purpose,” is the motto Olivet has 
exemplified this year. The Bible tell us to be 
models of Jesus and reflect Him to the world. 
Olivet offers a caring environment away from 
home. The students will reflect what they have 
learned here into the world.
Reflections can be either good or bad. A 
reflection of this school is you. College is a 
time that you will grow both spiritually and 
intellectually. Olivet gave you the keys to 
success through many means. One was the 
updating of ONU facilities and new building 
construction through the Capitol Campaign of 
1998-99.
The first change the campus saw in the fall was 
the construction of the new entrance. What 
was once a stone sign became a pair of 
symmetrical, curved brick walls bearing the 
name Olivet Nazarene University. The old stone 
sign was moved to a new position at the east 
end of University Avenue, near Ward Field.
Next, the foundation for the Admissions 
Welcome Center was put into place just east of 
the new entrance. Another major project was 
the renovation of the student dining room in 
Ludwig. The transformation from “cafeteria” 
to the “scatter system” all but erased the long 
lines of students wrapped around the edges of 
the room. Phase one of dormitory renovation in 
Williams and Nesbitt was completed with further 
( Cont. p. 4)
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MUby Clock Tower 
has fcco n  e one o f  
the m ost recognized  
landmurtu at Olivet
continued from p. 3!
residence hall work continuing for the next three 
summers. An outdoor patio was added just 
outside Common Grounds - the ONU coffee 
shop. Additionally, two biology labs in Reed Hall
of Science 
were
combined to 
form a
“SMART lab.” 
All of these 
improvements 
will enhance 
student life 
and help 
prepare 
students for 
the next 
millennium.
Justin  Long ju s t  ca n ’t rem em ber where 
he sits f o r  chapel. Students looking f o r  
their chapel seats on the posted  lists is 
an annual sight.
When you 
leave Olivet 
you will take 
this book off 
the shelf and 
reflect back 
on this year. 
You may not 
even
remember all 
of the
construction 
work that the 
1998-99 
academic year 
brought.
Students give a thumbs up to the 
new cafeteria , and ju s t  sit back 
and enjoy it.
O livet’s new entrance sign awaits 
the landscapers’fin ish in g  touches.
Hopefully you 
will remember 
the values 
taught here. A 
time of 
reflection is 
the time to 
look inside of 
yourself and 
see who you 
are. College is 
the time that 
individuals question their being and gain their 
own sense of spirituality with God. Do you ever 
reflect in your quiet times and evaluate your 
day? Was it 
good? Did 
you use your 
time wisely?
Did you do 
poorly on a 
test? These 
and many 
other
questions may 
flood your 
mind. Olivet 
gives you the 
Christian 
support to 
help you grow 
and make the 
most of your 
time while at 
(Cont. page 
6).
Dr. J im  D ieh l through G od ’s help, was 
instrum ental in shaping a time o f  
revival on O livet’s campus.
Jusl a I ouch of 
painl makes  
11 tings good as
Reflectior U U L U  U l  IXtTCXl.IScoritinuec £o* 3 .
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Brian Cole listens 
as Wes New  
rejlects on his 
fresh m a n  year.
(cont. from p. 5) here and on this earth. You are a reflection of 
Christ to the world. 
As the new millennium draws near, and the clock ticks toward a 
new century, what changes will occur? Will you learn from your
Mary Pullen and Adam Ledyard catch  experiences here at Olivet? What will you take with you and
bread on their peanut butter stomachs reflect into the world?
to try to win at Ollies Follies.
Simply take a look at the year. This is the last Aurora of the 
millennium. Reflect with us.
Benji Bergstrand,
Aaron Robinson, 
and Tekoa Denny  
discuss the 
w orld ’s problem s  
over a latte in 
Com mon Grounds.
Laura Cornwall 
and Bridget Szpot 
revive shades that 
are a blast fro m  
the past.
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Where am I?
1. Where was Ollies Follies held, and 
who won this year?
a. The games took plaee in Snowbarger field, the 
skits took plaee in Kresge, and the juniors won.
b. The games took plaee in Wisner field, the skits 
took plaee in the Red Room, and the sophomores 
won.
c. The games took place in Snowbarger field, the 
skits took place in Chalfant, and the seniors won.
2. What was unique about this year’s 
October Fest Dinner?
a. This year Affy Tapples weren’t served.
b. It was held in Birchard Gymnasium.
c. The Tree of Knowledge caught on fire.
3. What was this year’s fall play?
a. “God’s Favorite”
b. “Harvey”
c. “You Can’t Take it With You”
4. Who was our Fall Revival speaker?
a. Bebo Norman
b. Rev. Ermalou Roller
c. Dr. Jim Diehl
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President's M  
Homecom
Can the seniors 
pull themselves to 
the num ber one 
spot in Ollies 
Follies?
Keri Gaskill and  
Jod i F ischer show  
o ff  their togas f o r  
a Late Skate.
Scott Arm strong  
helps the crow d at 
Ollies Follies
imagine w hat 
their 50 year 
reunion will look
Brandon Palm er H eather Gerbsch
begins the year by ca n ’t help but
voting f o r  his class sm ile a t how fa s t
president. the registration
line is moving.
An air of excitement marked the start of the 1998-99 school year. While students spent the summer 
working, ministering, relaxing and taking summer courses, the Olivet community was busy preparing 
for the start of a new year.
Eight days following graduation ceremonies, renovations began on the dining room. The 
transformation was dramatic. Student input helped make the project a success. With only hours left 
before the beginning of classes, the final touches were completed.
The opening of Common Grounds last spring with the addition of the outdoor patio in August 
increased the options available to students on campus. These renovations serve as examples of 
several significant projects undertaken, including: a new campus cable TV system, new windows and 
air conditioners in Nesbitt Hall, and a new fire detection and alarm system in each residence hall.
The month of June was highlighted by two new student orientations. Altogether, four hundred 
students attended the two June orientations, while 105 students attended the August orientation 
prior to the start of classes. A record enrollment of 2,403 consisted of 561 freshman, 981 
upperclassmen, and 861 graduate and adult students.
The year’s opening chapel service was marked by the work of the Holy Spirit in ways not often seen j  
during the beginning of a school year. Following a relevant and inspiring message from Dr. John 
Bowling, students from across the auditorium stood and made their way to the altar. With the 
spiritual tone in place, our hearts were prepared for a time of fall revival on our campus. The ministry 
of Promise and Dr. Jim Diehl brought special and meaningful days of spiritual renewal to the Olivet 
community.
It is times such as these that bring me the greatest satisfaction. The success of Student Development 
is not measured in buildings or programs. Success depends upon the number of lives encouraged 
toward Christian development, 
by Dean Walter “Woody” Webb
10 University Life
(Facing page) 
Students fa c e  long 
lines, as back to 
school means 
back to paying  
school bills in 
M iller Business  
Center.
(top left) Common  
Grounds gets a 
fa c e  I f t  w ith a 
new patio f o r  
students to enjoy 
the outdoors a 
little bit more.
1- *  * ,I iVeit . * . * ’• ■‘*
ew freshm en get 
t run down o f  
>livet Ufe on the 
econd floor o f  
.udwig.
i
Back to School 11
Chapel Begins with 
Spiritual Emphasis
Chapel was probably the thirty I was most fearful 
of when I deeicled to come to Olivet. The whole 
concept of required church in the middle of a 
class day just threatened something inside me. 
But after my first few chapels, I felt better. I was 
encouraged to see Chaplain Bill Bray’s attempt to 
make chapel a unique and diverse mix of school 
and church, while incorporating and focusing on 
the student.
Dr. Bray expressed that his philosophy is that 
chapels should be more about identification for 
students, rather than inspiration. His love for 
good rock & roll helps him relate God’s message 
in a way students both understand and 
remember. He wants to address issues, and not 
out of shock value, but with a sincere burden for 
students that are uncomfortable with the 
evangelical subculture. Bray said, “The bottom 
line is for the student in the chair, unsure of 
where they are [spiritually].”
When Chaplain Bray starts searching for a new 
feature to include in chapels, he looks for 
relational aspects; easily identifiable points; 
varieties; and multi-ethnic, cultural, and gender 
selections. He describes it as more of a shooting 
the arrows and then drawing a bull’s-eye around 
it. In the last five years Olivet has moved to a 
more national level in reference to the quality of 
the speaker/guests. Bray’s attendance at an 
annual chaplains’ retreat has allowed him to 
obtain a more complex network of resources.
A year with special artists like Bebo Norman, 
Andrew Petterson, and speakers like Jennifer 
Knapp and Brennan Manning added and 
sustained the exciting power of God’s spirit which 
began in the first few weeks of school. It was an 
attitude and power that had not been felt at 
Olivet for a few years, but WILL leave a mark, 
by Natalie Chovancek
(above) Chaplain Dr. B ill (below) Students take notes
Bray accepts the Academ y fro m  Relational Psychologist 
Aw ard f o r  best fa c ia l Dr. Shalley on how to have
expressions. a “rea l’' relationship.
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Dr. Jim  D iehl 
Ignites the Fa ll 
Revival. His young 
L\eart spoke right 
to the students.
Randy K inder and  
Bill DeW ees help 
lead the students 
in choruses.
A t the fe s tiv a l o f  
ministries chapel 
students are able 
to ge t a taste o f  
the m inistry  
opportunities. Iola  
Noble presents the 
outreach group  
H oly Hands o f  
Praise.
I
Vein members o f  
I tmega Dram a  
earn, Brian  
I 'Stephens & Scott 
Wetterling, help 
Vhe message to 
Come alive w ith 
drama. We are 
dll debating f  
Scott is truly a 
entleman or not, 
tind who exactly 
is Barbara??
ONU's Philosophy of Campus 
Chapels
"College chapels blend school with church, 
learning with worship. Partly school, chapel 
has teaching objectives within an 
acknowledged academic community - yet 
chapel is not a classroom singularly devoted to 
instruction. Partly church, chapel includes 
singing, praying, preaching - yet chapel is not 
a church which provides the enduring spiritual 
nurture and fellowship offered by local pastors 
and congregations. Rather, college chapels 
provide a unique kind of young adult ministry, 
with limited ends and restricted means. 
College chapels, like all other college 
programs, focus on the needs and aptitudes 
of the young adults who attend."
from "Chapel on Purpose"
Chapels 13
T
Wendy's wac^y. Wee£eiy|. _
Stacia Seaton, the queen o f Ollies 
Follies, cheers on the senior class.
Every year, ONU students have
high expectations of Ollies
Follies. Social Committee’s
efforts helped this year’s
competitions surpass all
expectations. The weekend was
themed “Wendy’s Wacky
Weekend,” in honor of Wendy
Parsons. The turn out of
students was phenomenal and
finding eager participants was
not a problem. When the points
from the athletic and goofy
games were tallied, the juniors
and seniors were neck- and-
neck for first. After the skit and
talent competition, the seniors
won it all and became two-year
champs of Ollies Follies. Stacia
Seaton said, “It was great to see
all the class colors, but I knew
that the seniors in orange would
take it all the way.” 
by Amy Franz
Mary Pullen and  
Adam  Ledyard  
look good enough  
to eat.
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Ben Langenau and Jason W arner put 
up a good j ig h t  f o r  the fresh m a n  class.
The ju n io rs  really pu ll together and The Social Com m ittee takes a break
show  the fresh m en  how it ’s done. after setting up f o r  the goofy games.
Jod i Fischer, 
Ericka Gibson, 
Kari M yers and  
Kathie Tussey go  
all out to support 
their senior class.
Ollies Follies 15
Nothing says Q ^d parpUike.  ^^  ^
Camie 
Martin loves 
those Affy 
Tapples.
Angela
Swenson,
Michelle
Nagreen,
Chante'
Lqfond, and
Dawn
Minsterman
Every year (here are a 
number of Quad parlies. The 
themes of the parties are 
always fun and exciting.
However, this year for the 
first time in Olivet history, 
there was a Quad party 
without a theme. The Decker 
Quadrangle was filled with 
people and music filled the 
campus of Olivet Nazarene 
University. The good 
Nazarenes stood with both of 
their feet firmly planted.
Even so, the majority of 
students had tons of fun just
Ben Moreland has a great time checking oat  Standing around chatting Kristi Gibbs and Mike Kraemer are disappointed
chicks. with friends. The most tof ind no s’mores at the Quad Part«•
popular Quad party in recent years was the Fall Feast. This 
year’s Fall Feast was moved inside to Birchard Gym. The location of the party didn’t stop the good 
times. One of the highlights of every Fall Feast is eating an Affy Tapple. When Kathy Wyse was askec 
why she attended the Fall Feast, she replied, “It’s all about the Affy Tapples.” So, if for no other 
reason, we will see you at next year’s Fall Feast for the caramel apples, 
by Amy Frunz
are giving 
the Village 
People a run 
f o r  their
money on 
“YMCA. ”
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Jill Stipp and Amy 
Frunz sport their 
trendy shades.
Matt Mund. Stacia  
Seaton, Tara Hauer, 
and Amy Hale wind 
down after Fall Feast.
After the 
party...
i
Jill Stipp. Je ff Lafave, 
Brad Lacey, and Craig 
Manes take time out to 
have a little Jun.
Burgaridy Reid, Ann 
Peterson and Drew  
Adams enjoy the 
guy's gam e after a 
tough practice.
Leslie Douthitt and  
Scott Armstrong have a 
great time at Hidden 
Cove.
Quad Party 17
i.
Home Sweet Home?
i
Ryan Garner and Erik H u ls trom jind  a way to entertain  
themselves by practicing f o r  their lifelong dream  o f  jo in ing  
the W.W.F. '
Open dorms, community bathrooms, fire 
alarms, annoying neighbors or roommates, late 
night pizza/study parties, and prank phone calls. 
What do all these things have in common? They 
are all part of the wonderful world of dorm life.
For those of us who have moved away from 
a home in which the bedroom, bathroom, and 
kitchen were for the most part ours, we have had 
to make quite a few adjustments. However, I 
think we can all agree, it’s one adventure we will 
never forget.
So what is a typical day like living in the 
dorms? Well for the most part, you wake up to 
the sound of your alarm clock, force yourself out 
of bed and hopefully make your way to the 
shower. At this point some will choose sleep as 
the best option, while the rest of us will make our 
way to class. As the day flies by, some will not 
enter their room until it’s time to retire for the 
night. Others spend their time going in and out 
doing various activities such as taking naps, or 
studying. The day ends when you decide to 
return to your room, jump into bed, and get a 
couple of hours of sleep before the journey starts 
again.
J.R. Wolfe washes his hands in the 
unforgettable community bathroom.
Am y Larrabee spends her f re e  time watching T.V. to Learn 
m ore about the world outside the bubble.
. j
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Chad M artin  intently watches a m ovie during open dorms. Ben Langenau, Joel Hammond, and Adam  Kotsko discuss
the im portance o j  mustard. Anyone f o r  som e Grey Poupon?
Jacob Fields, M ark Owens, and John Cook ju s t  s it back and 
relax.
Another laundry  
day comes again  
f o r  Ryan Kuehl.
University Life 19
Oktoberfest 
F a l l F e s t ‘9 8
This year the 17lh annual Fall 
Fest was held at Rosenboom 
Farm. Although Fall Fest has 
been a tradition here at Olivet 
for many years now, this year’s 
had a slightly different twist 
compared to those held in the 
past. The junior class, which 
sponsored the event, had an 
Oktoberfest theme based on the 
German festival. It was a night 
of fun carnival games, pumpkin 
carving, food, and prizes. There 
were contests that enabled 
many of the students to get 
involved including pumpkin 
carving contests, root beer 
chugging races, bobbing for 
apples, and a wood cutting 
contest with a two-man saw.
When the night was over and all the prizes were passed out, the junior class stood around the 
smoking remains of the bonfire, pleased with how well the event had gone. Looking back on that 
night, I would have to admit that my favorite part of the evening was fighting in the hay with my 
friends.
by Bethany Heidel
Even if  it means getting wet. Matt Kreitzer and 
Jason McHerng show us theg would do angthing 
Jor an apple.
Searching f o r  the missing pumpkin, Josh Greer 
and Debra Walkush enjog spending time 
together at Rosenboom Farm.
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Scott Wetterling, Nick Spaulding, and Marcus 
Butterfield pause to laugh at some passing 
costumes.
Lee Chambers and Adam Asher show that you can 
be anything you dream o f  being.
The Sweet Life
Heather Nunnery and Jesi Dierickx take time out to 
collect some candy.
Matt Crowder sports his Chuck Norris look f o r  
Candy and Costume Fest.
It was a night when costumes 
were pulled out of the closet 
and makeup was applied to 
make you look more like that 
scary, funny, or cute image. 
When the clock tower struck 
7:00 p.m., the fun of the 
Candy and Costume Fest had 
begun. Costumes of all kinds 
filled the halls of every dorm 
and apartment on campus. 
Candy was distributed, 
laughter filled the halls and
that ever-so-freaky guy scared 
you to death. When you had 
collected enough candy to last 
you through finals, it was time 
to head over to the Jazz Band 
concert. Each band member 
wore a funky costume. Prizes 
were awarded to the best- 
dressed guy and gal. The fun 
of the night had come to an 
end, but the candy lasted for 
months.
by Jesi Dieri

Dedication______________
D r. J o h n  H a n s o n
When choosing whom to dedicate the 1999 Aurora to, one faculty member stood out as a prime 
example of “Education With a Christian Purpose.” He may not always be in the spotlight on 
Olivet’s campus, but the person we have chosen that best reflects Olivet is Dr. John Hanson.
Dr. Hanson graduated from ONU in the spring of 1 957. He then went on to complete his graduate 
work at Purdue University. In the fall of 1 960, he was invited to Olivet’s campus to interview for a 
position. Following the will of God in 1 961, Dr. Hanson took a leap of faith and joined Olivet’s 
faculty, moving his wife and oldest daughter, Heidi, from Lafayette, Indiana to Kankakee. After only 
a couple of years here, he traveled to Chicago in 1963 to study the reaction of cobalt compounds 
at the Institute of Technology. His first sabbatical was spent at the University of Chicago where he 
worked dilligently from 1 974 to 1 975 on vitamin B1 2 model compounds. Most recently, on 
sabbatical in 1984, he went north to the University of Madison in Wisconsin. In Wisconsin he taught 
for a semester, and also was able to study silicon chemistry.
What has kept him here for close to four decades? Dr. Hanson says he has stayed because of the 
sense of God’s calling and the need to fulfill it. He says it has been wonderful for him to work with 
students, see them progress, graduate, and then take their place in the world as Christians.
His wife, Esther, said, “He has given his teaching his best and the best has come back to him and his 
family.” Although his two daughters, Heidi Goerlitz and Heather Brayan, no longer live at home, Dr. 
Hanson and his wife still reside in Bourbonnais. In the local community, Dr. Hanson has served on 
the Bourbonnais township as an auditor. He is also active at College Church of the Nazarene where 
he is a regular member and a past board member. Dr. Hanson now enjoys leading a Wednesday 
night Bible study group with about six other men from the church.
“Olivet is a great school, and it’s been my life’s work. What I have put into the University, I have 
been grateful to contribute. God isn’t finished with me yet. I recall the verse, ‘He who began a 
good work in you, will be faithful to complete it’.”
It is with great pleasure that the Aurora staff dedicates the 1999 Aurora to Dr. John Hanson for 
countless contributions to the local community of Bourbonnais and the campus community of Olivet 
Nazarene University.
"What I have put into the 
University, I have been grateful to 
contribute." 
Dr. John Hanson
Dedication Page 23
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President's Page . 
D r. J o h n  B o w l i n g
Reflections—what a great theme for the 1998-99 Aurora. A yearbook provides the perfect vehicle to 
preserve the historical record of the University. This record becomes a “reflection” of the people 
and events which shaped our time together on this campus. And, in addition, the yearbook 
enables us to reflect back on this year anytime—simply by opening these pages. So this year’s 
theme encompasses both the noun (reflections) and the verb (to reflect).
W hen I th ink  o f O livet, 
about the va lues and 
in our lives. There is an Olivet 
experienced. Throughout its 
has sought to be a place where 
integrated with the best of 
arts “Education  W ith a
There is, therefore, something 
should be something different 
not som eth ing odd, but 
more thanjust another school, 
catalog of classes—this is a 
for both time and eternity.
particularly its students, I think 
characteristics which are reflected 
difference which can be seen and 
history, Olivet Nazarene University 
the best in learning is fully 
faith. We exist to provide a liberal 
Christian Purpose.”
different about Olivet and there 
about you, the students of Olivet— 
something distinctive. This is 
more than a set of buildings or a 
place where futures are fashioned
Olivet reflects a strong commitment to academic excellence. The members of the faculty have 
outstanding credentials as well as a genuine concern for students. Also ONU has strong support 
for technology, international travel, and learning environment.
Another attribute reflected in the character of Olivet is the University’s vibrant and positive 
commitment to campus life. The Aurora reflects the work of scores of clubs and organizations 
which have contributed in positive ways to the accomplishments of the University. The mission of 
the ONU extends from the classroom, to the residence halls and student center.
The character of Olivet is reflected academically and socially, but the most significant expression of 
our mission is spiritually. The presence of God is to be reflected throughout all that happens on 
this campus. The very life of Christ ought to be seen in each of us.
The scripture says: “And we, who with unveiled faces all reflect the Lord’s glory, are being 
transformed into his likeness with ever-increasing glory, which comes from the Lord, who is 
the Spirit” (2 Corinthians 3:18).
"Olivet reflects a strong 
commitment to academic 
excellence." 
Dr. John Bowling
President’s Page 25
Homecoming in Style
Talk about the busiest weekend of my life. As the photographer I took only 6 rolls of film by myself, 
and with my cronies I believe we went through 12 rolls in total. The week before homecoming I 
almost threw my phone out the window because of the calls “Natalie can you run here?” Natalie can 
you take some pictures of this? But it all enabled me to see the alumni more, and a more diverse 
selection of the acativites. There was literally something for everyone. For those who like sports, there 
were basketball, fottball, soccer, and track. For those musically inclined, or those who wish they 
were, there was a conert with the “Other 3 Tenors.” For the more relaxed sort, you could hang out 
with your old friends in Common Grounds. Whatever your niche, you were all pulled here before and 
pulled back once again to remember those “good ‘ole days.” This campus is a place of memories and 
reflections, everywhere you look there is a story, and I am happy I can be a part of it.
by Natalie Chovancek
(above) The O NU  
Tigers took on 
Taylor University.
"This is a 
place of 
memories 
and
reflections."
Our m en ’s 
basketball team  
defeated Point 
Lom a Nazarene 
University in a 
close game.
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Homecoming is a 
ime when all 
:iges come 
ogether to 
. elebrate both the 
id  and the new.
\ young 
heerleader 
< irotegy jo in s  in on 
::heeringJor 
' Hivet’s team.
It's  about the 
Jans. It is always 
the Jans. The IJe 
and spirit o j  O livet 
is best displayed  
by the w arm ­
blooded Jans that 
com e out, even in 
the cold weather, 
to support the 
Tigers.
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Taking aLookatthelnner Beau 
H o m e c o m i n g  C o r o n a
Jodi F ischer steps back and takes in 
the Jan o f  it all.
Karrie Ham stra poses fo r one last 
picture before becoming royalty.
On October 5, the extended
walkway awaited the footsteps
of the young women who were
voted to represent Olivet’s
finest. Jodi Fischer, Karrie
Hamstra, Jayme Hancock,
Camie Martin and Stacia Seaton
waited patiently for their
moment to come, while Beth
Patrick and Jay Martinson
entertained the audience.
Keeping his lady calm backstage
was the job of each escort:
Brandon Williams, Matt Mund,
Kelly Kraemer, Jeff LaFave, and
Jeff Knight. As the ladies made
the traditional walk one by one,
their parents shared endearing
memories of their daughter. At
last the 1998 crowning moment
arrived, and queen Karrie
Hamstra smiled sweetly as she
graced the runway.
by Megan Kobasa Camie M artin
congratulates the 
newly-crowned  
queen, Karrie 
Hamstra.
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Smiling w ith anticipation, Camie M artin  Jod i Fisher, Jaym e Hancock, Karrie Hamstra, Camie Martin,
gets ready f o r  the evening. ancj stacia  Seaton all agree that being in the top J ive was a
special honor.
Jaym e Hancock  
and Stacia Seaton  
pause to take a 
p icture and a deep 
breath before the 
big moment.
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what are you dolng_this_weekend2_ T h i n g s  t o Do a t o  N U
Am y Easley and Rachel Lew andow ski are “likeJar out 
man! "
“Come Swing with the Seniors” was a great way to 
kick off this school year. The senior class council 
sponsored the Late Skate for the entire student 
body. This year’s first Late Skate was at Hidden 
Cove where students could skate, eat, and play 
video games. The Grail concert and impromptu 
performance started the night off with laughter. 
Many students attended and had a great time 
whether they were dressed for the occasion in 
1920’s clothing or just skated to the music, 
by Camie Martin
This year’s 80’s Late Skate was “totally rad.” 
Seeing so many students dressed in 80’s trends 
reminded me of the good old years. The years 
when bangs had to be two inches high and guys 
had to wear tight rolled, dark blue jeans, in order 
to be cool. It’s funny to think that in ten years 
from now there will be another generation of 
college kids hosting Late Skates. The only 
difference is they will be dressing up like you and 
me. Awesome! 
by Joy Graham
Aqua Net is Jenny R iggs ' and  
Lyndsi W isher's new bestjriend .
Laughter f il le d  Kresge as R iver City Im prov’s team visited  
ONU.
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Billy Stamper, Tim  Davis, Kevin Hutchins, and Chris 
Grazier say “Only wierdos d on ’t ska te .”
Late Skates mean fu n  and laughter f o r  Chancie Tracy and  
Shannon Boyts.
The Stipp sisters, 
Keri and Jill, are 
ready to p u t on 
their skates and go.
Late skates 31
Coffee Houses
CMS
The crowd sits in awe at the wonderful entertainm ent o f  the 
coffee house.
Andrew  Adams, a m em ber o f  Plaid, p layed a solo on his 
tenor saxaphone.
The Christian Music 
Society, or CMS, really took off 
this year. Having very little to 
work with from previous years, 
the CMS council members had 
it tough. However, this didn’t 
stop them from trying.
CMS worked on a couple 
different coffee houses and 
concerts to keep those here at 
Olivet a bit more entertained. 
Something new this year was a 
newsletter containing such 
things as updates on concerts, 
information on “music stuff,” 
and creative contributions such 
as poems.
The goal this year was to 
give an extra effort to make CMS 
what it should be...a way for 
students to come together and 
listen to good Christian music.
The music band, Plaid, 
perform s f o r  the CMS 
crowd.
Tiger
M a d n e s s
L e t’s ge t ready to rum ble! Jason M cHenry uses his public  
speaking skills to announce f o r  T iger Madness.
What do you get with 300 
screaming fans, ONU’s women’s 
and men’s basketball teams and 
100 free t-shirts? The answer is 
TIGER MADNESS. Tiger 
Madness was a pep rally for 
Olivet’s basketball teams. It was 
held to energize the student 
body’s excitement for the 
upcoming basketball season.
The pep rally was co­
sponsored by SIFE and ASC.
The night featured introductions 
of players, participation from 
the crowd, crazy games, and a 
slam dunk contest. There was 
even sibling rivalry when Tyler 
and Tiffany Field went head-to- 
head in the 3 point shoot out.
Senior Lady Tiger Holly 
Disch commented on the event 
by saying, “It was great to see all 
of the students come out and 
support us. We all had a lot of 
fun.”
by Kevin Cox
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Students take on the O N U  basketball teams in a little shoot 
out.
John
There onee was a man named John.
The presideney of Olivet he took on
And the events that took place,
Were the best in this case.
He got to see Christian music’s greatest stars 
From Burlap to Casmire, Silage and even Jars. 
The football team got him out of his seat, 
Beating Tri-State made him bring fans to their feet.
He then sat in Kresge for a bit,
And watched the fall production of God’s Favorite.
Here comes December and John can’t wait,
Handel’s Messiah was his next date.
An Aspen Christmas at the Lodge is last,
And so John’s first semester of events have passed.
3 4  Events
The foo tb a ll 
team lines up to 
play against T ri 
State.
Front Row : Anne  
Giovanni, Jenine  
Wendell, Merideth  
Densford, Andrea  
Waldron, Jen  
Waldron, Back  
Row : Chancie 
Tracy, Becky 
Lindman, Susie 
Clark, Shannon  
Boyts, Holly 
Dobson, and Liz 
Bourne stop on 
the bridge.
The Orchestra and Choir sing the Hallelujah Chorus
Chris Stoker is one o f  the stars in the 
Dram a departm ent’s production  o f  
G od ’s Favorite.
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Lead singel 
H aseltine  
perform s “f 
for ilit. gudi 
entetiam m i
Burlap to 
Cashm ere opens 
f o r  Jars.
a d d e d a s  
drummer.
JARS OF CUV 
L I VE
Burlap to Cashmere, Silage and 
Jars of Clay packed McHie 
Arena with a crowd of 2,500.
The audience was dazzled by a 
well-choreographed light show 
that accompanied the different 
musical artists.
Silage opened and energized the 
audience with their fun, punk- 
style music that was contained 
in a “pop” package. Jars of 
Clay’s Steve Mason and Charlie 
Lowell helped them out in a 
little jazz ditty.
Burlap to Cashmere was next to 
take the stage. Their 
enthusiastic Spanish guitar and 
obvious musical abilities 
entertained the crowd with 
Christian lyrics.
Fans were then excited and Jars 
of Clay didn’t let them down.
The band’s energy was catching. 
Lead singer Dan Haseltine 
improved a country style song 
and involved the audience a bit 
more. The band even surprised 
fans with a new song that they 
wrote from the “Prince of Egypt” 
inspirational soundtrack.
Jars of Clay really got into their 
music, and the audience 
appreciated the concert. In late 
Spring of 1999 album number 
three for these boys is due to hit 
music stores, 
by Natalie Chovancek
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A
0. N. U- Tiger'S__
naia Football Championship
Over 3,000 fans filled Ward stadium to watch the Tigers 
defeat their opponent.
For the first time in 
Olivet’s history the football team 
made it to the playoffs. The 
team finished the regular 
season 8 - 2 ,  which also 
happened to be a school record. 
This solid regular season led the 
Tigers to the NAIA playoffs. The 
team was first paired with 
Hastings College in Hastings, 
Nebraska. Hastings ranked 
number one at the time and was 
surprised when the Tigers won 
the game 32 - 26. That evening 
on the ride home, the Tigers 
received word that they would 
next face the University of Sioux 
Falls. This team also 
underestimated the power of the 
Tigers. Your ONU Tigers came 
out on top again, 37 - 34. This 
exciting season continued with 
a home game against Tri - State.
The fa n s  watch with anticipation  
while Brad Odgers and teammates 
get ready to start the play.
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Bianca Rider, Jam ilee Cook, Duane Dubert, A lison Shaver, 
Jen Goebel, and James Goebel take the cheap way out and 
tailgate it.
A crowd of over 3,000 fans 
filled Ward Field to watch the 
Tigers put on another great 
performance against Tri - State. 
A victory, with a final score of 
33 - 28, led the Tigers to the 
National Championship game.
As the score board time reached 
0:00, the student body charged 
the field and tore down the goal 
post. The fans knew their 
Tigers would now compete for 
the National Championship title. 
On a cold rainy day, in 
Savannah, Tennessee, ONU 
faced the challenge of Azusa 
Pacific University. On 
December 19,1998, the Tiger’s 
dream season came to an end. 
The ONU Tigers were defeated,
17 - 14. Although the Tigers 
had been defeated, they still had 
come a very long way. 
Congratulations Tigers, 
by: Sam Tharnish
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Professor Jeff Wells directed “God’s 
Favorite” by John Lennon for Olivet’s 
Fall production. The classic Bible story 
of Job was taken and put in a modern 
light, with colorful costuming and a 
nouveau-type stage setting. Three 
performances were packed to see the 
delightful interpretation of this play.
Top: Erik Gernand and  
Kara Lloyd was Gunther 
and his wife Gretta.
Above: Tim  Straw ser 
plays the fa ther, Joe  
Benjamin.
Erin Sudduth, 
Nate Strawser, 
Erik Gernand, 
Kara Lloyd, Tara  
Cunningham and  
Josh Vance kneel 
f o r  prayer.
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A refreshing 
new play to 
Olivet's 
campus.
Above: Erin Sudduth  
is the mother, Rose 
Benjamin.

Dr. J e ff Bell directs 1998 Messiah.
The ch ora l m em bers w ait f o r  th e ir cue  w ith  
anticipation.
The variety o f  participants is always intriguing.
Carrie Williams participates as a soprano soloist.
-
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The Messiah
Continuing an Olivet tradition, Handel’s Messiah was performed by Orpheus Choir, University 
lingers and Choral Union December 6,1998, at six o’clock in the evening. Olivet students, parents, 
dumni and faculty gathered to hear the famous oratorio written by George Frideric Handel, which is 
* musical narrative of the birth, life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, the Messiah. Singing the 
loprano solos were Melinda Jackson, Sara McDaniel, and Carrie Williams. Singing the alto solos were 
Molly Cropper and Jennifer Kell. Singing the tenor and bass were Josh Cobb, Matthew Meyer and 
Justin Nixon. Altogether there were over 150 performers, including 127 singers, and 34 orchestra 
nembers. Led by conductor/director Dr. Jeff Bell, the musical ensemble was accompanied by 
organist Dr. Tim Nelson and harpsichord player, Professor Alice Edwards. These faculty members 
lelped bring together the excellent writing of Handel and the musicianship of Olivet’s choral 
nembers. Overall, The Messiah was a success with a full audience in Chalfant Hall, thus continuing 
he Olivet Christmas time tradition. “The Messiah is a wonderful event in which to participate. Each 
hoir works on the music during most of the fall semester. But, what makes the production so 
ncredible is that we all come together with one purpose... to praise and serve one God,” said 
Zhristine Casteel.
♦y: Barb Rude
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An Evening at the Lodge-______
C H R I S T M A S  B A NQUE T
“Christmas at the Lodge” was a huge success in which hundreds of students and faculty came 
together to celebrate. The weather definitely added to the theme for this year’s banquet, but that 
didn’t stop anyone from dressing up and coming out. Christmas banquet has traditionally been a 
time in which students could take a break from all that studying and have some fun. The students 
generally have high expectations for the Christmas banquet. This year was no different and Social 
Committee did a wonderful job of living up to the high standards of the students. The smell of the 
evergreens filled the air and other great decorations added to the wonderful mood. The mountain 
scenes and the lodge area were quite the popular places for picture taking. Laughs and smiles were 
present at every table. Tim Britton was asked what his favorite part of the evening was and said, “ I 
got to pose for a picture with five fine ladies.” The evening overall was great fun. Social Committee 
has done it again.
By: Joy Graham
Craig Maines,
Bart Saunders,
Archie Wickham,
Travis McEowen,
Chris Grazier,
Scott Weinberg,
Jeremy
Kalinowicz, Kyle  
Hastings, Rob  
Parsons, and 
Kevin Hutchins 
all pose for their 
ladies.
Joel New sham  
and Angela  
DeVidal erijoy the 
time they share  
together at the 
banquet.
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David  Cortright 
and his date 
M elissa Arm strong  
enjoy the scenery  
o f  the evening.
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Stacia Seaton,
| Camie Martin, 
jAmy Frunz,
,Bethany Heidel 
3 and M egan  
JtKobosa enjoy the 
lyood looks o f  Tim  
1 Britton.
Below : J ill Alexander, Jenn ifer A lder son, 
Am y Rickelm an spend time at the lodge.
J e ff Snow barger and Laura Archer enjoy a tasty 
M arriott treat.
An Aspen 
Christmas at 
the Lodge
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Ten Signs That 
You’re Suffering 
from Semester 
„ Burnout
10. You have the questions memorized on the 
eourse evaluation sheet.
9. Just to break from studying, you actually exit 
your dormitory when the nightly fire alarm goes off.
8 . You sleep more in class than at home.
7. You leave church and instinctively look for your 
bookbag.
6 . Visions of the upcoming weekend help you make 
it through that 7:30 a.m., Monday class.
5 . You staple your exegesis in the middle of the 
page.
4. You brush your teeth in class.
3 . You take your syllabus back to your room, correct 
it, give it a grade, and return it to the professor.
2. Procrastination is your best friend.
1. When your parents inquire about your grades, you 
sing the Cookie Monster song: “C is for cookie, that’s 
good enough for me...”
§ 56...Chemistry 
S. 58...Computer
W
60...Educa
umer
i
62...Engine
- Q » ‘  .
64...English
66...Family an 
Sciences
68...Geolo
70...Mat
72...MUSL
74...Nursin
76...Political S'len
78...Psychol''r''*
80...Religion
82...5.eech Cofi munication
84...R0TC I  i  V !
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Dr. Bareiss is 
always willing to 
go the extra mile 
for her students.
Paul Harris and  
Hollist Brow n take 
a little breather 
along with their 
World Food  
Problem s 
classmates.
Urn
Professor J e ff  
Wells gets to the 
point.
FOB RESALE
Dr. Brow n and  
Som er Gant take 
time to sit back 
and relax.
Christy Evans- 
Blunk fa sh ion  
extraordinaire 
gets her start in 
her textiles class
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Sculpting Tomorrow
The Art Department gives each student a 
basic understanding of all elements of art.
There are five areas in which a student can 
specialize. They are: drawing, painting, art 
history, commercial graphics, and art 
education. The three professor's in the Art 
Department include Professor William Greiner 
(Art Department chair), Professor Chelise 
Kinzinger, and Professor William Petit. There 
have been several changes in the department 
this year. Two adjuct professors, each teaching 
a class a piece, were added. Professor Mike 
Perrot is teaching a sculpture class and 
Professor Jerry Solthis is teaching a graphics
course. The sculpture class is a stepping stone 
class that will give new insight as to whether to 
begin a specialized field for sculpture.
The Art Department is growing a great deal. 
It is said to be the fastest growing department on 
this campus. Professor Kinzinger explains, “there 
is a great deal of bonding that takes place 
between the students and the professors.” The 
professors try to spend as much time as possible 
on campus working with the students. With the 
one-on-one contact it is not hard to realize why • 
the department is growing so quickly, 
by Christine Casteel
"There is a great deal of bonding that 
takes place between the students and 
professors." (Professor Chelise 
Kinzinger)
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.
 - ------
I . Andrew Sears 
uorks diligently 
>n his pottery  
eheel.
I. Prof. Greiner 
akes time to 
/ride homework.
'. The basic 
lements o f  the Art 
Jepartment.
I. ProJ. K inzinger 
llustrates proper 
echnique.
5. Art requires a 
ot o f  patience and 
lard work.
3. Tim Welch 
akes the utmost 
' recision to add  
1 Shading to a 
rfj andscape.
Art Department 51
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Evidence o f  good  
friendships can develop  
between classmates, 
Stacia Seaton and Mary 
Pullen share some laughs 
at the biology picnic.
Anthony M arcotte and Dr. Greg 
Long work together with some J 
o f  the technology in the Biology I 
Department.
Kari Gaskill, Barbie Pool, Heather McMillan, 
strike a pose at the biology picnic.
Clock is Taking
o r o g yj The Biological
1 Toward another year of excellence
Biology majors at Olivet 
are offered course work that will 
provide them with a pragmatic 
foundation in Biological 
' Sciences at various levels, such 
as molecular, cellular, 
individual, and ecological. The
I
 work load may be difficult, but 
the rewards of a solid education 
in biology are many. After 
receiving a degree in Biological 
Sciences, students have varied 
career paths from which they 
may choose, in addition to an 
excellent groundwork that will
I
 allow them to further pursue an 
advanced degree in Biology.
Many biology majors feel 
\ that the greatest part of the 
|, department is the faculty itself.
I? Comprised of five professors, the 
Biology Department staff takes 
( those extra steps to create a 
] personal one-on-one 
relationship with the students.
J The fact that many extra hours 
of studying and lab work are 
put forth, along with the reality 
that the Biology Department is 
comprised of a wonderful 
faculty, gives proof enough why 
the Biological Sciences have, 
are, and will continue to thrive 
as a major part of Olivet’s 
curriculum, 
by Leanne Loica
Julie Brookm an  
peers through a 
microscope during 
one o f  many lab 
sessions.
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Tim Boes helps 
unload the 
amazing am ount 
o f  fo o d  collected  
f o r  a necessities 
drive.
S.I.F.E doesn ’t 
ju s t  p lay around, 
they get to 
business on a 
local day care.
The most 
important 
part of the 
business 
department 
was taking 
faith and 
integrating 
it with 
situations 
that may be 
faced in the 
real world.
Leading the wavBusiness
The business department of Olivet was 
loeated on the third Iloor of Burke Administration 
building. The business department advanced in 
(he areas of education, computer integration, and 
campus and community involvement. In the area 
of education, the classes challenged the students 
with serious discussion in class and group 
meetings outside of class. The computer 
integration advancement involved lab sessions 
which helped the students learn and understand 
the rapid changes of technology and technological 
skills. Olivet’s business department knew that 
computer skills would be imperative in the 
business world and having knowledge in this field 
will give the students the skills they need to be 
successful. Community and campus involvment 
were enhanced through clubs. These allowed the 
students to experience hands-on learning. 
Students in Free Enterprise (S.I.F.E.) helped 
connect students with the people of the 
community, while the Business Club was active 
in student life.
The most important part of the business 
department was taking faith and integrating it 
with situations that may be faced in the real 
world. This completed Olivet’s motto:
“Education With a Christian Purpose.” 
by Shannon Boyts
S.I.F.E. students 
make a local 
daycare a little bit 
friend lier.
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Students prepare to leave land as they participate in the Chris Grady practices f o r  the business world as he presents
f irs t  ever cardboard race across the Kankakee River. a proposal f o r  a new business idea.
Business 55
Hours and hours of lab work, reading, and 
research can only mean one thing: a chemistry 
major.
Olivet offers a major and a minor in 
chemistry that will give students a basic 
understanding of chemistry and prepare them for 
specific careers or further studies.
A degree in chemistry has its rewards, but 
definitely takes a great amount of dedication and 
devotion to a cause. Countless hours are spent 
working in labs and listening to lectures in Reed 
Hall of Science. In addition, many hours of study 
must be put forth outside of the classroom. After 
receiving a degree, a door is opened to graduate 
studies for careers in chemistry, biochemistry,
chemical engineering, and medicine.
The faculty of the Chemistry Department 
is made up of Dr. Douglas Armstrong, Dr.
Larry Ferren, Dr. John Hanson, and Dr. Xinyu 
Li, who all work together to make the learning 
process appropriate and useful to each 
individual student. Education is placed on a 
more personal level.
Here at Olivet, although the main focus of 1 
the Chemistry Department may be the study of I 
matter, its composition, properties, and 
reactions, a greater emphasis is placed upon 
developing self-discipline and learning how to 
cooperate and work with others, 
by Leanne Loica
"Education is placed on a 
more personal level."
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1. Freshm an  
Laura M iller and 
Colleen Campion  
look over their 
notes during Intro, 
to Chemistry.
2. Dr. John  
Hanson looks out 
to his class as he 
is explaining the 
basics o f  
chemistry.
3. Glenn Dennis, 
chemistry major, 
listens intently as 
one o f  his 
professors gives a 
lecture.
14. Dr. Larry  Ferren and Becky  M enendez discuss an assignm ent 
after class.
5. Students talk 
before the start o f  
an Intro, to 
Chemistry class.
6. Dr. Douglas 
Armstrong 
prepares 
chemicals f o r  an  
upcoming lab 
session.
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Crazv for Computers
C o m p u t e r  S c i e n c e
The 1998-99 school year 
has been a challenging, yet 
exciting one for Olivet’s 
Computer Science Department. 
This year two lone professors 
have held down the 
Department. Dr. Larry Vail, 
who normally chairs the 
Department, is on sabbatical 
leave, teaching at the African 
Nazarene University in Kenya. 
As a result, Dr. Catherine 
Bareiss is acting as 
departmental chair, while 
instructor Dr. David Starkey 
helps ease the class load.
When asked about the benefits 
of the Computer Science 
major, Dr. Bareiss said that 
their majors go on to earn 
some of the highest salaries of 
ONU graduates. However, Dr. 
Bareiss observes that more 
important advantages include 
building relationships with 
other computer science majors.
The department is like one big 
happy family,” Dr. Bareiss 
said. Junior Jeff Randolph 
agreed, “(I like) the whole 
atmosphere of everyone in the 
department. The lab is like a 
family group.”
by Amy Boone-Tallman and Amber 
Winkleman
While covering 
some extensive 
work, Jody Wine 
decides to take a 
snack break.
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Touching Tomorrow.E d u c a t i o n
"Get
involved as 
much as you 
can with 
anything 
having to do 
with
children.” 
(Senior Sara 
Fleeman)
Education is one of the most sought out 
academic divisions at Olivet Nazarenc University. 
Students in the education field are trained for 
Leaching in pre-school, elementary, and 
secondary schools. The Division of Education 
has three departments: education, physical 
education, and library science. The Education 
Division is responsible for all teacher programs at 
Olivet. The division head of education is Dr. 
Thomas Knowles. Other professors of education 
are Professor Dale Oswalt, Dr. Francis Reed, Dr. 
Sara Spruce, Professor Marla Streit, and Dr. H. 
Stanton Tuttle. The education office is located at 
the north side of Benner Library.
Being prepared and becoming involved are 
two fundamentals of student teaching, according 
to Senior Sara Fleeman. “Get involved as much 
as you can with anything having to do with 
children. Also, be ready with practicums and 
take initiative in the classroom,” Fleeman said, 
by Amber Winkleman
Students listen 
attentively to 
Professor Osw alt's  
lecture in the 
SM ART lab.
A t her desk, 
Professor Marla  
Streit prepares f o r  
her education  
classes.
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Am y LeSage, 
Susan Tobeck, 
and Sara Fleem an  
listen intently to 
Professor Marla  
Streit.
Professor Dale Osw alt teaches one o f  his education classes
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Window into the Future
E n g i n e e r i n g
The Engineering Department, under the 
direetion of Dr. Ivor Newsham, is experiencing 
much growth and change this year. The 
department added three adjunct professors to 
their staff. Professor Mikel Ferri, Professor Kevin 
Brown, and Professor Michael Gingerich joined 
the engineering team to allow full-time professors 
additional time to prepare a document that will 
enable the department to become accredited. Dr. 
Newsham and the rest of the faculty hope to 
attend a self-study course this summer, with a 
visit from the accreditaton board in the fall of 
1999. New computers, carrying Windows NT 
work stations, were installed which will allow new 
software to be used. The Engineering 
Department is being tested with these computers 
in its area, with hopes to install them all across 
campus in the years to come. “It’s really a great
opportunity to be allowed to have these new 
computers and it works out well with the 
growing number of students we are acquiring,” 
Dr. Newsham said.
Forty new students entered the program 
this fall, compared to thirty last year. Dr. 
Newsham explains, “It is so important that we 
get an accreditation so our students can leave 
with a recognized professional title.” The 
department is involved with three national 
organizations that keep them up-to-date with 
the changing world of engineering. Through 
these organizations students are able to become 
involved in clubs, such as Olivet’s own 
Engineering Club, and are encouraged to seek 
work off campus, 
by Christine Casteel
"It's really a great opportunity to be allowed to 
have these new computers and it works out well 
with the growing number of students we are 
acquiring." (Dr. Newsham)
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1. Students 
spend a great 
deal o f  time in 
the labs, working 
and solving 
problem s in 
engineering.
2. Homew ork is 
being by Karen  
Benoit and Phil 
McHale.
3. In  his office, 
Dr. Ivor 
Newsham  
prepares f o r  his 
next lecture.
|
14. Prof. M ike Morgan shows a demonstration  for his class.
5. While taking
I .attendance Professor Eric 
Erickson looks to 
see how diligent 
his students are.
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Classmates discuss an assignm ent during their introduction
to literature class.
Dr. Kashama  
M ulam ba smiles 
as he lectures his 
literature class.
I
Students m ake J 
use o f  the D IW E  : 
System  in their 
fresh m a n  comp, 
class.
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.
io ve jjjck . and.. JJterature??? .Eti gT is  h
or another year of excellence
“To be or not to be, that is 
le question.” “Romeo, oh 
lomeo, wherefore art thou 
omeo?” Phrases like these can 
e heard echoing through the 
alls of the English Department, 
nglish majors at Olivet are 
iven the chance to explore 
lany literary masterpieces that 
ave influenced and changed 
le lives of many people. The 
nglish Department has as its 
mndation three major 
omponents: literature, 
mguage, and writing. A 
achelor’s degree in English 
rovides students with a strong 
reparation for many careers 
ieluding: business, education, 
ublic relations, advertising, or 
ie  media.
Nine professors work 
<gether as one unit to make the 
arning experience in the 
nglish Department one of 
cademic as well as spiritual 
rowth. By studying the 
nglish language from a 
hristian perspective, students 
an develop those skills needed 
1) communicate with God and 
ith others. The English 
>epartment is doing its part to 
eep the tradition of excellence 
live and well at Olivet in the 
resent, as well as in days to 
ome.
Freshm an Tara  
Cunningham  
y Leanne Loica listens as
Professor Connie 
W alker explains 
an English  
assignment.
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Bethany Anderson  
cuts out patterns  
f o r  her project.
Making Things Great 
Family and consumer Science
"l am
optimistic 
about the 
direction in 
which the 
department 
and the club 
is headed 
and I hope it 
can make an 
impact on 
others." 
-Diane 
Ritter, 
President, 
S.A.F.C.S.
The Family and Consumer Science 
Department is always looking toward the future. 
Available majors include: Family and Consumer 
Sciences, Dietetics, Fashion Merchandising, 
Housing and Environmental Design, and Family 
and Consumer Science Education. Currently, 
there are about thirty students in the depatment. 
The Student Association of Family and Consumer 
Sciences, is another exciting part of this 
department. S. A. F. C. S. is an organization 
open to all Family and Consumer Science majors 
and this year the organization has many new 
events planned. Since one of the main goals of 
the Family and Consumer Science profession is to 
unify individuals both in and outside of the 
career, S. A. F. C. S. organized a service project. 
The goal of this project is to connect students to 
the community and also to empower individuals 
and families to live life to the fullest of their 
potentials. Other S. A .F. C. S. activities involve 
coordinating an annual fashion show, carmel 
apple sales, and a student web page day. This 
Department is not concerned with making things 
good; they are concerned with making things 
great!
by Susan Stetzel
Angie Hoffm an  
carefully takes 
notes fro m  the 
lecture.
These
hardworking 
dietetics majors 
listen intently to 
their professor.
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Giving o f  their time at the Chicago Food  Am y Cairo starts makes sure to fo llow
Depository, this fo o d  problem s class sorts the dotted lines on her pattern,
through donated beverage products.
Family and Consumer Sciences 67
Breaking New Ground 
G e o l o g y
Geology is an area of study that is always 
changing. In fact, the Geology Department of 
Olivet graduated their largest class this past 
spring, proving that people have a growing 
interest the world of nature. “We are looking for 
students who want a career that is personally 
and societally satisfying, as well as financially 
rewarding,” explains Professor Max Reams. The 
Geology Department is located in the Reed Hall of 
Science and is experimenting with Windows NT 
operating systems. Several new pieces of 
software are now being used that enable students 
to launch into serious geological computer 
applications. Technology is not all that was 
added to the department, though. Professor 
Brock Schroeder in now a full-time faculty 
member in geology and director of the 
planetarium.
It is estimated that 60% of the students 
that graduate from this major go on to graduate 
schools. Those that don’t pursue a higher level 
of education have been very successful in 
finding work in environmental and petroleum 
fields. Professor Reams says, “several 
elementary and secondary teachers have 
emphasized in geology in order to find a 
teaching position in an otherwise tight market.” 
Students are able to travel and 
experience more if they take advantage of the 
Olivet Geology Society (OGS). They advance 
with the major and take several field trips to 
practice what is learned in the class room. 
Clearly the Geology Department should be 
proud of all their accomplishments, 
by Christine Casteel
"We are looking for students who want a career 
that is personally and societally satisfying as 
well as financially rewarding" (Dr. Reams)
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1. Brock Schroeder 
motivates his 
Astronomy class 
by asking f o r  their 
feedback.
2. Wayne
I Patterson  concentrates on his professor.
3. The laid back 
environment o f  
astronomy proves  
that learning can  
• be fun .
\ 4. Timothy
I D ickinson and Steve Barrick  watch slides in geology lab.
5. Dr. M ax Ream s 
analyzes a rock 
form ation .
6. Sandy Keller 
reaches f o r  a rock 
during the geology
I practice lab.
Geology 69
M arc Herington ponders over a problem .
Practicing f o r
elementary Just in time! M ath  ]
education, students students turn in
turn in their their tests
assignments.
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CountOn us 
M a t h e m a t i c s
Dr. David Atkinson is 
j chair of the Olivet Nazarene 
I University Mathematics 
| Department and is leading a 
team of committed professors 
| and students into the future of 
math. This year approximately 
forty students are either math 
majors or minors. Dr. Stephen 
Brown, Dr. Daniel Green, and 
| Dr. Dale Hathaway teach 
alongside of Dr. Atkinson to 
provide high quality Christian 
math cirriculum to Olivet 
students. In the spring 
semester of 1999, the Math 
Department adopted a new 
freshman seminar into their 
program. Dr. Hathaway
I
 explained that this seminar 
would help to soften the 
, transition into higher level math 
\ courses. ONU’s math students
[
develop their skills through in­
depth problem solving and 
through group and individual 
projects. Students of the Math 
Department know that they can 
count on each other and on 
| their professors to make their 
academic experience the very 
best.
by Amy Boone-Tallman
Dr. Green begins 
the tedious work 
o f  grading papers
Mathematics 71
Sing Your Heart Out
Mu s i c
The Music Department of Olivet Nazarcnc 
University is seeking to produce students who are 
knowlcdgable and therefore successful in the 
careers of their choice. Music majors have a 
variety of performing options from which to 
choose. These include things like Orpheus Choir, 
University Singers, and an annual performance of 
Handel’s Messiah. The Department strives to give 
students opportunities to put into practice the 
theories they learn for the purpose of personal, 
professional, and academic growth. Courses 
include work in diction, aural skills, and music 
theory.
The Music Department is chaired by new­
comer Professor Don Reddick, but he is far from 
alone in leading music students. Dr. Gerald 
Anderson, Prfoessor Martha Dalton, Dr. Timothy 
Nelson, Dr. George Dunbar, and Professor Ruth 
Eimer all work together to provide students with 
quality curriculum. Who knows if the students of 
Olivet’s Music Department will one day be heard 
on our very own WONU? Undoubtedly though, 
they are getting the training today that will propel
them toward success in the future, 
by Amy Boone-Tallman & Michelle Reddy
"In the 
Music
Department 
we are 
closely 
connected. 
We do a lot 
together 
and so it's as 
if we're 
family." 
(Senior 
Carrie 
Burton)
Holly Watson 
practices her 
public speaking 
skills.
Professor Don  
Reddick explains 
to John Herdon  
how to use the 
com puter systems 
which allow  
students to write 
compositions and  
perform  drills 
without the 
tedium o f  hand­
writing them.
“And ah one, ” Dr. 
J e ff Bell does 
some conducting 
exercises w ith his 
class.
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Carrie Burton takes a m om ent to p lay a 
p iece on the piano.
M usic majors take time during class to 
m aster the art o f  directing.
Music 73
Truly taking care Nu r y  i
From the first day of the semester, 
nursing majors hit the ground running. From 
reading chapters to developing care plans, the 
nursing department keeps it’s students busy.
The biggest element that sets nursing 
apart from other majors is the clinicals that 
start sophomore year at Americana Nursing 
Home. Junior and senior year clinicals are split 
between Provena St. Mary’s Hospital and 
Riverside Hospital. These clinicals are 
“practices” for the theory being taught that 
semester. Subjects covered range from pediatric 
to psychiatric nursing, to prepare students to 
take the N-CLEX test upon graduation.
n g
Nursing Students in Action (NSA) is 
becoming involved in campus and community 
activities such as running the blood drive, and 
parish nursing. Contrary to popular belief, 
nursing students do more than study and they 
hope to show this during the 1998-1999 school 
year.
The Nursing Department was introduced to 
new technology in the psychiatric learning 
resource center. A grant of $57,983 from the 
Helene Fuld Trust allowed them to create a new 
lab that includes a media center. 
by Emily Kortanek 82, O.J. Kendall
NSA is becoming involved in campus and 
community activities such as running 
the blood drive and parish nursing.
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1. Melanie 
Haw baker 
listens to the 
class lecture.
2. Barbie Pool 
practices her 
bedside 
manner.
3. Nursing 
students spend  
all their time 
together.
4. Kyla Grant 
gets a check-up  
fro m  Lyndsey  
Roberson.
5. Pausing to 
listen to a 
question, Prof. 
Amy Golyshko 
commands the 
attention o f  her 
Med. Surg. 
class.
6. Barbie Pool 
administers a 
shot.
Nursing
Pum ped f o r  politica l science students ca n ’t help but be 
enthusiastic w ith Dr. Van Heemst.
i
Dr. Van Heemst 
gives yet another 
exciting lecture.
Rachel Ewing and 
Seth Horning Jind  jot 
in class lectures.
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Shaking Hands. Kissing Babies
p o l i t i c a i  sc 1 e n c e
Theodore Roosevelt once 
*aid, “It is better to dare and fail 
han to live in the great divide 
vhere there is neither victory 
ror defeat,” and though it may 
lave been meant to justify his 
Dhilosophy of walking softly and 
:arrying a big stick, his words 
each much further. The 
Political Science Department is 
me of many at Olivet. Whether 
liscussing Plato’s A l l e g o r y  o f  th e  
a v e  in Political Science 101 or 
ittempting to disprove the same 
n Senior Seminar, Political 
Science is a fascinating 
lepartment that keeps students 
flued to the edge of their seats. 
Political Science entails the 
>tudy of governments and the 
)olitical forces that create them. 
Uso, thanks to Olivet, the 
olitical Science Department 
fives credit to God who created 
he free will which governs 
pvernment. Olivet has three 
ffreat God-fearing professors:
3r. Stephen Lowe, Dr. David 
/an Heemst, and chair, Dr. 
A/illiam Dean.
Political Science majors, 
iare to use their minds to better 
understand what God has for 
hem; and in what better field 
han Political Science?
Jy Brian Cole and Matt Meyer
Dr. Dean looks 
over students ’ 
essays after class.
.. ,
Political Science 77
Think About It
P s y c h o l o g y
Tlio Psychology Department is the second 
largest academic department on the campus of 
Olivel. The professors of the Psychology 
Department arc excited about the continued 
growth of the department and the almost 
overwhelming number of students interested in 
this field. The Department is led by its chair Dr. 
William Bell, and five other dedicated professors. 
“Forty-one psychology majors were listed in the 
graduation program in May of 1998, which was 
the second highest number for traditional 
undergraduate majors,“ explained Dr. Bell. Of 
those 41 graduates, many went on to graduate 
school to specialize in one of approximately 30 
fields available in Psychology. Many schools 
sought out Olivet students interested in Doctoral 
Programs.
This past year a Master of Arts in 
Professional Counseling was added to the 
program and the first class of sixteen graduated 
in May of 1998. Also, the Department recently 
made a revision in the course requirements in 
order to offer a Counseling Psychology class.
This class meets the Illinois state requirements 
for licensed psychologists.
By Christine Casteel
"Forty-one 
psychology 
majors were 
listed in the 
graduation 
program in 
May of 1998, 
which was 
the second 
highest 
number for 
traditional 
undergraduate 
majors. (Dr. 
Bell)
Dr. Bell ju s t  ca n ’t 
help but to try to 
catch up on the 
latest psychology  
fa cts .
Students fo cu s  on 
quiz results.
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it's in Our Hands .so  c i a I w o r k / S o c i o l o g y
The Department of Social Work and 
Sociology has a wide variety of careers open to its 
majors. Social Work/Sociology majors have the 
(possibility of jobs in fields ranging from public 
health to child welfare and everything in between. 
Most students who major in this field leave Olivet 
knowing their education will take them where 
they want to go. “Our students are working in a 
Variety of social service agencies, both public and 
private. Those who are not working are in 
graduate schools of social work, law, or 
psychology,” explained Professor Micheal LaReau. 
Professor LaReau, along with Professors Janice 
jHackinsmith and Kent Olney, teach the classes in 
this feild. The program has been accredited now 
for about two years. Since that time there has
been a great increase in the number of students 
interested in Social Services. This department 
generates the fifth largest number of student 
credit hours on Olivet’s campus. This year the 
department changed their course requirements 
and added three new classes. In addition 
“Professor Olney is finishing his doctoral 
dissertation dealing with the sociology of the 
deaf church and the work of Rev. Phillip 
Hasenstab,” LaReau said. These changes and 
the support of many national organizations 
makes the Social Work/Sociology Department 
more inviting to prospective students, 
by Christine Casteel
"Our students are working in a variety of 
social service agencies, both public and 
private. Those who are not working are 
in graduate schools of social work, law, 
or psychology." (Professor LaReau)
Psychology/Social work 79
Kathryn Meinders, Christine Caldwell, M elissa Armstrong, 
and Chad Seabright have class discussions outside.
Junior Brady Wisehart Dr. Thompson
avoids discussion with teaches the basics
senior Chris Pollock during in Greek,
a session o f  small groups 
class.
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Preparing for the Ministry 
R e 11 g i o n
Religion Division offers four specific departments to students
The Division of Religion is 
:omposed of four departments: 
iiblical Literature, Christian 
Education, Theology, and 
diilosophy. The Division of 
teligion prepares students for 
jrofessional ministry or 
•raduate studies to gain skills 
ind knowledge of the different 
ireas of religion.
The Religion Division is 
ocated in the Burke 
administration Building and the 
livision head is Dr. Robert 
teanson. Other professors 
nclude: Dr. John Bowling, Dr.
Villiam Bray, Dr. Ron Dalton,
)r. Craig Keen, Professor 
tussell Lovett, Dr. Larry 
/lurphy, Dr. Robert D. Smith,
)r. Richard Thompson,and 
Tofessor David Wine. Junior 
ten LaPlace said this about his 
)rofessors’ presentation of the 
ciaterial, “I like the way they 
each us to dig into the Word 
md base everything on the 
3ible,” LaPlace said. “Later on 
ye have an opportunity to 
>reach and lead devotionals to 
he class and the professor, 
ieniors also have the 
>pportunity to do an internship 
md apply what they’ve learned.” 
y Amber Winkleman
Sophom ore Jarrod  
Darling isn ’t quite 
buying the “Jlying 
w edge” idea 
presented to him  
by Prof. Wine.
Religion 81
Are you Listening to us?
s p e e c h  c o m m u n i c a t i o n
Words like rhetoric, impromptu, 
interpersonal, extemporaneous, and pontification 
are all too familiar to students of Speech 
Communication, Having the reputation for being 
one of the more lively departments, Olivet 
Nazarene University’s Speech Communication 
Department is always growing and moving 
forward. Chaired by Dr. Jay Martinson, the 
Speech Department offers many opportunities to 
majors. Whether it is an internship at Fox 
Television Station in Chicago, working with 
Today’s Christian Radio 89.7 FM WONU, 
participating in the annual Speech contest, 
working in small organizational groups, or 
preparing a persuasive campaign, ONU’s Speech
Communication is all about hands-on, top- 
notch training. In pursuit of scholarly 
excellence the department recently began a 
Communication Honors Program and now have 
an offical chapter in Lambda Pi Eta.
The department has four concentrations: 
General, Film Studies, Journalism, or 
Broadcasting. Even with four concentrations, 
the Speech Communication Department is a 
tight-knit group. In fact, knowing how much 
the students love to be together, Professor Beth 
Patrick organized a kick-off party for all Speech 
majors at the beginning of the school year 
which proved to be a huge success. Speech 
majors can’t get together and not have fun.
By Am y Boone-Tallm an & Michelle Reddy
"We are learning skills that will 
benefit us everyday for the rest of 
our lives. And we have a great 
time doing it!"
Senior, Matt Mund
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1. Adam  
Ledyard ca n ’t 
contain his 
enthusiasm  f o r  
his speech  
major.
2. Danielle 
Pospisil, 
Shannon 
Wheeler, Seth 
Horning, and  
Jermy Hunt 
have learned to 
lean on each  
other through  
the
com m unication
department.
3. M att Mund, 
Natalie
Chovancek, and  
Craig Johnson  
are putting the 
fin ish in g  
touches on their 
big speech.
4. Somtimes 
Speech Comm, 
majors say they 
fe e l like their 
brains are ju s t  
being sucked  
out.
5. Prof. Wells 
helps unload the 
White Castle 
burgers f o r  the 
big department 
party.
6. Jason  
M cHenry thinks 
speech is a 
stretch.
Speech Communication
The
"A trained 
and ready 
Army has 
at its
foundation
competent
and
confident 
leaders." 
(Senior Paul 
Cote)
Leaders of the Futuri R. 0.
A (rained and ready Army has as its foundation 
eompetenl and eonfidcnt leaders. Reserve 
Officers Training Corps (R.O.T.C.) develops such 
leaders through a dynamic process consisting of 
three equally important pillars: Institutional 
Training, Operational Assignments, and Self­
Development. With Institutional Triaining, the 
Army understands the importance of a good 
education and is willing to make that investment 
in those individuals displaying the qualities and 
values of a leader. In Operational Assignments, 
R.O.T.C. is no different from the active Army.
Students participate in activities such as 
rappelling, land navigation, handgrenades, and 
air mobile exercises. With Self Development, the 
Army holds to this-principle: Know Yourself and 
Seek Self Improvment. Leaders in our Army have 
many challenges. They must take care of 
soliders’ needs, develop them into cohesive 
teams, train them under tough and realistic 
conditions to demanding standards, assess their 
performance, assist them with their personal and 
professional growth, and reward them for their 
successes. To meet that challenge, our leaders 
must be competent and confident in their ability 
to lead. R.O.T.C. was developed to meet that 
challenge.
by Paul Cote, Army, R.O.T.C, Training Officer
Jam ilee Cook is 
greeted by one o f  
her superiors.
O.J. Kendall is 
ready to perform  
his duties.
c.
The f ir s t  thing you 
need in the 
wilderness is a 
tent; but can you  
pitch  one? -#
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Heads up! Recruits ride in one o f  the 
Arm y's helicopters.
Steve Long is pum ped up f o r  his 
mission.
R.O.T.C. 85
Can You Guess 
Who we Are?
1. I turned 50 this year, and the whole school 
threw me a party.
2. I wrote a book on Luke-Acts.
3. I work in the nursing department and just 
finished my Ph.D.
4. I received the 1998 Teacher/Faculty 
Excellence Award.
5. My alter ego is Dr. Craig Z. Mann.
6. My last name is also a spring holiday.
7. My official title is Comptroller.,
8. People always tell me I have a green thumb.
9. I own and run an art studio.
10. If you need to know anything from the 
past, come to me. I keep the Archives.
11. I am the voice of your Olivet Tigers.
12. I’m up early in the mornings to help Beth 
Kaye on WONU’s Morning Show.
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Erik Willits, Christine Casteel, Levi Yowell, Mrs. 
JiE Bowling, Marcus Lackey, Chris Stoker. Joel 
Hammond, Rachel Russell, Aimee Swinehart. 
Holly Way, Ben Langenau want to change the 
school's mascot to the goose.
Dr. Douglas 
Arm strong says. 
“D on 't try this at 
home, k ids."
Heidi Taylor, M ark  
Taylor, Dean  
Woody Webb, 
Kathy Jewell, and 
Ron Hadley use 
Hidden Cove as a 
break from  
campus life.
Professor Ralph  
Goodwin gives 
students some 
pointers on how to 
be finan cia lly  
successful.
Professor Russell 
Lovett is worthy o f  
a Robert Frost 
poem.
Chaplain B ill Bray 
introduces special 
m usical guest 
Bebo Norman.
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Faculty
Gerald Anderson Douglas 
Armstrong
V. U  1 
Dave Atkinson Cathy Bareiss
Jeff Bell
i  i
Ray Bower
Stephen Brown
Bill Bray
Don Daake
Rebecca Belcher
William Bell
Q: What is your official title?
A: Assistant Professor in Geology and Chemistry. 
9: How long have you worked at Olivet?
A: Three years.
9: What was the best part of your job?
A: Interacting with students. Learning about 
their background, and personalities. I really 
appreciate each one of them. I enjoy the 
opportunity to share with them some subjects I 
like myself.
9*. If you could give students one word of 
advice what would it be?
A: Compassion and understanding are keys to 
life.
9: What is one thing you think people might 
not know about you?
A: When I was a teenager, I wanted to become a 
nun. I also have two beautiful childeren, Grace 
(4 and a half years old), Jeffery Samuel (4 months 
old). I used to do a lot more hiking, 
photographing, and playing tennis before I had 
my children. Now I try to find time to read 
materials on God’s love.
Questions & Answers
Dr. Cindy Li
88 Peopie
Questions & Answers
Dr. Stephen Lowe
Aurora 1999
Martha Dalton
William Dean
Jan Dowell
Q: What is your official title?
A: Associate Professor of History.
9: How long have you worked at Olivet?
A: I am completing my sixth year at ONU.
9: What was the best part of your job?
A: Working with such outstanding colleagues 
and students and of course, the schedule.
9: If you could give students one word of 
advice what would it be?
A: Develop patience and try not to be too anxious 
for the future. In other words, do your best to 
enjoy the current circumstances in which God 
has led you.
9: What is one thing you think people might 
not know about you?
A: I play the bass guitar to relax after a long day. 
I spend thousands of hours researching and 
writing about sports history. I also indulge in a 
foot-long Spicy Italian sandwich from Subway 
every Suday night after chruch.
George Dunbar Larry Ferren
Jill Forrestal
Ron Dalton
Maiy Ada 
Dillinger
Susan Draine
Diane Fox
Melissa Gallup Franklin Garton
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Faculty
Questions & Answers
Dr. Connie Milton
Q: What is your official title?
A: Associate Professor of Nursing and Interim 
Coordinator for BSN completion for the fall 
semester.
Q: How long have you worked at Olivet?
A: Thirteen years in January.
Q: What was the best part of your job?
A: I have the privilege of coparticipating with 
students in their educational journey in the 
process of coming to know the discipline of 
nursing.
Q: If you could give students one word of 
advice what would it be?
A: Love the Lord your God with all your heart, 
lean not on your own understanding, but be 
renewed by the transforming of your mind to a 
life which is worthy of our Lord and Savior, Jesus 
Christ. Be persistent and determined.
9: What is one thing you think people might 
not know about you?
A: I am a singer and a member of the Kankakee 
Valley Symphony Orchestra Chorus. I am also a 
member of the New Park Singers, which is 
sponsored by the Kankakee Park District.
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Ralph Goodwin Linda
Greenstreet
Dale Hathaway Laverne Jordan
Craig Keen Chelise
Kinzinger
Jim Knighi Thomas Knowles
Paul Koch Mike LaReau
Amy GolyshkoDwight Ginn
Aurora 1999
Stephanie Link
Shirlee McGuire Norman Moore
Kashama
Mulamba
Timothy Nelson
Dale Oswalt
Questions & Answers
Professor Dale Oswalt
9: What is your official title?
A: Assistant professor of education 
9: How long have you worked at Olivet?
A: This is my second year at ONU.
9: What was the best part of your job?
A: By far, the best thing about my job is the 
interaction with my students. They really want to 
make a difference in the lives of their future 
students as they prepare for the teaching 
profession.
9: If you could give students one word of 
advice what would it be?
A: Don’t ever get too busy for Jesus; try to work 
your devotions into your schedule. By developing 
a relationship with Him you’ll learn the truth and 
the truth will set you free.
9: What is one thing you think people might 
not know about you?
A: I came to Olivet as a undergrad in 1976, and 
my first semester I decided to quit. My advisor 
found out and talked me into staying one more 
semester. That 10 minute meeting changed my 
life. Now I’m in a position to return what was 
given to me. Who says the Lord doesn’t use 
people to carry out His work!
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Russell Lov ett
Mike Morgan
Larry Murphy
Kent Olney
Faculty
f td M l d
Wendy Parsons Beth Patrick
Brenda
Patterson
Doug Porter
Questions & Answers
Professor Don Reddick
9: What is your official title?
A: Chairman, Division of Fine Arts, Department 
of Music.
Q: How long have you worked at Olivet?
A: This is my second year at ONU.
Q: What was the best part of your job?
A: I am a people person and enjoy being around 
students and faculty.
@: If you could give the students one word of 
advice what would it be?
A: Take your education seriously, get the best 
grades you can, and complete your education in a 
timely manner.
Q: What is one thing you think people might 
not know about you?
A: You would not have to be around me long to 
figure out that I love music...performing, 
listening...especially performing. I also have the 
greatest wife and two children anyone could hope 
for.
Don Reddick
Glenn Rewerts
Robert Smith Sara Spruce
Sue Rattin Max Reams
M
Fran Reed
Brock Schroeder
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Q: What is your official title?
A: Associate Professor of Religion.
Q: How long have you worked at Olivet?
A: This is my fifth year.
Q: What was the best part of your job?
A: Seeing students begin to run with new ideas 
and incorporate those ideas into their own 
thinking, reading, and living.
9: If you could give the students one word of 
advice what would it be?
A: Seek not what God can give you - seek to 
know what He has revealed Himself through His 
Son. Never give up on God, on others, or 
yourself.
9: What is one thing you think people might 
not know about you?
A: I am a sports fanatic. My daughter tells me to 
be less vocal at her junior high basketball games!
Questions & Answers
Dr. Richard Thompson
Gaiy StreitDavid Starkey
Marla Streit Richard
Thompson
Stan Tuttle David Van 
Heemst
Jeremy Van Kley
Woody Webb
Judith Whitis
Faculty 9§
Jeffery Wells
Noel Whitis
Faculty
Questions & Answers
Professor Jeffery Wells
Q: What is your official title?
A: Assistant Professor of Speech 
Communication.
Q: How long have you worked at Olivet?
A: Five years.
Q: What was the best part of your job?
A: The opportunity to serve God, interact with 
students, and create art at a place that is so very 
supportive of my work.
9: If you could give the students one word of 
advice what would it be?
A: After developing a strong relationship with 
God, truly try to develop an appreciation of 
learning and knowledge, not just for grades or a 
degree, but for the sake of knowledge. Continue 
as a student after you leave Olivet.
Q: What is one thing you think people might 
not know about you?
A: I made public relations appearances for a 
local television station in Nashville as a big 
penguin called “Snowbird.” He was kind of like 
Sesame Street’s “Big Bird.”
Brenda Williams Mark Williams
O\ v  ■
David Wine
Robert WrightNorma Wood
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Aurora 1999
Questions & Answers
Noel Whitis
9: What is your official title?
A: Director of Media and Technical Support 
9: How long have you worked at Olivet?
A: 5 years
9: What was the best part of your job?
A: I have the best of all worlds. I work with
faculty, students, curriculum, and special events 
on campus in a Christian atmosphere. It is 
exciting to see how techonology is changing our 
world and to be a part of using technology to 
better prepare Olivet students for the future.
9: If you could give the students one word of 
advice what would it be?
A: Take advantage of the good liberal arts 
education here at Olivet. In this day and age you 
never know where the Lord will place you. When I 
left Olivet in 1967, I never dreamed I would be 
returning.
9: What is one thing you think people might 
not know about you?
A: I collect 1945 John Deere farm machinery. I 
recently have taken up raising oxen.
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The pep band with Professor Reddick directing them 
warms up before a basketball game begins.
Showing great shock at Jill Stipp’s enthusiasm o f school 
spirit. Professor Sue Rattin can only laugh.
9 6  university Life
Career counseling secretary Pam Whalen places a 
student’s tax information in her computer.
After class Professor Lovett and Nate Stults share some 
laughs.
Mary Anderson gives a student’s resume a fina l look.
Professor Reams shows his class ju s t how important math is 
in geology.
Dr. Anderson, Mrs. Dunbar, and Dr. Dunbar enjoy special 
treatment at Orpheus retreat.
Joel Christie and Greg Lyons ask Professor Richardson f  
she enjoys Marriott as much as they do.
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Staff
Bookstore
Carolyn Gill, Joyce Muhm, Phil Richardson, 
and Vivian Schweigert.
Benner Library
Front: Amy Hamlin, Meda Long.
Back: Pam Greenlee, Sharon Granger,
Norman Moore, Sharron James, Mary Reich.
Buildings and 
Grounds
Front: EJton Elliott, Matt Whitis, Larry Berry 
Middle: Ray Bellomy, Shirley Easter, Ghedam Sultan, 
Dave Romer, Jim Tripp
Back: Ryan Craig, Jonathan Vile, Pat Whalen
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Aurora
Computer Center
Front Row: Frank Mangino, Gideon Berhanu, Brent Long, 
Trisha Garrison
Second Row: Philip Stiles, Marsha Smith, Chris O ’Brien 
Third Row: Bert Ackerman, Josh Davis, Barg Cruz 
Fourth Row: Dennis Seymour, Keith Reel, Dan Hamlin, 
Andrew Smith.
Custodial
Front Row: Judy Hendrickson, Deanne Motz,
Marsha Randalls, Claudia Olson, Lori Forsythe,
Barb Giguere, Donna Baron, Bonnie Ballinger 
Middle Row: Douglas Dean, Kay Anderson, Ora Giddings, 
Becky Messier, Elaine McAndrews, Judy Renchen, Nina 
Koerner, Denny Neumann
Top Row: Darla Jensen, Pam Bierbaum, Ghedam Sultan, 
Carl Koerner
Developmental 
Services
Derek Ferris, Sandy Begley, Becky Kelsey, Dan Ferris.
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Staff
Donor Relations
Yvonne Chaljant and Susan LeBuhn.
Executive 
Secretaries
Connie Skinner, Beth Conway, Nancy Bretzlaff, Marjorie 
Vinson, Dianne Ferris, and Pat Geasa.
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Aurora 1999
Financial <id
Front Row: Michelle Stipp, Joy Jones, Sue Vickers 
Back Row: Vickie DeWees, Pat Forquer, J e jf 
Schimmelpfennig, Kathy Tomasik, Greg Bruner.
Financial Services
Front: Matt Foor, Virginia Alcorn, Linda Rantz, Laura Winkel, 
Dianne Schaafsma
Back: Don Keck, Nyla Wepprecht, Lori Hoekstra.
Media and 
Technical Support
Lisa Wilson, Noel Whitis, Don Johnson.
Staff 101
Staff
Personnel
Pat Geasa. Betty Elliott, and Caryl Lergner.
Post Office
Marilyn Trepanier, Linda Dunbar, Fran Penrod, Suzanne 
Erickson, Marc Harris, and Shaun Wilson.
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Who's Who
Scott Armstrong
Major: Speech Communications
Parents’ Names: Clark Armstrong, Candy
Armstrong
Hometown: Liberty, MO
Activities: Olivetians for Life, Lamda Pi Eta, Life 
Song, Orpheus, Intramurals, Broadway Review 
Honors: Resident Assistant, Public Relations 
Group (Vision), ONU President’s Scholarship, 
Dean’s List, Music Scholarship, Youth in Mission 
trip to Australia, Academic Scholarship.
Jonathan Bartling
Major: Music Education
Parents’ Names: Dean and Diane Bartling
Hometown: New Lenox, IL
Activities: Orpheus Choir, MENC, Public
Relations Group, Choral Union
Honors: Walter B. Larsen Award for Music
Excellence, Dean’s List, President of Orpheus,
Business Manager, Vice President of MENC,
Road Manager of Vision, Student Director of
Choral Union, Messiah Soloist, Lead roles in
The Mikado and H.M.S. Pinafore
Jeremiah Bolich
Major: Religion
Parents’ Names: Ronda Bolich, Joseph Bolich 
Hometown: Bourbonnais, IL 
Activities: YFC, Intramurals, Senior Class 
Council,
Spiritual Life Council, Dialogue Club 
Honors: General Superintendents’ Scholarship, 
Senior Class Chaplain, Resident Assistant
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Amy Boone-Tallman
Major: Speech/Communication 
Parents’ Names: Dan and Denise Boone 
Hometown: Bourbonnais, IL 
Activities: Public Relations-Vision, WONU, 
Omega, WRA, Green Room, Sigma Tau Delta, 
Lamda Pi Eta, Aurora
Honors: Academics Editor of Aurora, Dean’s 
List
Craig Dockery
Major: Art
Parents’ Names: Jerry and Carol Dockery 
Hometown: Milford, OH 
Activities: CMS Council, ASC, Aurora, 
Glimmerglass, MRA, Phi Delta Castle, 
Intramurals
Honors: Art Student of the Year, President’s 
Scholarship, Dean’s List, Part-time Chapel 
Musician, Art Department T.A.
Jeremiah Colling
Major: (Electrical) Engineering
Parents’ Names: Richard and Sally Colling
Hometown: Bourbonnais, IL
Activities: Engineering Club, Varsity Baseball,
FCA
Honors: Dean’s List, Vice-President of 
Engineering Club, Captain of Varsity Baseball 
Team
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Keri Caskill
Major: Biology
Parents’ Names: Jacque Walker and Wayne 
Gaskill
Hometown: Cedar Rapids, IA 
Activities: SALT group, SOS, FCA, 
Compassionate Ministries, Basketball team, 
Intramural Volleyball
Honors: Dean’s List, NAIA and NCCAA Academic 
All-American for Basketball, Bricker’s Athletic 
Ministry Scholarship, Two years Basketball 
Captain
Who’s Who_____________
Karrie Hamstra
Major: Athletic Training/P.E.
Parents’ Names: Sam and Debbie Hamstra 
Hometown: Palos Heights, IL 
Activities: Varsity Softball, Varsity Basketball, 
Bible Study Leader, FCA
Honors: Dean’s List, Phi Delta Lamda, NAIA All 
American Scholar Athlete, NCCAA All American, 
NFCA All American
ii
Jason Hammond
Major: Religion
Parents’ Names: Larry and Jane Hammond 
Hometown: Mt. Morris, MI 
Activities: Public Relations Group 
(Olivetians), Orpheus Choir, Concert Band, 
Prayer Band, Compassionate Ministries, 
Theology Club
Honors: Mr. ONU, District Licensed Minister, 
Studied in Israel and Egypt
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Jayme Hancock
Aurora 1999
Major: Elementary Education 
Parents’ Names: Jerry and Joyce Hancock 
Hometown: Huntingburg, IN 
Activities: Choral Union, Life Song, Student 
Education Association, Intramural Sand 
Volleyball, Intramural Indoor Soccer, Mission 
Club, S.O.S., ONU Admissions Recruiter, Youth 
in Mission
Honors: Dean’s List Scholar Award, 
Commencement Marshal, Homecoming Court
Cindy Jones
Major: Biology/Mathematics
Parents’ Names: Chuck and Joanne Jones
Hometown: Centerville, VA
Activities: SALT, FCA, Biology T.A., Geology
Club, Varsity Soccer, Kappa Pi Mu
Honors: Dean’s List, President’s Scholarship,
Women’s Soccer MVP (3 years), NCCAA Scholar
Athlete, NAIA All American, All-Region Team,
CCAC All-Conference Team
Katrina (Beggs) Jordi
Major: Dietetics
Parents’ Names: Denny and Kathy Beggs 
Hometown: Bourbonnais, IL 
Activities: Student Section of FACS, Resident 
Assistant, WRA
Honors: Dean’s List, Phi Delta Lamda, 
Academic Scholarship, Teaching Assistant, 
Treasurer Kappa Omicron Nu, Co-Leader of 
Mission Clubs, SALT Leader, Head Ludwig 
Student Manager
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Mark Jordi
Major: Chemistry
Parents’ Names: Howard and Pam Jordi
Hometown: Bellingham, MA
Activities: University Singers, Olivet Public
Relations Group, Concert Band
Honors: Dean’s List, Olivet Scholar Award,
Commencement Marshal
I* * ” ) !
Jeff Knight
Major: Accounting
Parents’ Names: Merlyn and Janet Knight 
Hometown: Statesman, ID 
Activities: Varsity Football, FCA, MRA 
Council
Honors: First Team-All Conference, NCCAA- 
All American, Academic-All American, Dean’s 
List
Emily Kortanek
Major: Biology/Mathematics
Parents’ Names: Chuck and Joanne Jones
Hometown: Fishers, IN
Activities: WRA, Resident Assistant, Lifesong 
Honors: ASC Representative, Resident Assistant, 
Treasurer-Green Room
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a Matthew Kreitzer
Major: Biology
Parents’ Names: Dave and June Kreitzer 
Hometown: Beavercreek, OH 
Activities: Varsity Soccer, MRA, Kids for 
Christ, YFC
Honors: Dean’s List, NAIA and NCCAA 
Academic All American, Soccer Team Captain, 
Academic Affairs Committee, Academic 
Scholarship
Aurora 1999
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Camie Martin
Major: Elementary Education 
Parents’ Names: Stan and Jean Martin 
Hometown: Avon, IN
Activities: ASC, Resident Assistant, SEA, Social 
Committee, Women’s Varsity Soccer, Class 
Council, Small Group Leader at College Church 
Honors: Senior and Junior Class President, 
Dean’s List, Kappa Delta Pi, Homecoming Court
Matt Mund
Major: Marketing/Speech Communication
Parents’ Names: David and Mary Mund 
Activities: Business Club, SIFE Club, MRA, 
Phi Delta Castle, Intramural, FCA, ASC 
Honors: Business Department T.A., MRL 
President, Dean’s List, Lamda Pi Eta
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Jay Sandbloom
Major: Church Music
Parents’ Names: Richard and Lyncne
Sandbloom
Hometown: Olathe, KS 
Activities: Public Relations Group (Vision, 
Joshua), Orpheus Choir, SALT, Intramurals, 
Theology Club, Green Room, Life Song 
Honors: Chaplain of Orpheus, Dean’s List, 
Music Scholarship, Academic Scholarship
Stacia Seaton
Major: Biology
Parents’ Names: Stan and Diana Seaton
Hometown: Bethany, OK
Activities: ASC, Social Committee, Business
Club, Olivetians for Life, Biology Teaching
Assistant, Admissions Recruiter
Honors: Dean’s List, Homecoming Court,
Olivet Scholar Award
Jeremy Selvidge
Major: Youth Ministry
Parents’ Names: Bill and Becky Selvidge
Hometown: Rockford, IL
Activities: Prayer Warriors, Aurora,
Glimmerglass, Spiritual Life Council, PrayerBand,
Leader for College Church Jr. High and College
Age Ministries.
Honors: Spiritual Life Council, Resident 
Assistant, Disciplinary Appeals Board, Phi Delta 
Lamda, Dean’s List, General Superintendents’ 
Scholarship I
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Keri Stipp
Major: Business Administration 
Parents’ Names: Jerry and Karen Stipp 
Hometown: Fort Wayne, IN 
Activities: Business Club, SIFE, Aurora, 
Soccer team, ASC, Social Committee, S.O.S. 
Honors: Aurora Section Editor, Resident 
Assistant, ASC Representative, All American 
Scholar Athlete, Dean’s List
Brandon Williams
Major: Biology Education
Parents’ Names: Lon and Sue Williams
Hometown: Bradley, IL
Activities: ASC, Men’s Varisty Basketball,
Freshman Class Council, Sophomore Class
Council
Honors: ASC President, Vice President 
Freshman Class Council, President Sophomore 
Class Council, 1998 Student Laureate Award of 
Lincoln Academy of Illinois
Ay^or? 1999
Brent Tallman
Major: Christian Education
Parents’ Names: Bruce and Karen Tallman
Hometown: Lee’s Summit, MO
Activities: Holy Hands of Praise, SALT Leader,
Resident Assistant, ASC
Honors: V.P. of Spiritual Life, Biology &
Christian Ed. T.A., Foundation and Academic
Scholarship Winner, Spiritual Life Vice
President
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what College 
Recruiters don't 
tell you...survival 
tips.
* Quarters are like gold.
* Be creative in the Cafeteria.
* Flip-flops are as important as shampoo and 
soap.
* You will never find so many uses for a bucket.
* Sleep becomes less important.
* Two meals a day is standard.
* Ten minutes is more than enough time to get 
ready for your first class.
* If the lecture hall is big enough,,get someone 
else’s notes.
* You will begin to nap again.
* Western Europe could be wiped out by a 
horrible plague and you’d never know it, but 
you could recite last week’s episode of 
“90210” verbatim.
* Roadtrip whenever possible.
* Care packages rank up there with birthdays.
* Beware of the freshman fifteen.
* Keys have never been so important. You seem 
to lose them more.
* You learn to sleep with lights, noise, extreme 
temperatures, and roommates.
* Procrastination becomes an art.
* Your life will never be the same.
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Olivet Jans 
J support T iger 
basketball.
M ike Kraemer, 
M att Kreitzer, and 
Jerem y Talley 
prove they are the 
JENGA stacking 
cham ps by 
reaching 26 levels.
Keeping the halls 
safe during open  
dorms are Ann  
Peterson, D iana  
Wendell, and  
Corrie Leopold.
Hearing it is good  
luck to touch 
B u nky ’s (Kevin  
Cox) hat, are 
Jason McHenry. 
Ben Moreland, 
Jenny Harder, 
Erin Bear, 
Bethany Heidel, 
K eri Stipp, Camie 
Martin, and 
Brandon Johnson  
at T iger Madness.
Janielle Gregory 
a n d J.D . Trotter 
share a tall latte 
and som e laughs 
at com m on  
grounds.
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To the class of 1999: i
You will soon graduate from Olivet Nazarene University. You have ; 
paid a price in both discipline and dollars for your education and I ’ 
congratulate each of you on your accomplishments.
As you leave Olivet, you set sail to distant destinations. Most of 
your life will be spent in the new millennium, a world in which life 
may be quite different than it is today. But you need not go alone 
on this journey, for the One who is forever true and faithful will go 
before you and will go with you.
I challenge you to live a life worthy of your calling in Christ 
Jesus. Don’t be a clone of culture, but set your sights on things above. You are called to make a life, 
not just a living— to fulfill a destiny, not just to make a dollar. I encourage you to not only pursue 
happiness, but also usefulness— to seek the good, the true, the beautiful, the eternal.
You are the dawn of tomorrow, the heart and soul of a new generation. This world needs you.
You leave us, the faculty and staff of Olivet behind— we cannnot go with you, nor should we try. 
But we shall continue to watch you, pray for you, support you, and love you as you go.
Live nobly. Think great thoughts. Dream great dreams. Do great deeds. Never give up, 
knowing that with God nothing shall be impossible. Above all, hold fast to the knowledge of Jesus 
Christ and God will hold fast to you.
 John Bowling, President
Seniors
Friends, Daw n Henderson, Gabrielle 
Garrett, Sara Ucherek, and Cindy 
Jones celebrate the New Year together.
“I'm  not wearing that th ing!” M att M und  
tells Matt Kreitzer.
Friendships are what Stacia Seaton  
and Kathy Wyse have discovered to be 
on important part o f  Olivet.
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Jonathan Bartling
David Bragg Melodie Brandon
Benjamin Bergstrand
Lee Anne Brandt
Wosenyelesh Ashenafi
Mandee Blight
Stacey Braundmeier Timothy Britton
Seniors 115
Lisa Akers Corrie Allan Karen Anderson Laura Archer Scott Armstrong
Domonique Bell
Dana Bachert Kimberly Baker Debra Barr Sarah Barrett
Amy Boone-Tallman
Hollist Brown
Karen ChevalierBradley Bullard Jon Burdick Carrie BurtonJeremiah Brown
Ifft
Seniors
Melissa Collett
Amanda Collar
Jaelyn Couch
Joel Christie
Jeremiah Colling
Krystal Clifton
Julie Conrad
Tyson Clifton
Heather Cook
Iirian Cole
Paula Denault Janet Derrico
Carrie Williams 
and M elinda  
Jackson try on 
costumes f o r  
Halloween.
Eric Smith, Scott 
Wadsworth, and 
Kathie Tussey  
work together in 
the tug-of-war 
competition.
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Timothy Devinney
r  ■ ♦.**. . , A  V fl
Paul Cote
Vera Dillard Hollj Disch
Natalie Chovancek
Kristin Coulter Kevin Cox Jenny Coxhead Christopher Crimmins Molly Cropper Brad Curell
Elisabeth Bamga
*
Martin Doan Craig Dockery Leslie Douthitt Robert Droese
Shondra Fariss Raymond Fefee
Elizabeth Duehning
Kimberly Figlitmaster- 
Hayse
Chad Eckhart
Charles FinneyRussell Ellioit
Jodi Fischer Charles Fountain David Freeland Jocelyn French Amy Frunz Stacey Fry
Jason Garrett Keri Gaskill Monica Gentry Ericka Gibson Nora Gigl
M ichelle Smith, 
Jam ie Michael, 
and S tarr Sm ith  
proving they have 
grow n old  
gracejuly.
“Time to shave 
g ir ls .” Holly 
H artm an and  
Jenn ifer 
Matthews.
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S e n io r s
Julie Habegger
%  
m i
Molly Grant Craig Griffin Marysa Griffin
Jason Hammond Karrie Hamstra Jayme Hancock Amy Hansen Douglas Harbrueger
John Green Shawn Grcenstrcet
Angela Harris Frances Hebert Tara HeflickPaul Harris Holly Hartman Dawn Henderson
Angela Hoffman Beverly Holliday Anthony Hudgins Laura Hudgins Sherri Hull
1
H i
Denise Iverson
Rebecca Janofski Brooksie Jewell Brenda Johnson Brian Johnson
*  %
T—
Craig JohnsonMelinda Jackson
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Barbie Pool, Kitp I '(y, t J 
iKarrie H a m s tfr i«i rt h: 
an 8 0 ’s late sk-Jie.
Seniors 119
Rachel Johnson Tricla Johnson Cynthia Jones Katrina JordiJeremy Johnson Mark Jordi
David KnudsonCourtney Kendall
Megan Kobasa Annmarie Kobek
Linet Kiplagat
Emily Kortanek
Jeffrey Knight
Kelly KraemerNita Kongsangobsakul Matthew Kreitzer
Seniors
Jason Lee Melissa Lehnert
Rebecca Lindman Francine Litro Justin Long Teri Luginbill
Freshm en girls dressed up as G illigan’s 
Island characters f o r  Hallow een
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Amy Layhew
Bradley Lacey
M elissa Reeb, Sara Smith, Kim Baker, 
Daw n Henderson, Cindy Jones, Angie  
Hojfman, Kara Warren, and Jen  
M cClymonds d iscover the jo y s  o f  pizza.
Mark Lafevor Amy LarrabeeJeffrey LafaveMarcus Lackey
Camie Martin. Amy Hale, Tara Hauer, 
Kathie Tussey, Stacey Braundmeier, 
Keri Stipp, and Kim Rector after the 
game.
Amy Lesage Katie Lewis
Andrea Mann
Steve High, Chip Fountain, Tim Britton, 
and M att Kreitzer are dressed to meet 
the women o f  their dreams.
Gregory Lyons
ft
Anthony Mareotte Sarah Marshall Camle Martin Jennifer Matthews
I
Jennifer MeClymonds
Sara McDaniel Jason McHenry Heather McMillan Matt Meyer
.jjfer i.'J
Jack Michaels
Sandra Middleton
Benjamin Moreland
Sarah-Jane Mi ley
Daniel Morrison
Linda Miller
Michelle Nagreen
Erica Mizell
Nicole Nelson
Phonesavanh
Mixayvanh
Kari Myers
Jeanette Neubauer Jillian Newsome Deborah Nichols Jeramy Nichols Justin Nixon Jennifer Odette
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Top Ten Reasons to Graduate
Crazy run-in’s with Security 
because you parked your 
"purple” car in the “gold” 
sticker lot.
First Tuesday of the month,
“ RrrrrrrRrrrrrrrRrrrrrrrrRrrrrr. ”
No more stuffing bags of 
trash in your closet every 
Wednesday at 9:30a.m..
What’s with that cold Marriot 
food, didn’t you just see 
them take it out of the oven?
No more chapels, “May you 
go in peace.”
Chris Crim m ins, M ark Jordi, JeJJ LaFave, 
Jeremy Selvidge, and Robert D roese get 
ready f o r  the main even t-life . Go get 'em 
tigers!
What s with this book for $165? 
It was just at Barnes and Noble 
for $20.
Open dorms, anytime, all the 
time.
Coming in at 1:05a.m. and still 
keeping your twenty-five dollars.
Goodbye work study, hello real 
world. Real house, real car, real1 
furniture, real food...
Four words, “shaking Dr. 
Bowling’s hand.”
Jennifer Olthoff Joel Parsons
Jamie Potter Kathleen RareyBenjamin Potts Migle Pukstys Mary Pullen
Jennifer Pickett Christopher Pollock Barbara Pool
Lorissa Pooley
Daniel Olson
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Senior year—close to the end. Ollies Follies—W e'll w in again.
Soon w e’ll 
ge t our gown, 
packing up 
and leaving 
town.
O livet
dreams ripped  
at the 
seam s—
but oh, those 
passion  p it 
nights...
Kimberly Rector Michelle Reddy Melissa Reeb Jeffery Rice Joshua Richardson
Diane Ritter Jonquil Robbins Lyndsey Roberson Holly Robinson Jason Root Michael Ruff
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Stacia Seaton
Bryan Smith
Crystal Rumbaugh C'risty Saokctt
Eric Smith Michelle Smith Starr Smith
Sarah Schmidt
Chad Seabright Jessica Sherwood Benjamin Simpkins
Jeffrey Snowbarger
Jeremy Selvidge
Travis Sattcrlcc
Ben Smith
Ryan Spittal Gabriele Steinliart Keri Stipp Christopher StokerSusan Stetzel
Shannon Stokes Nathan Strawser Timothy Strawser Elizabeth Swardstrom Shannon Swilley Brent Tallman
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I know what you did last summer...
Scott Armstrong 
Australia
David Knudson 
Wisconsin
David spent his summer in Green Bay, WI, 
working with the youth at the Church of the 
Nazarene, under the direction of Pastor Ron 
Thick. For David, the process was just as faith- 
building and rewarding as his ministry. He 
trusted God in providing a job in which he would 
be able to earn enough money to be a youth 
pastor as well. Romans chapters 7 & 8 are verses 
that demonstrate the transformation that took 
place in David’s life. David was able to show the 
youth group in Green Bay how to live through 
Christ and was blessed in the process. He also 
learned the importance of relationships.
Emily Kortaneck 
India
Traveling with Youth In Mission, Emily went to 
Washim, a city in the center of India. For seven 
weeks the nine-person crew painted, held youth 
services, Bible studies, and cared for the health 
needs. At Reynolds Memorial Hospital, Emily 
assisted in a tubal ligation surgery. This trip 
confirmed her call to be in full time international 
mission work. The best part Emily said was 
learning “about the servant nature of Christ and 
getting past the language barrier.”
Every Sunday, Scott and three other students 
led the worship services of a lot of different 
churches with different cultural backgrounds. 
During the week, he and the other students did 
a Bible study. They also worked at a kids’ 
camp. Scott quotes “I prayed more than ever 
and I stepped out of my comfort zone. Each 
time the Lord was faithful to give me more 
strength than I ever wanted.” Scott realized 
that it was a tough summer, but he learned a 
lot and it confirmed his call to missions.
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Seniors
Timothy Welch Chad Wiersema
JeffLafave
iyiichigan-Arkansas-Louisiana-Georgia-
jVSjchigan-M’SSOuri
This summer Jeff worked with Evangelist
Stephen Manley, by helping him with youth and
children. One thing that impacted Jeff was
observing the diversity of the churches. He feels
like he has a higher standard for Biblical teaching
as a result and appreciates the example Stephen
Manley lives. Manley practices what he preaches.
The hardest part for Jeff was building
relationships with the kids and saying goodbye.
■
Bryan Wilhelm
Jonathan Trotter
Aiinee Vickers
Sally Walter
Carrie Williams
Douglas Fhomas
Jeremy Wadsworth
Amber Vaudt
Jaime Waldron
Brandon Williams
I
Kara Warren
Tina Vanhoose
Kathline Tussey
Eric Vickers
Carollyn Tran
Tracy Vanderwiel
Heather Trask Tina Trospcr
Adam Wade
Tessa Waterbury
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Sang YoonJoy YoonKathleen Wyse Lisa Yeackley
J e ff LaFave and Chris Crimmins j in d  themselves in a  little 
bit o f  a  bind.
Amanda Zink
Theresa Wyman
Bradly ZehrCasey Young
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ass of ninety-nine
Leadership
senior class council
:
Our class is one who has school spirit and stands out above 
others. We have strong student leaders who initiate and organize 
events to create enthusiasm and participation among the class as 
well as the student body. One of my favorite events was the Jr./Sr 
Banquet which we hosted for the class of 1998 at the Drake Hotel 
in Chicago. A lot of time and preparation went into this evening. 
Other events included: the Fall Fest, a late bowl, Mancino’s Night, 
and dinner with a professor. It was fun to see the final results as 
everything came together. The senior class seemed to enjoy their 
evening, which made it worth all of the hard work.
This year I am excited to see our class come together a final timejj 
■ through activities such as a lock-in and a winter retreat, to 
promote unity. I’ve enjoyed the leadership position and being 
involved on campus. Through these experiences, I feel I have made 
life-long friends. Not only do we have fun with each other, we take ' 
accountability seriously and have helped each other to grow in Christ.
Camie Martin, senior class president, 
takes a break fro m  meetings and  
relaxes in a hammock.
—  Camie Martin  
President of the Class o f 1999
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Senior Class Council: Em ily Kortanek, Jaclyn Couch, Keri Stipp, Camie Martin, Crystal Rumbaugh, Kari Myers, Tim  Britton, 
Kelly Kraemer, Kim  Fightmaster, Brad Curell, Eric Crew, Adam  Ledyard, Jerem iah Bolich, J e ff Williams, and David Bragg
Junior word Search
1- C J 0 1 L MWT R H 1
wo U L L WO 0 P E 0 J
0 0 N 1 K 1 MWO F K L
T K 1 V MX V S T L T C
H 1 0 E E z D E T E 0 F
0 NR R E s A OT C B U
UC S MS A 1 K S T E N
S A R A H R Y V M1 R Y
A P 0 B A B Y R 1 0 F E
NE C K R 0 NA L NE A
D0 K 0 K QU ME S S R
X B D C B R 0 C K S T 1
can You Find These words?
* OLIVET * OKTOBERFEST
* JUNIORS ROCK * MOM
* TWO THOUSAND * DAD
* REFLECTIONS (T h e re  a re  a  lot of h id d e n
* FUN YEAR words. S ee  how many you
can find!)
Juniors
Katie Alderson Michael Arroyo
Paul Austin Diane Baker
4'.
Steve Barrick
Jeremy Beck
President: Bethany Heidel 
Vice President: Andy Gibbs 
Secretary: Jill Stipp
Treasurer: Paul Johnson
Steve Beezhold
Kari Bennett Jeanette Berger
Chaplain: Nathan Kerr
ASC Representatives: Erin Besco
Brent Smith 
Lee Yowell
Social Committee: Lee Chambers
Beth Garcia 
Michelle Hill 
Gina Smith 
Andrea Waldron
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Adorito Balverde
Bryan Batthauer
Junior Class Council
Junior Class Council: Top Row : M ike M organ (Class Sponsor), Gina Smith, Erin Besco, 
Bethany Heidel, J ill Stipp, Brent Smith. Bottom  Row : Andy Gibbs, Paul Johnson, Nathan  
Kerr, Lee Yowell. Not p ictured: Lee Chambers, Beth Garcia, M ichelle Hill, and Andrea  
Waldron.
Donald Beebe
i
Katie BohnErin Besco Michelle Birky
Ann Bradshaw Emi Brimm
Christine Linda Campbell 
Caldwell
Christine Casteel
Kristin Cox
Meet the President
Bethany Heidel
Major: Speech Communications 
Minor: Marketing
Goals: Looking forward to going into a public 
relations field.
Hometown: Grand Blanc, Michigan 
jHobbies: ONU soccer team, singing, being 
involved in as much as possible.
Favorite Bible Verse: Psalm 17:35 
iVho or what has influenced you? My mom 
and dad have taught me so many things. They 
have taught me to be kind and caring. I go to 
them for words of encouragement. I look up to 
them a great deal.
Sarah
Blanchette
Julie Brookman
Rachelle Carlton
Kendra Copeland
Jason Brothers
Jamilee Cook Sarah Cook
class c-r tw o thousand
W. Timothy Boes Elizabeth Shannon Boyts 
Bourne
■ I. I
Ardel Buchanan Sarah Buck Emily Bullard
Gregory Chad Charon
Chambers
Holly Cater Susanna Clarke
Wendy Crays Bradley
Daugherty
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Juniors
April Dennis Glenn Dennis
Erin Field Jamie Foote Andrew Foster Matt Freeman
Anne Giovanni
Christy Dorsey
t ,
,m, JBBKSKKL 
Cortney Fields
Kenl Dinius Holly Disch
Matthew Emery Amy Fanning
H
Christopher
Dillingham
Tyler Field
Trisha EhnleDavid Dunn Stephanie Dunn
Merideth
Densford
Autumn Dicer
Mark Garrett Cristo Garza
iSMflHBRBuBl
Heather Gerbsch Erik Gernand Andrew Gibbs
Questions & Answers
Matt cox
Q: Where are you from?
A: Since my parents are missionaries, I was born 
in Chile and lived there for 10 1/2 years; I’ve lived 
in Ecuador since then.
Q: How has this experience left an impact on 
your life?
A: Being an MK has given me a broader 
perspective of the world. I’ve grown up with my 
eyes open to the problems and needs in the 
world. That is really the reason why I want to be 
a missionary myself.
Q: Would you like to go back to Ecuador?
A: Yes, I could easily get back into that culture, 
but I am open to God’s will.
Farron Fiedler
Glenna Doner
Curt Fiedler
Elizabeth Garcia
132 People
Jeanna
Hamende
Holly W atson-Pollock and Brady W isehart 
admire a package o jg u m m y  bears. Do you 
think they are posing? Surely not!
Lee Yowell sits in dismay at Oktoberjest.
A fter ju m p in g  in the haystack, he realizes that 
he has lost his treasured silver dollar.
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Darin Hamlin
Bethanie Harrier
Melanie
Hawbaker
J u n i o r s ______________________________________
Courtney 
1 Iankins
Sarah McGuire, Anne Giovanni, and Jeanine Wendell get together Jor a snap shot on second  
f lo o r  McClain. It looks like they are getting ready Jor a night on the town.
A  group o ffrien d s  get together f o r  Bridget 
Nixon's 21st birthday. Celebrating birthdays 
with fr ien d s  is a common practice.
Shawna Havener
Douglas Haynes
Joelle Heilemann
Kendra Holcomb
Bethany Heidel
Joshua Herndon
Michele Hill
Lee Chambers and Jill Stipp attempt to blow  
up balloons f o r  Oktoberfest. They got the jo b  
done, despite their lack o f  oxygen.
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Tara Holder Jason Holmes Samuel Hughes
Kristen Leive
Questions & Answers
Tracy Moore
Q: What did you do this summer?
A: I was a counselor at a non-denominational, 
inner-city Christian camp.
Q: How did this experience influence who you 
are?
A: It’s changed me, and I feel like I could do that 
the rest of my life.
9: What was the best part?
A: My walk with Christ deepened during the five 
weeks. I was able to give 100% attention to the 
kids all of the time with Christ on my side.
9: Will you keep in contact with the kids?
A: Yes, I get to follow up on the kids throughout 
the year.
Anthony Leib
Ann Malick
Michael Kraemer Chante' Latond
Kirk Johnson
Nathan Kerr
Cheri Littlefieid Kara Lloyd Keely Long Stephen Long Cassandra Lytle
Kristin Langenau
Erik Kapocius
Benjamin
LaPlace
Michael Johnson Jeremy
Kalinowicz
Bryan KeenPaul Johnson Jennifer Kell
Kathryn Malone
Kevin Hutchins Rebecca
Isackson
Nadia Jantz Beth Jensen Kenneth Jewell
Jaime Kenney
Kristin Lepp
Craig Manes
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Juniors
Chad Marlin Slaccy Marlin Keith Mauck Crystal Mauscy Brian McCauley Cara McElhinney Travis MeEowcn
Phillip McHale Kathryn Kathleen Messer Traey Moore Joy Mortz Devin Munson Bethanie Murrell Travis Myers
Meinders
# . -wVi
J
Drew Neal Alieia Neel Lisa Neufeld Wesley New Bridget NixonJoel Newsham Sara Nichols Iola Noble
Annette Orr Jeremy Orr Kristen Orr Melanie Pasko
sa •'
Wayne Patterson Brian Paul Pamela Peters
Questions & Answers
JamyVanSyckle
9: What did you do this summer?
A: I went with Youth in Missions to work at a 
homeless shelter in Los Angeles called St. 
Vincent’s Cardinal Manning Center.
@: What did your work include?
A: I got to know the people by giving out food 
and helping them type resumes.
9: What is one thing that you learned over 
the summer?
A: I learned to build relationships with people; 
that is how you win them to Christ. One quote 
that I reflect on a lot is from St. Francis of 
Assisi, “Always preach the gospel, and, if 
necessary,use words.”
Sarah McGuire
♦, j| 
Jill Olson
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Anita Phelps Christopher
Pluister
Jennifer Poff Jeffrey Randolph
Rebekah RatzloffJoseph Rarey
Jetting all toughened up Jor the annual homecom ing pow der p u ff  game, the team takes a 
n ea k from  the action to get their p icture taken. The ju n io rs  lost to the sophomores in the f ir s t  
ound, but redeemed themselves with a convincing victory over the freshm en .
James
Remmenga
Stefanie
Rhodabarger
Roya Ressallat
Melissa RiceMark Rice
)n a volleyball team trip, Kay Kugler takes a Kristin Cox, Glenn Dennis,Tiffany R ichardson  
lom ent to glance up at the Florida skies. and Erik G em and  show o ff their f is h  at Ollies
Follies.
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Juniors
Shannon Rich
Robert
Richmond
138 People
Nathan Rieder
Sam Rihani
Tiffany
Richardson
Kylie Redman, Kim berly Ciba, Jod i Connell, and Christina Olson get a p icture taken while 
hanging out in F lorida with the volleyball team.
Bartholomew
Saunders
Beth Garcia, Autum n Dicer, Tiffany Richardson, and Nadia Ja n tz jla sh  crazy poses to show off 
their hairstyles. Dressing up and doing Junky s tu ff with hair and m akeup is a pa rt o f  dorm  UJe 
Jor women.
Jennifer Riggs
Rebecca
Rusthoven
Jennifer Schultz Matthew
Schweitzer
Heather Shalley Marc Shaner
■  LiiyfcaB
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Gina Smith Hillary Smith
Theresa Steiber
Ben Shaw
Matthew Smith Shawna Smith
Sara Simpson
Steven Smock
Brett Smith
Linda Sobotka
Dale SmithAmy Shank
Jodi Smith
Paul Shipman
Billy Stamper Jill Stipp
Retha Stout Stacy Strouse Trisha Swanson Angela Swenson Jessica Swindle Jeremy TalleyBridget Szpot
Mackenzie
Trembly
Sarah Turrell Kristine 'I'ussey Joshua Vance
AM
Jason Tatom Chancie Tracy
-
Sam Tharnish Jonathan Tipton
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Juniors
Kristin Vandcr 
La a 11
^  1 
Jeanine Wendell Shannon
Wheeler
Sarah Varughese Jerry Vlou
Potter Wideikis Julie Wielgat
Jonathan
Wadsworth
Herman Wallace Holly Watson- Scott Weinberg 
Pollock
Krista
Willoughby
Tori WilsonMisty Wilson
Lyndsi Wisher Collette Woods James Woods Grover Wooten Jody Wooten Lee Yowell Amanda Ziegele
Stephanie
Wilkinson
Jainy VanSyele
Lyndsi Wisher, Bridget Nixon, Jenny Riggs, Kara Lloyd, and Scott Weinberg tries to scan John Ross outside o f  the weight 1
Mackenzie Trembly pose like “Charlie's Angels. ” Brent Smith room . Clowning around is ju s t  a pa rt o f  the job . 
ju m ps  in, thinking he is Charlie.
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Can you find...
* Dr. Bowling
* six doo rags
* Heather Shalley, junior
* four sunglasses
* Kristin Langenau in a hooded 
sweatshirt
* sixteen upperclassmen
* a statue man
* one underclassman
* one microphone
* two books
* thirty-five juniors
Where's 
the 
Junior 
Class
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This
year is more than 
just adjustments; 
please check all 
that apply:
S ophomores
You
□ Finally pick a major.
□ Actually know where the nurse’s office is.
□ Can balance a checkbook with ease.
□ Accidentally call your dorm room “home.”
□ No longer get, “I don’t understand this 
command,” from the voice mail lady.
□ Order less pizza, and dine out more often.
□ Master the art of chapel skipping by 
looking at the schedule and planning 
accordingly.
□ Come back from breaks, and it feels like a 
family reunion.
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Jam ie gyfjaer, Brfn Bear. 
Am t.nda Thauer, Kristi 
Cjihha f f i shn M a rsh , 
rtf %ou)rctnce, Bktnca  
Lucente ar;J phat with a
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Allison Bridget
Joshua Adcock
Heidi Anksorus
Shannon Barrick
Tanya Baker
Rachel Beck
Alicia Baldwin
Amy BeebeJaime Bartling Erin Bear
Adam Asher
Cortney Bisaillon Monica BishopSarah Best Joshua
Billington
Edmund Bloom Kelly Bohn Steven Bretveld Peter Bretzlaff Molly Brewer Derek Brian
Joshua
Broughton
Preston
Bittenbender
Erin Alderson Jennifer
Alderson
Jill Alexander Aaron Alyea Bethany
Anderson
Tiffany Britton Matthew
Bromley
Angel Brown Jennifer Brown Mary Brown
David Balek
Denise Belanger
Keith Black
Traci Bridges
Elisa Bruining
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Sophomores
Jennifer
Campbell
Paul Carr Heather Cater
Susan Chase Philip
Christensen
m
Kelly Cleek
David CortrightChad ConlinCharles Cole
Stacey Corwin Rebecca Corzine
Brian Crist Jolene Jennifer
Crosswhite Cummings
Jarrod Darling Corey Davis Andrea Day
ft
is
Kevin Crimmins
Meet the President
Seth Horning
Age: 19
Major: Speech communications 
Home Town: New Lenox, IL 
Parents: William and Brandy Horning 
Siblings: Kayla, 22 and Maranda, 16 
High School Graduation Year: 1997
Hobbies: Playing guitar, drama, singing, sports in general, 
radio and politics 
Q: What are some of your personal goals for the future?
A: “I’d like to make an impact. I’m not sure how or when, but I 
sometime before I die, I would like to change the world, or more I 
importantly, a life.”
Q. What was the most interesting job you ever had?
A: “I was a summer day camp counselor . . .  I love kids, but I’ve 
never had to watch 10 - 12 of them by myself for 8 hours a day. 
They do the funniest things.”
144 People
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Suzanne DeJong Jennifer Delk Angela DeVidalRachael Dever
Lisa Diorio Thomas Dorries Brent DuncanStephanie  Stephanie
Dillman Dittmer
Jan Eckert
Adam Estle Jennifer FlickMegan File Briana FloydMelinda
Erickson
Joann Frey Alison Garcia Ryan Garner Michael Gee
lefanie Decker
Janelle Edlin
Bass o fiw o  one
A -........
Jessica DeZwaan Timothy 
Dickinson
Levi Dill
therine Ehrich Rachel Ewing
Michael
Fruehling
nathan Fowler Zachary 
Freeman
Te sophomore class council (left to right): A lison Garcia, Am y Rickelman, 
m  Alderson. Jenny Harder, Danielle Pospisil, Seth Horning, Erin  Bear, 
ate Stults, Erin Alderson, Kristi Gibbs. Not pictured : Sara Stevenson, 
ison Ruel, J ill A lexander
Class Council
President: Seth Horning 
Slice President: Danielle Pespisil 
ASC Representatives: Kristi Gibbs
Erin Bear 
Jenny Harder 
Chaplain: Nate Stults 
Secretary: Sara Stevenson 
Treasurer: Erin Alderson 
Social Committee: Alison Garcia
Jen Alders©n 
Jill Alexander 
Amy R ick e l^ n  
Jason Ruel 
Class Sponsor: Susan wol^e
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Sophomores
Wesley Gcrbig
Chad Gosney
Kristi Gibbs
Jessica Graper
Jennifer Harder
Aaron Hunt
Jon Gildner
Joshua Greer
Shauna Hart
Bradley Helley
Shannon Hinkle
Jeremy Hunt
Carrie Gillette
Chad Griffin
Stephanie
Hassinger
Ryan Hendricker
Neal Golyshko
Alfred Grondski
Belli Gcnliy Timothy George
Bradley Gosnell
Heather Halter
Dana Hayse
Julie Hamilton
Ryan Hazelwood
Sara Herndon
Kimberly
Howard
Brandi Heleine
Anthony Herrera Troy Hochstetler
Randall Goodwin
Mare Herington
Jon Hooyenga
John Herndon
Christina Hurst
Kyle Hastings
Amy Henrichs
Tyran Holloway
Kristy Ingram
Becky Hoover
Heather Halliday
Christina Golden
Levert Griffin
Jennifer Hatehe
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Ryan Kuehl
Russell Knight
% L .* «
Amanda Koehn
Alison Krock
Amanda Lattig
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Alone 
by Tim Dickinson
Robert Kring
Mandy Lafevor
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Joleen Klomp
I stand here, 
in flesh all alone.
My heart is destroyed, 
I’m stripped to the bone. 
I sit in the square, 
with light on each side. 
Yet it cannot penetrate, 
my fear down inside. 
Only love can help, 
but that I’ll never get.
I hand out my heart, 
but I always regret.
I am full of pain, 
an open sore.
Yet all I get, 
is more, more, more.
I am scared to trust,
I am scared to love.
It always flies away, 
like a frightened dove.
While enjoying 
a warm day at 
the State Park, 
Bianca  
Lucente, Nate 
Johnston and  
Natalie Reed  
walk along the 
stream.
Matthew Jerome Ryan Jewell
Kristina Keller
Thomas Juras
Jon-Michael
Kelly
Jayme Kendall
Lisa Joy Katcher
Sophomores
Desiiee Lalllg Sfcuah Lenficld Conic Leopold
J
Sarah Lewis Laura Lock Jessica Lofu
Sarah Lowrance
Aubrey Manage
Jennifer
Marshall
Anthony Mason Amy Maurer
A Call to Ministry
Tim George
Major: Religion
Minor: Theater
Hometown: West Allis, WI
Interests: Volleyball, acting, 
making people happy
Q: When did you receive your call to the ministry?
A: “My call to the ministry occurred December 18, 1997. It 
happened late at night in Kelley Prayer Chapel. There the Lord 
spoke to me for some time into the wee hours of the night. He 
reminded me of the joy I experience when I am telling people about 
Jesus. I realized proclaiming the Word was more important to me 
than any of my other interests, and my life could never be fulfilling 
without accepting the responsibility God was calling me into on 
that night. With many tears I stood at the pulpit in Kelley and 
accepted His call to ministry.”
Q: What are some of the times you have been given to speak?
A: “Just recently I was given the chance to preach at a revival at 
Aroma Park. I have also preached at my home church, and at 
another church in my community. The other day, I was also asked 
to lead a teen retreat in Indiana for the spring semester. I am 
excited that the Lord has blessed me with opportunities to gain 
experience.”
9: What are some of your goals/plans for the future?
A: “My goals for the future include getting married to Jen Schultz, 
and finding a church to call home. At Olivet my goals are to be His 
minister. Every year, I have tried to be in some kind of ministry. 
My freshman and sophomore years I have been involved in Omega 
Drama Ministries. For my remaining years I want to continue to 
present the Word to people, whether through Omega or another 
area.”
Charlene Long
Aaron Lucas
Angela Lorenz
Elizabeth
Lundmark
Bianca Lucente
Matthew MacKay
%»rJsUI
Esther
Lundmark
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Richard McElroy Jana Messer
Josie Moreland
Julie MiedemaLuke McLean
Sheila Miller Teresa Miller Dawn MurphyDawn
Minsterman
Gregory Murphy
Timothy Mead Alicia Metz Jeri Michael Laura Miley
Marcy Miller
Scott Nelson
Danielle O'Berry
Rachel Negelein
Michelle
Nymeyer
Ryann O'Connell
Michael Murphy
Heather Nunnery
Christina
Nickerson
Jeremy Nielson
Melanie Oliver Mary Olson Regina Ommen Jeremy Palinski
A  night out at Wal-Mart. J.R. W olfe, Wes Podbielski and Tim  
Dickinson m odel a new style.
I t ’s all gone? Karrie Sm ith enjoys a delicious hot drink in the 
ever-popular Com mon Grounds.
Margaret
Murphy
Amber Nunnery
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So p ho mo res
James Parks
Sara Polil
Leah Reynolds
Ann Petersen
John Reason
Jessica Rozga
Joshua Parker
Burgandy Reid
l umber Pasano John Perry Theresa Peters Benjamin Pettit
Natalie Reed
Jamison Rucker
Jonathan
Pollock
Amy Rickelman Jason Ruel
Elizabeth Powell
Nola Romer Heather Rosene
Steve Phillips
Christy Rees
Melissa SchmidtSidra Schkerke Nathan Schmidt
Jesseca Pitts
Valerie Sehaap Jeffrey
Schneider
:
- ,v W
Torrey
Sehweigert
Randy Scollan
Andrew Sears Jennifer Selvidge Megan Skinner Joshua SlusherAlison Shaver Matthew Shotts
Devon Smith Jack Smith Melissa Smith Steven
Spangenberg
Robin SpauldingKarrie Smith
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Amanda Stadler Katherine Steely
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Overseas in Israel
Krista Streight
Sara Stevenson Chad Stlmson Paula Stover
Israel m ission trip members, Angela DeVidal, M elanie Oliver, and Krista  
Streight p u t on som e traditional clothes and pause f o r  a picture.
9: Why did you go on the missions trip to Israel?
A. “When I was in junior high I received the call into some 
sort of missions. Since then I have been waiting for an 
opportunity to go on a missions trip. When I heard about 
the Israel trip, I knew that I wanted to go.”
9: What were your emotions when leaving for the trip?
A: “This was my first time leaving the United States. I was a 
little nervous because of all the problems and tensions going 
on in Israel, but I had total confidence that I would be safe 
and God would take care of me.”
9: What had the biggest impact on you?
A: “The biggest thing that impacted me while I was in Israel 
was the peaceful serenity. Even among the “noisy” city life, I 
still felt a certain peace. Maybe it was just knowing that I 
was where Jesus walked, or maybe I was taking a break 
from fast-paced America.”
9: What are some of the lessons you learned in Israel?
A: “Some lessons that I learned from the people of Israel and 
the trip in general are: flexibility, compassion, generosity, 
openness, and humility. I praise and thank God for making 
it possible for me to go on the trip.”
Valerie Suiter
Nell Swafford
,
s
Stacey Tanger
Krista Streight
Matthew Stump
Nathan Stults
Catherine
Swallow
Sara Taylor
Jeremy Suits
Katie Sullivan
William
Swardstrom
Heaiher Strous
Amanda Teske Michael
Thompson
Amanda Thauer
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Lana Vanagasem
I
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Scan Angela Torona Richard Tran
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Sophomores
Kimberlee Wells Diana Wendell
Erika Willis
Kimberly
Tunlland
Chris Wolfe
Tyler Walker Debra Walkush
Tim
VanSumeren
Jamie Waller
Tabitha
Villarrubia
Matthew Wenger
RaAnn Ware
I
Amy Williams
Suzanne Vanee
Erika Upchurch
Amy Walker
Elizabeth Witt Jearold WolfeChristina
Williams
Jason Yoder Rebecca Young John Zook
Holly Way
Miranda Wortley
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J.R. W olfe stops to smell some o f  the many beautiful flowers around campus.
M ona Simpson has frien d s  Latrice Searcy and Kassandra Taylor visit during 
homecoming weekend.
Working as a sum m er counselor was rewarding f o r  both 
Nate Stults and the kids.
The Lattig sisters, Am anda and Desiree, p layfully  battle it 
out during dinner.
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Washing dishes in the dorm  kitchen is 
ju s t  one o f  the many chores students 
like M elissa Schm idt have to do.
Freshmen
what We'll always 
remember...
*At Ollies Follies we were physically and 
creatively challenged. Rising to the task...we 
lost.
*The only funny part about our skit at Ollies 
Follies was getting gonged from backstage.
*At Ollies Follies the only thing that came out of 
our pyramid was a girl.
*The girls’ softball team swept every class at 
Ollies Follies.
*Nonstop nighttime door alarms in Chapman.
*It was the first time ever that a book needed to 
be purchased for freshmen advising.
*Still can’t remember...when is dinner and what 
time does the computer lab open?
*Living for the first time alone and having to 
share that experience with a stranger.
*We went to every revival service because the 
seniors told us it was worth two chapel skips. 
*Eating bread sticks every night because 
Marriott doesn’t come close to mom’s cooking. 
*The all-too-familiar question: Can I get a ride 
to Wal-Mart?
*A new Admissions Building was being built. 
*New dating options: Common Grounds and 
Scoopz.
Students
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Rachel Schrank and Kevin R ector realize how patting o ff  Am anda M etz looks on while Paul Franzen tells a story o f  the
homework until the last m inute is not a good idea. great pum pkin, and Jenn ifer Hatton can 't do anything but
laugh.
Mindy Birky
Corey Alford
Christopher
Autry
Michelle Bentley Ben Bittner Elizabeth
Bjorling
Kara Blahnik
Cynthia Bretzlaff Dorenda Brewer Jennifer Bright Amy Brisehle
Nathan Agee Jeremy Alger
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Thomas Beebe Christy Bell Kristi Bennett
Kindra Arwood
iSMI 
Bryan Bailey
Rebecca Bounds Christopher
Boyts
Kathryn Ableson Endre Adams
Thad Anderson Elizabeth Angell
David Allen Jean Anderson
Kenneth Bloom Bethany Botzum
Larry Anderson
Matthew Banner
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Freshmen
Ashley
Brockman
Crystal Burke
Clyde Chapman
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Q: What made you decide to run for class 
president?
A: I’ve kept my ear to the issues, and I wanted to 
get involved.
9: Why do you feel it’s important for students 
to get involved with extracurricular activities?
A: It’s a fantastic experience to be a part of a 
team. It teaches you professionalism and how to 
get along with all different types of people.
Q: What do you want the freshman class to 
remember about you?
A: That anyone could come to me about anything. 
9: What are your plans for this year’s 
freshman class?
A: Raise funds so that we have the backing for 
events we will sponsor in the future.
Blake Brodien Daniel Budde
mm
Sarah Burton
Amy Cairo
.Jar
Christine Carney
Michelle
Chapman
Marcus
Butterfield
Colleen Campion
Kaijamar
Carpenter
Ryan Butzow
Chad Cantrall
Kathryn
Chambers
Allyssa
Cleveland
Joseph Chen
Brian Cable
Jon Carlson
i  V \  Ot
Sheri Bryan
Meet the President
Corey T. Wilson
Jennifer Jared Coffman Wayne Coffman Adam Cole
Cochran
das? of two thousand two
Freshman Class Council
President: Corey T. Wilson 
Vice President: Kristin Henrichs 
Secretary: Jennifer Hatton 
Treasurer: Andrew Baker 
Chaplin: DanSchlorff 
ASC Reps: Katie Ableson
Brandon Johnson 
Social Committee: Sarah Burton
Jennifer Keith 
Lesley Kenworttyy 
Meg&n Vi f t  
Scott W ettsrlini
Top Row : Scott Wetterling, Dan SchlorJJ, Brandon  
Johnson. M iddle Row : M egan Vidt, Sarah Burton, 
Jenn ifer Hatton, Kristin Henrichs. Bottom  Row: 
Jenn ifer Keith, Corey Wilson, Katie Ableson.
Shaun Demint Brent DreisbachJessica Dierickx Amanda Dillman
J
Khulisile Khumbuzile
Dlamini Dlamini
Landon Colling Christopher
Collins
Jamila Collins Erik Conradi Johnathon Cook Johnney Coomer Trisha Corven
Joei Corzine Heather Cousins Amanda Cox Phillip Cox Melissa Crider Philip Crofford Matthew
Crowder
Jason Culp
Norman
Daugherty
Thessalonik
Debutts Defoggi
Tara
Cunningham
Kristin Demint
Valerie Curell Phil Dannewitz Walter Dean
— * 4 J
John-Matthew
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Freshmen
Amic Easley Laura
Eiohelberger
Jennie Emery James England Jaclyn Evcnson Heather FarrellVanessa Duvall Daphncc
Duvllarie
Tiffany Field Erin Fields Jacob Fields Slacey Flexser Melissa Flick Cara FooteNatalie Fiechter Craig Fiedler
Jonathan Gainey Tiffany Gamble Kelly Ganahl Phillip Gano
Rachel Francis
Somer Gant
Stephanie Ford Jeffrey Forgrave Casey Fox Chamron
Gaddey
Megan Foster Paul Franzen Jason Freiburger
Bryan Garner
i
Rustin Garner William Geasa
Questions & Answers
Jared Coffman
9: What is it that makes you special?
A: I’m the lead singer in a Christian hard-core/ 
punk band, called Transit.
9: What is the purpose of your band?
A: To reach as many people as possible, and to 
tell them about God.
9: What is it that makes your band so 
different?
A: We thank God for everything, and will do 
whatever God wants us to do. If all we ever do 
are basement shows, that’s fine with us, as long 
as people are hearing about God.
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Freshm en Orpheus members, Jerem y Alger, M isty Ehrlich, 
Kelly Allen, M arissa Murphy, A lison Gee, Gretchen Steinhart, 
and Anne Wadsworth, have fu n  dressing up.
Brandon Randall gives Ruth W ehrm an a big bear hug that 
she can 't ge t f r e e  from .
Amber George Bryce Gernand Michelle Given David Golden
Gina Gottardo Joy Graham Melanie Greenlee Tanner Griffin
Lisa Grochola Rebecca
Groenendal
Jana Hacker Jamie Hagadorn
Joel Hammond Jared Hancock Joshua HancockBethany
Hamann
Darcy Hanks Trenton Hanner Amy Ann
Hansen
Derrick HeldtJennifer Haschel Angela Hattery Jennifer Hatton
Wendy Harding
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Kristin Owens, 
Jennifer Keith, 
Rebecca Janofski, 
Ashley Brockman, 
Sarah Burton, 
Allison Mendez, 
Rachael Hill, Am y  
Hoesman, and 
Kristin DeM int 
have fu n  doing 
each o ther’s hair 
in crazy styles.
I
fn
I
Freshmen
Kristin Btnrlchs Paul Herd
Salena Hughes
Daniel James
M arie Tribble and 
Jennif er Gray 
know what it 
means to have 
great friends.
Endre Adams, 
Jerm aine Lacy, 
and Rasonne  
H ubbard try to 
stay warm during 
the cham pion  
Pow der P u ff 
games.
Rachael Hill
Michelle
Hostetler
Angela Hudgins
Benjamin
Johnson
Patrick High
Jennifer HornokAmy Hoesman
Randy
Hernandez
Jason Hoffer
Anthony Jeck
Brandon
Johnson
Michael Hubartt
Jayme Hunt
Jose Jean- 
Baptiste
Heidi Huffman
Desiree Hughes
Anthony
Jackson
Melanie Jewell Amy Johnson
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Erin Johnson Jill Johnson Kenneth
Johnson
Brian Julien Darren KaiserStaci Johnson Eric Johnston Lon Jones
Andrew Jennifer Keith
Karkosky
Sandra Kelly Lesley
Kenworthy
Leslie Ketchum Lance Kilpatrick Rachel Kirk
■ J4
Rachel Kirk and Kara Parks enjoy each  
o ther’s com pany at Fa ll Fest.
Cane Knudson
Jermaine Lacy Adam LewisJudy Kurien
Timothy
Kortanek
Adam Kotsko Andrew Kring James Krueger Adam Kugler
Mary Leath Rachel
Lewandowski
Heather Kunce
Jennifer Litsey
Kim  Manes, and  
Hernandez look up at things.
Brian Cable has fu n  p laying the drums 
f o r  the O N U  Pep Band.
Lm
Aaron Lade Benjamin
Langenau
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Freshmen
Justin Lunsford Michael Lyons Jeff Maddox
Kimberly Manes
Jodi McClure
Jason Marshall 'I'erry Maxwell
Jason Meents
Walter Mayorga Abigail McCIaid
Allison Mendez Amy
Messersmith
*
Melinda
McGaugh
Michelle Mears
Jarvis McClure
Amanda MeizKevin McNutt
Chip MaxsonNakesha Martin
Brian Milcinovic Kimberly Milner Kristin MilnerAngela Meyer Laura Miller Jennifer Mitchell Kimberly Monroe Heather Morgan
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Questions & Answers
Somer Joy Gant
Q: You were born in Bourbonnais, but have 
you lived there all your life?
A: No, my parents are missionaries, and I’ve 
lived in Kenya for six years.
Q: How did this experience influence who 
you are?
A: I’m more aware of current events because of 
the friends I’ve made all over the world.
9: What is one cultural difference you 
noticed?
A: It was very offensive to show our legs, even 
our shins, out in the bush where there were 
people.
Joseph Paris
Kara Parks Brian Paul Tracy Perkinson
n H W
I Kristin Owens
Rachel Moy
Kristi Myers James Netzel Hayley Nichting
Aida Njage Isaac Noland Erin
O'Shaughnessy
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Marissa Murphy
j i n
Trisha
Muttschall
a v 
Alexander Myers
1
Brooke Nicol
Brooke Odgers
Matthew Odom Katherine
Ondersma
Tyler Pankey
Mark Owen
Jeffrey Park
Lauren Perry
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Freshmen
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K o s l yn  Pe te r s  Scul l  l ’ i ckc l l  I l c a l h c r  P i e r ik Se ot t  P i t tma n
Jesseea Pitts Bonnie Poling
Melissa Quinn
Heather Quiinby Matthew Quinn
Brandon Randall Sarah Raymond
Steve Reberski Christopher Rebekah Reeves Aaron Reid 
Reeve
Matthew
Rensberry
Andrew Roberts Gustavia 
Robinson
Bradley
Richardson
Ross Robinson .Jillian Rodgers
Am anda Cox, M egan Burnette, Jason Reuille, and Mary 
Leath hang out in the Red Room while eating bread sticks.
Jason Reuille Timothy Reyes
Kentura Smith, Gustavia Robinson, and Joy Smith try to give  
each other bunny ears w ithout getting caught.
Kati Ondersma, Selena Dittmer, and Laura E ichelberger 
pulled  out their redneck attire during Spirit Week.
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James Romer
Daniel Schlorff
Nicholas Shelton
Edward Soper
Jeremy Schulz
Trerna Spencer
Nathan Shaw Dawn Shedd
Joshua Snyder
Dustin
Schoonveld
Meggen Sidell
lan Soper
mi U f t k .  
Nicholas Sefton
Joy Smith
Nicholas
Spaulding
Sarah Smith
Bobbi St. Peter
Kandace Small
Amanda Soule
■ gjMjsjl A.
Kristopher Smith
Emily Settlemoir
Julie Rot
l0 „ 2 & m
Rachel Russell Ryan Sadorf
ciass two thousand two
Renee Saubert Shan
Scammahorn
Mike Schelling
Rachel Sohn
Benjamin
Stanley
Stefanie Steele
These frien ds , 
Jared Coffman, 
A lex  Myers,
K indra Arwood, 
Vanessa DuVall, 
Jessica Dierickx, 
Elizabeth Angell, 
and Katie Davis, 
have learned  
sometim es it ’s not 
the girls you have 
to worry about.
Brad Talley, Em ily  
Settlemoir, Kristi 
Bennett, Jennie  
Emery, and  
Lauren Perry have 
som e laughs at 
the Variety Show.
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Freshmen
i l l .
Erin Stephenson Amy Stoker Jason Stone Sarah Stout Emily Streit Staey StrongBrian Stipp Kaly Strouse
Andrew Sudhoff
Henry Timm
Tara Thomas
Megan Vidt
Eric Stuepfcrt
William
Thompson
Erin Sudduth
Marie Tribble
Rebecca Swindle Aimee Swinehart
Natalia Susan Turner
Tsepeleva
David Thornell
Melissa
Sutherland
Bradley Talley
Tricia VanLaten
Dona Vines Anne Wadsworth Kelly Wadsworth Jennifer Waldron Kerri Walker Katie Waller Amanda Wangler Holly Ward
Questions & Answers
Keith Julien
9: What marshal arts are you into and to what 
degree?
A: I’m a third degree Blackbelt, third degree 
Kempo Karte, and Tae Kwon Do.
Q: How do you use this skill?
A: I’m not a fighter, but a protector. All I do is 
protect myself and others I care for.
Q: When did you start studying marshal arts? 
A: Seven years ago.
166 People
Jason Warner
Denise Welsh Susan Weston Scott Wetterling
Jared Hancock, Tara Cunningham, Ian Soper, Ben Stanley, 
Katie Ableson, Erin Sudduth, Andy SudhoJJ, Josh Hancock, 
M att Banner, and Jerem y Dale hang out during gu y s ’ open 
dorms.
Kari Wilkins Joshua Williams
Justin ZellDavid Young
 ^ Cheerleaders, Aaron Reid, Thess DeButts, Cara Foote,
Christopher Boyts, Kandace Small, and Am anda Wangler,
1 cheer the foo tb a ll team to a victory.
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class of two tHousarsd two
James
Wasmundt
Andrew Weethee Ruth Wehrman
Jackie Wheeler
Elizabeth
Wiegers
Erik Willits
Corey Wilson Jody WineJosef Wills Shanna Wilson
Amber
Winkleman
Leah Worlow Joshua YazelAndrew Wright
Christina
Zwirkoski
Freshmen
Questions & Answers
Melissa Sutherland
9: When did you first start roller blading?
A: My freshman year in high school.
Q: How adventurous are you?
A: I’m terrified of hills because I fell really hard 
down one. But lately I’ve been trying to go down 
ramps.
Q: How do you combat the negative image 
that goes along with skaters?
A: I tell people that skaters are not all trouble 
makers.
Q: Why do you help with Youth For Christ 
Skate Ministries?
A: I know some skaters do fit the stereotype, 
and those are the ones that need Christ the 
most.
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rlass r^twn thousand two
Getting ready to cheer on the Tigers, J ose f Wills, R oger Balko, Scott Wetterling, E rik Willits, Levi Yowell, Joel Hammond, and  
Bengamin Langenau pose Jo r a p icture at a fa l l  fo o tb a ll game.
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new  n 
L d b
h v*% •
chel Moy, Darrin Kaiser 
elissa F lick are 
in  nights
Chris Crimmins and Jod i F isher 
show some o f  College Church’s 
ju n io r highers it ’s okay to be silly, i f  
you have someone to be silly with,
rememb 
A nn Gioua
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Reflections 
P e o p l e
Ras<ffi 
settle 
procras i 
oriSSuj,
r  linvklJt^zuir. 
realizing urns Collecting donati 
f o r  Girl Scouts, 
Shaw na Herbert 
jou rn eys  around  
McClain Hall.
Seth Horning 
Hunt Daniej 
and S harnr, 
that reh S ^^ l 
SUpftOT 
bad tJwi
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Clubs/Organizations
Matching
1 .__Vision 6.__ SEA
2 .__Concert Band 7.___SIFE
3 .__ Social Committee 8._Academy
4 . Resident Assistant 9. Green Room
5 .__ Life song 10. Parable
A. Intelligentsia
B. Allegory
C. Gregarious Delegation .
D. Gig Gathering
E. Mortal Chant
F. Apocalypse
G. Kelly Chamber
H. Pupils in Emancipated Undertaking
I. Denizen Subordinate
J. Novice Edification Correlation
a'OT 
‘D'6 ‘V 8  ‘H'L 
T '9  ‘3 'G  T P  ‘D '£  
‘<XZ ‘3 ’ I -sudcnsuv
1 7 2  Clubs and Organizations
178..ADiakonia
180... OCS
204... concert Ba
214... Sociaf^rnrrm ee
216... WRL/MRL ’ _
218... Olivetians for Life/ 
international Club ,
220...5.iritual Life *
230...Glimmerglass
232...Aurora
234...Female RA's
236...Male RA'S
1 1
Jason Root 
sports some 
traditional 
cowboy wear 
while in 
Nashville
Divider 173
Jocelyn French, 
M att Meyer, 
M ichelle Reddy, 
Jaclyn Couch, and  
Randy K inder 
spend an evening 
Spice Girl style.
Rebecca Janofski 
and Scott 
Arm strong duke it 
out on the green.
Adam  Kugler, 
Donna Lovett, 
D aw n Henderson, 
Russell Lovett, and  
Kate Ehrich enjoy 
Chicauo.
Jason Ham m ond  
and Chicken Man  
(Earl Kroll) sing a 
ditty to the crowd.
Heidi Anksorus, 
Beth Rogers, 
Jessica DeZwaan, 
and Janielle  
Gregory enjoy this 
scenic spot.
"Students can listen to upbeat Christian music 
through the ONU cable channel three."
At Right: Jason  
McHenry, Theresa  
Steiber, Becky 
Lindman. Nicole 
Shercr, and Ben 
Moreland enjoy 
their moment o f  
meeting the group  
Old Faith.
Below: Ben  
M oreland gives a 
cheerful hello to 
W ONU listeners.
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On the Cutting Edge
WONU
WONU, a completely digital and state of the 
art radio station, spread ministry at Olivet 
through Christian radio. The year started with a 
new program, “The Dorm.” Students could listen 
to its upbeat Christian Music through the ONU 
cable channel three.
WONU broadcasted to small towns on its 
“On the Road Again Tour.” In addition to 
expanding the listening area, the Tour also 
allowed WONU to participate in concerts and 
parades. One highlight of the Tour was the 
Wizard of Oz parade in Chesterton, Indiana.
The radio station staff attended several 
events, including “Diamond Fun in the Sun,” a 
softball game sponsored by the Chicagoland 
Christian Media Fellowship. This fellowship 
includes the Total Living Network, WMBI, 
Christianity Today Inc., and WONU. 
by M ichael Johnson
A t Left: Theresa Steiber prepares to 
leave the office after a day at the 
station.
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"Their goal is to prepare students in the Family and 
Consumer Science division for Christ-centered service 
to all types of individuals, families, and communities.”
At Right: Some 
other members 
involved with 
SAFCS include 
Monica Gentry. 
Heather Cook. 
Linda Campbell, 
and Diane Ritter.
Below: Sarah- 
Jane Miley gives a 
fo o d  and nutrition 
lesson during the 
‘Homecoming Jor 
K id s ’ workshop.
At Right: Sarah-Jane Miley takes time 
out to clown around with a Jew  o j  the 
children.
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Servants In Their Field 
S A F C S
The Students Association of Family and 
Consumer Science (SAFCS) started off on the 
right track this year. Their motto is “All for One, 
and One for All!”
Their goal is to prepare students in the 
Family and Consumer Science division for Christ- 
centered service to all types of individuals, 
families, and communities. They do this by 
empowering members to act on continuing 
concerns, helping them focus their expertise for 
action on critical issues, and assuming 
leadership among organizations with mutual 
purposes.
One thing that helps them do this is their 
theme Scripture verse. It comes from 
ICorinthians 12: 27-31: “Now you are the body of 
Christ, and each of you is a part of it. And in the 
church God has appointed first of all apostles, 
second prophets, third teachers, then workers of 
miracles, also those having gifts of healing, those 
able to help others, those with gifts of 
administration, and those speaking in different 
kinds of tongues... but eagerly desire the greater 
gifts.”
One of the many successful events for this 
club included “Homecoming for Kids,” which 
provided a food and nutrition lesson for several 
children. Beyond Homecoming, the year for 
SAFCS was very successful, 
by Jaclyn Couch
A t Left: Laura M iley and Phil Crofford  
prepare snack m ix J o r the kids to 
munch while on campus.
SAFCS 177
1. Front Row : Professor LaReau, Ashley Brockman, Susan Weton, M ichelle Chapman. Second Row: D iane Baker, Juavona  
Simpson, E llen McCullough, Trenia Spencer, H eather Halliday, Robin Spaulding, Anne Nison, Kim  Monroe. Third Row: 
Jenn ifer Keith, A m ber Vaudt, Professor Hockensmith, Sarah Blanchette, Tina Trosper. 2. Professor Hockensm ith and 
Professor LaReau show their appreciation at the alum ni reception. 3. D iane Baker, Juavona Simpson, Devon Smith, and  
Sarah Blanchette p repare the meal f o r  the alum ni reception. 4. Tina Trosper and Sum m er Taylor share memories o f  the 
Social Work department during the meal. 5. Devon Sm ith and Jill Olson reflect proudly upon a successful evening. 6. 
Christine Casteel, J ill Olson, and Juavona Sim pson discuss social work matters over a snack. 7. Am ber Vaudt receives a 
hug fro m  Sarah Blanchette fo llow ing  a D iakonia event.
“Our slogan is 
‘Seeking Positive  
Change.' I think  
that has been 
evident through 
the various 
activities w e've  
sponsored, such  
as the toy d rive ." 
Am ber Vaudt
Outreached Hand
Di akoni a
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This year, Diakonia held their annual retreat the weekend of October 31. Many new faces, as 
well as old ones, gathered and headed to Bloomington/Normal for the first official group gathering. 
The social work club this year sponsored the car wash, neccessities drive, and many other 
charitable activities.
The club experienced some changes this year when the council members all changed. The 
new leaders are proving they have what it takes to keep the club going. Getting involved with the 
community off campus, as well as the community on campus, has been important this year. For 
the most part, members of the group are social work majors, and what they learn in class, they 
carry with them to the meetings. The students in Diakonia, as well as faculty sponsors, Jan 
Hockensmith and Micheal LaReau, have developed a close bond with each other. They firmly 
believe the students have a heart for the club. Sharing and caring is a large part of the group. The 
community is very appreciative of the group, and in turn, the group enjoys working with the 
community, 
by Christine Casteel
I
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"During these inspiring times we have gone on 
spelunking, camping, hiking, canoeing, and biking 
quests together."
At Right: OGS 
m em bers- First 
Row: Sandy  
Keller, Julie 
Hefner, Jennifer 
Kell. Second Row: 
Wayne Patterson, 
Jeremy Brown, 
Steve Barrick.
Below : Steve 
Barrick eagerly 
heads into some 
rough terrain.
At Right: A  fellow  cam per catches J e ff  
Schneider f irs t  thing in the morning.
\
Environmental Awareness
OCS
Olivet Geological Society (O.G.S.) is a 
university club that was started to promote new 
interest in the geological and environmental 
fields. The club consisted of a diverse group of 
students that came from many different majors 
and backgrounds. The main reason they all came 
together was their strong love for the natural 
world and the passion of introducing others to it. 
As a club they invited all to join them in their 
various activities and causes throughout the 
year.
O.G.S. developed more of an environmental 
emphasis; for instance, they did several 
community service projects to enhance and 
restore the local parks. Such activities included 
Earth Day clean-ups and a prairie restoration 
project at Perry’s Farm. They felt as Christians 
they were to be stewards of everything that God 
gave them, and this included the awesome 
creation that surrounds them.
Along with this service project theme they 
also incorporated numerous trips and outings. 
During these inspiring times they went on 
spelunking, camping, hiking, canoeing, and 
biking quests together. These were times when 
new friendships were made and existing ones 
were strengthened, 
by Steve Barrick
A t Left: Brock Schroeder, OGS Jaculty  
advisor, gets into a bit o f  a tangle with 
nature.
OCS 181
"While this organization is not very well known, they 
accomplish many things.”
At Right: Jill 
Newsome 
concentrates on 
attaining the 
accurate 
measurement.
Below : Linda  
M iller gives 
attention to the 
m onitor while 
getting 
information.
A t Right: Teri Luginbill appears to be 
very happy about p icking up a 
transfusion fro m  the blood bank.
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Giving To Many________
NSA
Nursing Students in Action (NSA) was an 
organization comprised of many of the Olivet 
nursing students. While this organization was not 
always in the spotlight, they accomplished many 
things.
The highest profile activity by NSA was the
blood drive, which is sponsored each semester in
conjunction with the local American Red Cross.
During the blood drive this fall, 101 units of
whole blood were collected.
This fall, NSA began a new program that
was still in its infancy, the parish nursing
initiative. Under the direction of senior O.J.
Kendall, the initiative was started in order to
augment the adult studies parish nursing class.
This included nursing students going to local
churches of varied denominations and taking
blood pressures and blood glucose levels. Olivet
student nurses performed this community service
as far north as Morris and as far south as Clifton.
In November, the NSA helped sponsor the
second annual “Top Cops vs. Top Docs”
basketball game in conjunction with the Four
Rivers Chapter of the Alzheimers Association. The
doctors avenged last year’s loss by winning by
three points. All proceeds from the game benefit
the services provided by the Alzheimers
Association.
During the year, NSA raised money through
a variety of means. The NSA sold Olivet nursing
sweatshirts, ONU keychains, candy, and even
attended a healthy cookware presentation to raise
money. The money will be used, in part, to
purchase items for the nursing department that
aid in the educational process, 
by Tracy Vanderwiel
A t Left: Jenn ifer Odette helps a patient 
back to her room.
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"The original goals of this group were simple: observe 
architecture and culture in its natural elements.”
At Right: Jaclgn  
Conch. Jason  
Root. Craig 
Dockery, and 
Cinclg Jones are 
happy to be at 
Graceland, the 
home o f  "The King 
o f Rock 'n ' Roll", 
Elvis Presley.
Below : Craig 
Dockery appears 
ready to conquer 
Nashville, TN.
At Right: Jaclyn Couch and Jason Root 
make a stop on the infamous Bourbon  
Street while enjoying the sites and  
events.
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Culturally Aware 
p DC
Phi Delta Castle is currently one of the 
active club at Olivet. The original goals of this 
group were simple: observe architecture and 
culture in its natural elements.
The original founders of Phi Delta Castle 
set aside their summer for road trips to historical 
architectural sites. After viewing various 
architecture both inside and out, they would then 
shift their focus to the cultural aspect of each 
location. Cultural elements consisted of cuisine, 
music, and art.
Tradition of the club was continued. This 
year’s group not only set aside their spring break, 
but also their summer break for club activities. 
Travel ranged from such locations as: Dublin, 
Ireland, Memphis, Tennessee, New Orleans, and 
Washington D.C. They were able to observe fine 
architecture and superb craftsmanship.
New Orleans was a popular stop not only 
for the rich architecture but also for its 
extraordinary culture. The home of jazz lived up 
to its billing. Jason Root said, “I fell in love with 
New Orleans. It holds so much history. The food 
was good, too. It’s no White Castle, but the Cajun 
cuisine was exquisite.”
Overall, the organization’s members labeled 
this year a success, and were pleased with their 
experiences. Phi Delta Castle cannot wait until 
next year to take their yearning for architecture 
and culture overseas.
by Dan Morrison
A t Left: J e jf  Snow barger is about to 
em bark on his initiation Jor Phi Delta  
Castle.
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m
At Right: First 
Row: Sarah 
Fleeman , Lyndsi 
Wisher, Holly 
Robinson.
Second Row : Jen  
Halton, Mandy  
Lajevor, Kelly 
Bohn, Paul 
Franzen, Molly 
Cropper. Beth 
Garcia, Holly 
W atson-Pollock.
Below: Holly 
W atson-Pollock 
shares stories 
with the children.
Dr. Knowles stated, "This year, the focus is definitely on 
providing opportunities for education students to 
grow professionally in a way that goes beyond the 
classroom.”
At Right: Holly W atson-Pollock provides  
instructions during the story-telling 
time.
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Out In the Community
SEA
4
Since its beginning in 1958, Student 
Education Association (SEA) has undergone 
many changes, and this year was no exception. In 
the past, the focus of SEA was to provide 
activities for the whole student body. This year 
that focus was changed. Lyndsi Wisher, president 
of SEA, stated, “This year SEA is aimed more 
toward helping the community and getting 
education majors out there for hands-on 
experience, while having fun in the process.”
To put their classroom knowledge to use, 
SEA planned activities that allowed students to 
practice their skills in the surrounding area. Not 
only did this benefit each student, but it 
benefitted the community.
Dr. Thomas Knowles, chairman of the 
Education Department, stated, “This year, the 
focus is definitely on providing opportunities for 
teacher education students to grow professionally 
in a way that goes beyond the classroom.”
SEA has accomplished its goal by bringing 
in speakers from the community and hosting a 
monthly story time for children in the 
community. Although this year has been one of 
change for the Student Education Association, it 
has been a positive year marked by many 
improvements. 
by Kelly Hayden
A t Left: Camie M artin looks on as the 
children participate in the assigned  
activity.
SEA 187
“That's not what 1 think!” “1 don’t think so!” 
“Tftat’s not right.” If you had just heard all that, 
you might think it was someone arguing. That 
was what happened weekly on Olivet’s campus. 
They were arguing about political views, moral 
issues, and ideas facing them every day, and it 
was okay that they argued. In leadership was Dr. 
David Van Heemst who sponsored the group. 
This was the Academy Club.
Leader, Nicole Given, said that we should 
not be kept in a bubble here on campus. She 
loved the idea of contrasting viewpoints. She 
said, “We exist for the explicit purpose of 
opening up the Christian mind.”
Academy was also about making 
peacemakers and accepting that we all have 
differing views.
If you were on campus and happened to 
hear, “Whoa, that’s not what I think,” you 
probably just walked by an Academy meeting: 
gatherings where the mind was opened up to 
new possibilities.
by Alison Shaver _  _ _Free Your
Academ y: Front Row: Jana Hacker, 
and Nicole Given. Back Row: Erik  
Kapocius, Erin Fields, M att Banner.
Mind 
A c a d e m y
Erin Fields, Jana Hacker, Erik Kapocius, and Nicole Given 
hang around Jor a while after their meeting.
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Psychology Club was geared for students 
that were seeking to understand the dynamics of 
psychology. It was comprised of psychology 
majors, minors, and was open to anyone 
interested in finding out more about psychology.
The goals of the Psychology Club were to 
make students aware of the effects that 
psychology has upon people.
Psychology Club desired students to engage 
in conversation on a plethora of topics.
The main goal of Psychology Club was to 
bring students together and to have dialogue with 
each other in order to further the understanding 
of the principles and theories of psychology, 
by Mark Russo
Understanding 
P s y c h o l o g y  C l u b
Lisa Wilson explains her perspective on 
the school o f  thought that is being 
discussed.
Psychology Club members include M ark  
Russo and Jaclyn Couch.
Kathy W yse attentively listens as 
Courtney Kendall gives her 
interpretation o f  psychotherapy.
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'"Search for the Holy Grail' sent students running to 
businesses in the community to get clues and to 
perform crazy stunts.'"
At Right: Keely 
Long. Andy Gibbs, 
Amy Boone- 
Tallman. and Ed 
Gallagher provide  
audience  
participation at 
the poetry night 
sponsored by 
Sigma Tau Delta.
Below : Nicole 
Given receives an 
award fro m  Dr. 
McGuire at the 
annual banquet.
At Right: Gabriele Steinhart reads an 
excerpt fro m  George Orwell Jor the 
audience.
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;Respecting Fine Works 
Sigma Tau Delta
Sigma Tau Delta is an Olivet-based honors 
society. Each member meets all requirements of 
academic achievement, allowing them the honor 
of acceptance into the organization.
Members of the group got together and 
planned campus activities or took trips to the 
theater and other places. Also, Tau Theta, the 
international English honorary society, gave 
Olivet students the opportunity to sit in on a 
meeting in which Professor Jeremy Van Kley 
discussed his previous year spent in Uzbekistan.
The society as a whole sponsored a poetry 
reading as well as a scavenger hunt for Olivet 
students. The scavenger hunt, “Search for the 
Holy Grail,” sent students running to businesses 
in the community to get clues and to perform 
crazy stunts. The hunt ended with a movie and 
pizza in Burke.
Members of Sigma Tau Delta traveled to 
Chicago to watch live performances of “Much Ado 
About Nothing,” and “Death of a Salesman.” 
Spending time together gave the members the 
ability to build friendships with students they 
might not otherwise have known, 
by Christine Casteel
A t Left: D r.Shirlee McGuire, S igm a Tau 
Delta fa cu lty  advisor, addresses the 
group before the activity begins.
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"SlFE's mission is to provide college students the best 
opportunity to make a difference and to develop 
leadership, teamwork, and communication..."
At Right: Neil Steffens, Bob Burdick, 
and Eric Vickers coast in their boat 
after getting stuck.
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At Right: First 
Row: Nadia Jantz, 
J e ff Williams, 
Kevin Cox. 
M ichelle Birky, 
Tiffany 
Richardson. 
Shannon Boyts. 
Second Row: Brad 
Currell, Neil 
Steffens, Sam  
Rihani, Scott Salo, 
Sponsor, Ralph  
Goodwin
Below : Several 
students gather at 
the k ick-off o f  the 
leadership boat 
race.
Entrepreneurs At work
S I F E
Students in Free Enterprise, or SIFE, was a 
student-led organization that had chapters in 
over 2000 colleges nationwide. SIFE’s mission 
was to provide college students the best 
opportunity to make a difference and to develop 
leadership, teamwork, and communication skills 
through learning, practicing, and teaching the 
principles of free enterprise.
SIFE believed that experience was the best 
teacher and tried to provide students with a great 
opportunity for real-life, out-of-the classroom 
experience. Students had the opportunity to 
develop and participate in many different 
educational, entrepreneural, and community 
outreach projects.
Students presented their accomplishments 
at regional SIFE competition and hoped to move 
on to Nationals.
Current SIFE projects included Make-A- 
Difference Day, internet workshops, personal 
budgeting seminars, a meet and greet program 
for new area residents, and a retail security 
testing service to name a few. 
by Neil Steffens
A t Left: Keri Stipp and Kevin Cox sort 
various articles o f  clothing that were 
donated and dispersed to those in need  
Jor the annual clothing drive.
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Member Kara Lloyd states that Green 
Room's goal is ,"... to share the love of 
the fine arts with the campus and 
community."
At Right: Lee Chambers sings out with 
passion.
At Right: Tessa 
W alerbury and 
Dawn Henderson 
are dressed and 
ready for an 
evening at Sleepy 
Hollow.
Below : Emily  
Kortanek. Kate 
Otter smith. Trisha  
Muttschall, and  
Liz Bourne sing 
"Gotta Wash That 
Man Right Outta 
My H a ir."
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Action-Packed
Green Room
Lights! Camera! Action! Olivet’s Green 
Room was in full action off and across campus. 
The campus’ drama club was active both on and 
off campus. The club boasted about fifty 
members which included nine council members.
Some may wonder what the purpose of 
Green Room was. Member Kara Lloyd stated that 
Green Room’s goal was, “ ... to share the love of 
the fine arts with the campus and community.” 
One of the ways the group did this was by 
sponsoring a theater class at “ONYou: 
Homecoming for Kids.” Green Room also 
sponsored a reader’s theater-style play in the 
coffee shop for Christmas. President Tessa 
Waterbury said that, “We are excited to be 
helping out when the professional touring 
production of School House Rock comes in the 
fall; we may be doing some of the tech work for 
that show.”
One example of a Green Room production 
was the very popular Broadway Revue. The night 
of its showing boasted a full auditorium of people 
who turned out on Family Weekend to take in the 
Revue. Green Room also put on a production of 
S le e p y  H o l l o w  at Perry Farm.
The reason these people got involved in 
Green Room was basically to meet other people, 
to get involved in something on campus, and, in 
the words of Joelle Heilemann, “To have a lot of 
fun in the meantime.” 
by Alison Shaver
A t Left: Cara Yergler and Craig Fied ler 
p u t their best fo o t  fo rw a rd  the evening 
o f  Broadw ay Revue.
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1. F irst Row: Jeremy Palinski, Shannon Wheeler, Jason Garrett. Second Row: Carrie Burton, Thad Haynes, Shannon  
Boyts, Randy Scollan, Jocelyn French. 2. Shannon Boyts and Jocelyn French cuddle up a fte rfu n  in the mud. 3. Group 
members enjoy an afternoon Haw aiian style. 4. Thad Haynes and Jeremy Palinski model some stylish fish in g  hats. 5. 
Shannon Wheeler and Jason Garrett share sweets. 6. Group members take some time out to sm ile f o r  a camera. 7. Carrie 
Burton shows her true colors.
Telling the Story . 
P a r a b l e
I f e . " Shannon 
Boyts
know that God is 
working through 
me to effect the 
lives o f  others. A t 
the same time, 
God is using 
those around me 
to change my
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I
 The newest public relations group at Olivet this year was Parable. The group members were
t Jason Garret, Carrie Burton, Jocelyn French, Shannon Boyts, Thad Haynes, Shannon Wheeler, 
Jeremy Palinski, and Randy Scollan. Each member brought his or her own style to the group and 
really made it a well-rounded group by reaching out to different campers with great similarities.
I
 Also, each person has learned and grown from the other members with whom they have traveled. 
Although primarily signed on as a part-time group, Parable has still traveled a great deal, 
and in no way did their mission differ, effort-wise, from the other three groups. Carrie Burton 
said, “Even though we’re a part-time group, it doesn’t mean we have a part-time mission.” That 
was apparent when people looked back at all the places they have been and all the lives they had 
touched. Over the summer, Parable traveled to Jr. and Sr. High camps across the states of 
Illinois, Indiana, and Michigan. When asked why they gave all their time to P.R., they all simply 
answered, “That’s where God wants me to be.” 
by Christine Casteel
Parable 197
1. First Row: Phil Dannewitz, Julie Habeggar, Joel Burbrink. Second Row: Katie Roose, Aaron Hunt, B ianca Lucente. 
Third Row: Paul Austin and M att Smith. 2. The Olivetians take a m inute to enjoy their surroundings at a camp. 3. Some 
friends jo in  the Olivetians during one o f  their Jew  breaks fro m  traveling during the summer. 4. M att Smith and Joel 
Burbrink show a Jew  campers how to bust a move. 5. Julie Habeggar and Bianca Lucente show a little love even though 
they are covered in mud. 6. Katie Roose, Julie Habeggar, and Bianca Lucente show o j  their body art. 7. Signs o f  Jatigue 
begin to show on the Olivetians after a week o f  camp.
‘7 have been 
am azed at God's 
JaithJulness 
throughout this 
year. God has 
been through 
everything with 
me. I owe all I 
have to Him. ” Phil 
Dannewitz
Cod Shines Through 
0 1 i ve t i a n
198 Clubs/Organizations
Throughout the past year, the ministry group the Olivetians, has spread the Word and love of 
God to all ages throughout the ONU region.
The Olivetians, which consisted of eight full-time students at Olivet, began their summer by 
coming to campus for a week and a half in order to learn the musical repertoire for the year.
Soon after, they traveled to seven junior and senior high district camps where they shared 
their faith with the youth of the area.
Each weekend, members spent their time traveling to different churches where they provided 
music ministry for traditional and youth services, as well as for many revivals and special 
occasions.
Clearly, countless amounts of time and energy were put into this ministry, but by watching 
the spirit of the members and the work of God shining through them, anyone could see that the 
benefits greatly outweighed any downfalls, 
by Leann Loica
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1. First Row: Dave Mills, Jay Sandbloom, M isty Wilson, Joshua Cobb, Brad Zehr. Second Row: Joel Christie 2. Joel 
Christie and Jay Sandbloom  cuddle up Jor the evening. 3. The guys take the fu n  to the back s e a t 4. A  Jew  o j  the men 
enjoy a relaxing moment by the water. 5. A t Opryland Hotel, Brad Zehr seems satisjied with the meal h e ju s tjin ish ed . 6. 
Although posing Jor a photo, the group continues to sing. 7. Joel Christie and M isty Wilson enjoy lunch together.
“The public  
relations 
departm ent has 
given me the 
opportunity to 
become a part o j  
something, to give  
o j  m y se j, and to 
minister. Joshua  
has been that 
avenue in which I 
can serve. ” Jay 
Sandbloom
A Different Outlook
J o s h u a
200 Clubs/Organizations
This was a group with a different outlook on ministry. Their main goal of the summer was to 
reach out to people of all ages by working through song and speech. Who were they? They were 
Joshua, one of the four public relations groups on Olivet’s campus.
This year, the six-member team traveled and performed at different District Assemblies 
across the region, instead of working with the junior and senior high camps as they had done in the 
past. Joshua was the only group to attend District Assemblies. They appeared in front of ten 
different districts across the Olivet region.
The members this year included: Joel Christie, Joshua Cobb, David Mills, Jay Sandbloom, 
Misty Wilson, and Brad Zehr. Together, the group showed an amazing ability to perform on as well 
as off the stage.
After having the privilege of spending an hour talking with the group about their ministry, I 
quickly realized that they all enjoyed attending the many different assemblies and getting to know 
some of the Olivet alumni better, while ministering in the name of Christ, 
by Christine Casteel
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“Vision has been 
an amazing 
experience Jor me. 
I have developed  
Jriendships that 
will la s tjo rever  
and learned what 
obedience to God 
really means. I 
w ouldn't trade 
these years Jor 
anything.” Beth 
Rogers
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Seeing People Change
V i s i o n
1. Front Row: Janielle Gregory, Justin Nixon, Heidi Anksorus. Back Row : Jessica DeZwaan, Levi Dill, Chris Gonzales, 
and Beth Rogers. 2. Jessica DeZwaan, Beth Rogers, and Heidi Anksorus p lay it up a little on the slide. 3. These members 
o f  Vision appear to be very th a n k ju ljo r this meal. 4. Vision women take advantage o j  a b ea u tju l day by the water. 5.
The women o f  Vision decide to p lay a little hide-and-seek. 6. Vision girls opt to create s o m e ju n  w ith jood  at W endy’s. 7. 
As the sun sets on the w ater behind them, these ladies seize the mom ent Jor a photo.
Vision, one of the music ministry groups, stood as an important medium for portraying 
Christ through performance and behavior in everyday life.
Each member of Vision put forth a shining example of what Christ’s love truly existed as; 
therefore, those around them greatly benefitted from their ministry. However, the members have 
prevailed.
“The close relationships that I have developed with the other group members, and more 
importantly, the spiritual growth that I have obtained are some of the best parts of being in 
Vision,” stated Jessica DeZwaan, sophomore.
Junior, Janielle Gregory summed up the experience of being in Vision by saying, “I’ve 
grown so much, learned so much, changed ideas about things, and worshipped differently than I 
ever have before. I’m at a totally different point spiritually than when I started. Praise God, that’s 
probably what I needed.”
Clearly, the power of ministry that Vision possessed cannot be summed up in one short 
article, but the love of and for Christ can be seen through their ministry, 
by Leanne Loica
Vision 203
The 1998-99 
Concert Bancl was 
under the 
direction o f  
Professor Don 
Reddick.
M uch time is spent 
setting up prior to 
a Concert Band  
performance.
Concert Band puts quite a fe w  miles on 
the road f o r  perform ances beyond  
campus.
"Every home game, the player's haul their instruments 
over to McHie Arena or Ward Football Field to show 
their support."
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Tradition of Excellence 
C o n c e r t  B a n d
Girls running around in long, black 
dresses, and young men dressed in black suits 
meant one thing... a performance by the Concert 
Band.
Olivet’s Concert Band continued a tradition
s
of excellence set in previous years.
Under the direction of'Professor Don 
Reddick, who also served as the head of the 
music department, the concert band took on a 
number of new endeavors and continued 
traditions from the past.
A major part of being in Concert Band 
included cheering on the Tiger sports teams as a 
part of the pep band. Every home game, the 
players hauled their instruments over to McHie 
Arena or Ward Football Field to show their 
support.
This year, the band tried a new holiday 
venture. Players traveled around the Olivet region 
and blessed people with Christmas carols, which 
could be delivered to loved ones as a special gift 
for the season.
Freshman Jennifer Cochran commented, “I 
think that the carols were a great way to interact 
with others in the group. I guess it just gave us a 
chance to spend some more one-on-one time with 
other members.”
In any event, the Concert Band definitely 
shone in the music department and will surely 
continue to do so in the future, 
by Leanne Loica
Playing their clarinet: Christine Carney, M ike Johnson, and  
Rachel Lew andow ski participate in pep  band. Pep band is 
another Junction o f  the concert band.
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"Jazz Band is absolutely one of my favorite classes 
because the music and performances present a 
challenge, yet it is a very relaxed atmosphere."
Not wanting to be 
left out o f  the fun, 
members o f  the 
Jazz Band 
dressed up at 
Costume Candy 
Fest.
The crowd gets 
into the melodic 
sounds o f the 
band.
All dressed and ready to go. These 
students have chosen their outfits 
carefully Jor the concert.
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I A Different Sound
J a z z  B a n d
A casually dressed man smoothly walks 
across the stage snapping his fingers to the beat 
of a drum. A saxophone player wails out an 
improvisation as the audience applauds with awe 
and admiration. Absolutely no one can resist 
tapping his or her toes.
Under the direction of Eric Penrod, Olivet 
Nazarene University’s Jazz Band pursued yet 
another great year. Some of the highlights 
included the annual Halloween concert, the 
homecoming concert, and the holiday program 
with the Concert Band.
Although being in Jazz Band requires 
many added hours of group and personal 
practice time, many members consider it to be 
one of their favorite classes in their often busy 
schedules.
Will Swardstrom, baritone saxophone 
player, commented, “Jazz Band is absolutely one 
of my favorite classes because the music and 
performances present a challenge, yet it is a very 
relaxed atmosphere. Jazz Band allows us to 
express ourselves in ways other classes don’t 
afford.”
Hopefully, the future will bring more 
opportunities for the players to showcase their 
talents and for the Band to establish a more 
prominent name across the campus.
ONU’s Jazz Band will surely continue to 
throw out its tunes and the members will do 
their best to continue a tradition of excellence 
and provide entertainment for all.
Getting ready Jor the big show  is a little bit o f  a chore when 
you 're Jailing apart.
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1. The 1998-99 Orpheus Choir was under the direction o f  Dr. George Dunbar. 2. At Orpheus retreat. Big Ben, portrayed by 
Earl Kroll, has a photo taken o f  h im self by Brian Cole, portraying a tourist. 3. Anne Wadsworth, Heidi Hoffman, Ashley  
Boone, Jeremy Alger, Barb Brewer, Paul Austin, and Holly W atson-Pollock are taken Jo r a crazy bus ride by Carrie Burton. 
4. M elinda Jackson and Justin Nixon are into character as they conduct “Poetry In Motion. ” 5. Jaclyn Couch and Jocelyn  
French sport the Burger King hats that are a part o j  the traditional welcoming party Jor new Orpheus members. 6. 
Gretchen Steinhart, Dan SchlorJJ, Lee Chambers, Andy Foster, and H eid i HoJJman retreat to the playground. 7. Bianca  
Lucente. Christie Reece, Valerie Wilson, and Holly W atson-Pollock provide back up in the annual variety show.
“I  really like the 
fact that 
everyone is very 
supportive o j  
each other. OJ 
course, Dr. Dunbar 
is the highlight o j it 
Jor me." Shelby 
Moore
Continuing the Legacy 
O r p h e u s
208 Clubs/Organizations
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
“Welcome, welcome all of you. Glad you are with us. Shake hands. No need to be blue. 
Welcome to you.” This was the song that returning Orpheus members sang at the beginning-of-the- 
year initiation party to welcome all of its new members. It was at that time that new members got 
the first taste of the familial feeling that comes with being in Orpheus. This unity was one of the 
main ingredients that allowed Orpheus to minister with the fervor and vigor that they do.
The Orpheus Choir agenda was filled to the brim from the end of August to the beginning of 
May. This itinerary included a retreat, Praise Gathering in Indianapolis, Indiana, Homecoming 
appearances, a variety show, Christmas chapel, two tours, a spring concert, and the Baccalaureate 
service, just to name a few. The choir held three rehearsals a week and sometimes additional 
practices or performances. Although the schedule was rigorous and, at times, hectic, it was 
rewarding all the same. Sam Ebnet said, “Hearing the harmonies and being able to sing under the 
direction of Dr. Dunbar made singing in Orpheus worth the time that was invested in it.”
Orpheus Choir, in its 66th year will continue to be a legacy of ministry for years to come, 
by Jaclyn Couch
Orpheus 209
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"I am pleased by the diversity this year. We come from 
different backgrounds, but we come together for the same 
purpose: to serve the Lord," said Jen Schultz.
At Right:
University Singers 
Choir 1998-1999 
was under the 
direction o f  
Professor Martha  
Dalton.
Below: Members 
o f  University 
Singers relax in 
the church  
hallway between  
their morning and 
evening 
performances.
A t Right: Good friends, Natalie Fiechter 
and Angela Hattery show their 
enthusiasm Jor their f ir s t  University 
Singers tour.
Showcasing Their Talent 
1 university Singers
University Singers are a group with a 
mission to serve through song. With a team of 43 
members, this group set out to minister to others 
through witness trips and performances. The year 
started out with an all-group retreat held at 
College Church.
Over the past year, University Singers went 
on a total of three tours - one in the fall and two 
in the spring. Council members decided the 
group needed to become more involved in the 
community, so during spring break, the choir 
traveled to Grand Rapids, Michigan, and worked 
with the people of the inner city.
New members, as well as old, shared a 
strong bond with each other. It seemed that the 
relationships created this year went beyond the 
walls of the choir room. “I am pleased by the 
diversity this year. We come from different 
backgrounds, but we come together for the same 
purpose: to serve the Lord,” said Jen Schultz. The 
University Singers Choir was truly a choir of 
sharing and caring. Over the past year, the choir 
has developed into a strong family of students 
that care for each other and for God’s ministry, 
by Christine Casteel
At Left: Devin M unson shows his 
appreciation to his director, Professor 
Dalton, by aw arding her w ith a 
carnation.
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"Olivet is fortunate to have students with the desire to 
make it a better community."
Below: A fter a 
grueling day o f  
meetings Brent 
Smith convinces 
Lee Yowell to 
listen to his 
problems.
1998 ASC Council: Corey Wilson, Seth Horning, Kristi Gibbs, Doug 
Thomas, Katie Ableson, Brent Smith, Brandon Johnson, Erin Bear, 
Merideth Densford, Jenny Harder, Lee Yowell, Craig Dockery, 
Brandon Williams, Stacia Seaton, Ryan Spittal, Matt Mund, Heather 
Strous, Emily Kortanek, Karen Chevalier, Kari Myers, Erin Besco, 
and Camie Martin.
A t Right: M erideth Densford and Stacia  
Seaton made some new frien d s  during 
their communtiy work at NSLC.
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Making Things Happen
}
ASC
I
ASC (Associated Students Council) is 
comprised of representatives from the student 
body that strive to develop Christian leadership.
ASC president Brandon Williams chose the 
theme song title “Are You Gonna’ Go My Way?” to 
represent this year’s council. “We are following 
God’s will as He asks us to go His way through 
life,” said Williams.
Composed of twenty-five elected 
representatives, ASC had the desire to work and 
improve campus life for the students. ASC has 
sponsored Tiger Madness, the Homecoming 
Bonfire and pep rally, OctoberFest, Faculty 
Appreciation Week, and the Kurt Finkbeiner fast. 
In addition to these activities, this year’s N.S.L.C. 
(Nazarene Student Leadership Conference) was 
hosted by Olivet.
Olivet is fortunate to have students with 
the desire to make it a better community, 
by Merideth Densford
A t Left: ASC members learn to lean on 
each other in this activity.
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1. F irst Row: Jaclyn Coach, M ichelle Hill, Andrea Waldron, Stacia Seaton, Lesley Kenworthy, M egan Vidt, Jen Alderson, 
Am y Rickelman. Second Row: Scott Wetterling, Kelly Kraemer, Lee Chambers, Dave Bragg, Beth Garcia, Jason Ruel, Gina 
Smith, Jennifer Keith, Sarah Barton, and Jill A lexander. Not pictared: A lison Garcia, K im  Fightmaster, and J e ff Williams.
2. Jaclyn Coach and Stacia Seaton caddie up with some slithering friends. 3. Some Social Committee members enjoy their 
meal at the Rainforest Cafe. 4. Scott Wetterling and Kelly Kraem er share a fe w  qaiet moments daring a break fro m  a 
meeting. 5. J e n n fe r  Keith and Sarah Barton p ick  a scenic background. 6. Stacia Seaton and Ron Hadley enjoy a ride 
together on the fe rr is  wheel at Navy Pier. 7. M ichelle Hill, Beth Garcia, and Scott Wetterling are oat to dinner with the 
Social Committee.
“I enjoy being on 
Social Committee 
because tha t’s 
where the 
action ’s at. With 
what other club 
could you be 
smothered by 
pizza in the back 
seat o f  a ca r?”
Lee Chambers
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Big Fun For Students
Social Committee
1
1st’ '<
■H
This year’s Social Committee landed with their feet running. Its success was due to Stacia 
Seaton, the Vice President of Social Affairs, who worked in conjunction with Ron Hadley, the staff 
advisor.
This year’s theme was “Big Fun 98-99,” and that is exactly what Social Committee 
accomplished. It started with a retreat in Chicago, including dinner at the Rainforest Cafe, and a 
ride on the ferris wheel at Navy Pier.
The main project of Social Committee was to plan the Christmas Banquet. The theme was 
“An Evening At the Lodge: Christmas In Aspen.” Other activities during first semester included 
Freaky, Frightening, Flick Night and a pizza party following a home basketball game. Activities for 
spring semester included Battle of the Sexes and Cupid’s Corner.
Kelly Kraemer stated, “This was my first and only year to be in Social Committee, but I 
enjoyed it simply because of Stacia’s leadership. She is someone I can only strive to be like.”
Although extensive planning and intense work were required to provide activities for
students on campus, Social Committee members always had “Big Fun” in the process, 
by Jaclyn Couch
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Women’s Residential Rife lias had a lot of 
fun this year. Our most exoil ing event during first 
semester was Homecoming Coronation. The girls 
on the council had a great time organizing and 
planning “A Walk in the Clouds” for the women of 
the Homecoming Court. Everything came together 
as planned, and the evening went smoothly, 
thanks to the women of WRL.
WRL had more plans for the next semester. 
One of the most exciting events was Mr. ONU, 
where Olivet’s finest males competed for the 
coveted crown and title. This year, Mr. ONU was 
promoted more than ever before and had a great 
turnout.
This year was also a new start for Women’s 
Residential Life. The title of the organization was 
Women’s Residence Association until last year, 
and the 1998-99 school year was the first year 
with the new title. The new title also means a new 
role for WRL. We wanted to make life better for 
the women residents at Olivet. The council 
discussed ways to improve communication 
between students and faculty, and also planned a 
Women’s devotional for second semester. WRL 
not only wanted to reach the residents of Olivet, 
but also wanted to make an impact on the 
community. Many of the girls on the council 
participated in the Christmas Toy Drive, and 
planned a clothing donation drive in the spring, 
by Karen Chevalier
New ways
W RL
Top: Front Row: Beth Garcia, Erin Alderson, Jeanette Berger, 
Anne Giovanni, Bethany Harrier. Back Row: Angela Woods, 
Sarah Varughese, Karen Chevalier, Dana Bachert, Kim  
Rector, and Kathie Tussey.
M iddle: Kim Rector and Kathie Tussey take a break after 
decorating Jor Coronation.
Bottom: M ichelle Hill, Karen Chevalier, and Erin A lderson  
have fu n  with the tiaras on the Coronation stage.
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Sense of Unity
First Row : Jerem y Talley (M RL Turquoise model), M att M und  
(M RL President), Paul Johnson (Desk Attendee), Andrew  Hall 
(Street Evangelism ). Second Row: Eric Sm ith (M RL Mechanic), 
Kevin Cox (Bunky Extraordinare), Josh Vance (Resident 
Thespian), and Kelly Kraem er (Female Relations). Not 
Pictured: Brad Lacey (Vice President), M att Kreitzer 
(Treasurer), Craig Dockery (Secretary), Andy Gibbs (Fashion  
Advisor), J e ff  Knight (Community Outreach), and M ike  
Kraem er (Phi D elta Castle organizer).
Robert D roese participates in an M RL m em ber icebreaker.
Men’s Residential Life was 
not simply an organization, but 
rather a way of life at Olivet.
This organization desired to 
break down bridges between the 
men of different classes, and to 
provide a sense of unity for all 
men on campus. It also allowed 
them to socialize in a non­
academic environment designed 
for them to grow closer to each 
other. MRL attempted to take on 
a more pro-active role in the 
lives of Olivet’s men. 
by Matt Mund
MRL 217
Olivetians for Life, Olivet’s pro-life group, 
started its third year of ministry this fall. OFL 
sought to educate the campus and the 
community about the history and tragedy of 
abortion, as well as euthanasia, infanticide and 
assisted suicide.
OFL participated in outreach ministry by 
working closely with the Living Alternatives Crisis 
Pregnancy Center. The center offered Christian- 
based counseling and pro-life alternatives for 
women facing crisis pregnancies. It also provided 
clothing, diapers, and formula to assist their 
clients. Since many OFL members volunteered at 
the Center, they had a chance to be a part of the 
solution to the abortion problem.
Olivetians For Life were also involved in a 
wide range of activities throughout the year.
Some of these events included the annual Life 
Chain, Rock-for-Life, and Walk-for-Life 
fundraisers, and pro-life rallies, as well as video 
sessions to educate themselves about the 
abortion issue.
The main goal of OFL was to create 
awareness on the campus about the tragedy of 
abortion. Since abortion was legalized in 1973, 
there have been more than 35 million abortions. 
Through education, Olivetians for Life strived to 
send the message that we are a generation of 
abortion survivors, 
by Katie Lewis
Part of Solution 
O FL
Shondra Fariss, Katie Lewis, N icole Shearer, Beth Griggs, 
and Lisa Yeackley, the OFL officers, help the Kankakee 
County Right to Life put together mailings Jor the election.
Crystal Mausey and Katie Lewis participate in the Rock f o r  
L Je fu n d ra is e rfo r  the Crisis Pregnancy Center.
Danielle Pospisil, Erin Bear, Katie Lewis, M ichelle Bentley, 
Emm alyn Jerome, Erika Willis, Stephanie D ittmer, and  
Norm a Wood, the fa cu lty  sponsor, line up along Main Street 
in fro n t o f  Larsen f o r  the annual LJe Chain.
218 Olivetians for Life
International Club was 
originally established to 
represent the ethnic diversity at 
Olivet Nazarene University. It 
was not just for those who were 
from other countries.
One of International
Club’s major accomplishments
was to start an annual Parade of
Nations in which members
represent various countries by
wearing traditional attire from
around the world. At this year’s
event, tables were set up with
souvenirs from other countries
so that the audience could get a
glimpse of what the other
countries were like.
by Kate Ehrich and Judy Kurien
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Ethnicity Abounds 
international ciu:
Sheila M iller, W alter Mayorga, Adam  Kugler, Judy Kurien, 
Joe Chen, Daw n Henderson dress in traditional attire.
International Club members include fa cu lty  advisor Dr.
Steve Brown, Som er Gant, Judy Kurien, W alter Mayorga, 
Kate Ehrich, Adam  Kugler, Joe Chen, and Sheila Miller.
Jason Holmes displays a fu l l  belly and a smile o f  
satisfaction fo llow ing  an International Club d inner as Phillip  
M cH ale looks on.
Lifesong: First 
Row: Bonnie 
Poling and A lison  
Crock. Second  
Row: Devin  
Munson, Jagm e  
Hunt, Ryan  
Garner, Jesi 
Dierickx, Travis 
Meyer.
A Song For the Lord 
  Spiritual Life
Lifesong: Keely 
Long, Misty  
Ehrlich, Larry 
Anderson, Jeri 
Michael, Rusty 
Knight, Krista  
Streight.
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Top down: 
Lifesong: Seth  
Hom ing, Ryan  
Jewell, K im  
Tuntland, Erin  
Stephenson, 
Kristin DeMint, 
M arissa  
Murphy, Randy 
Kinder.
Spiritual Life 221
Drama Reflecting Christ
Spiritual Life
Omega: J.M. Kelly, 
Glenna Doner, 
Bryan Stevens, 
Jennifer Pickett, 
Scott Wetterling, 
Sarah Schneider.
Omega: F irst Row:
Sarah Cook, Tara  
Cunningham,
Carollyn Tran,
Elizabeth Bourne.
Second Row: Ian 
Soper, J.R. Wolfe,
Corey Wilson,
Corey Cole.
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Outreach Ministry 
Spiritual Life
Jeremy Hunt, 
Ryan Garner, Jesi 
Dierickx, and 
Travis Meyers 
have some Jun  
with their food .
Lifesong: First 
Row: Stejanie  
Rhodabarger, 
Laura Miley, 
M elanie Oliver, 
Casey Fox. 
Second Row: 
David Cortright, 
Josh Snyder, 
Anthony Juras.
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Touching Others
Spiritual Life
■
I
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M em bers o f 1998­
99 Compassionate 
M inistries gathers 
together.
M ission Possible- 
Front Row: 
Jennifer Keith and 
Tracy Moore. 
Second Row: 
Jam ie Kendall, 
Erin Fields, Nate 
Stults.
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Fellow ship o j  
Christian Athletes- 
F irst Row : Janelle  
Edlin and Ann  
Petersen. Second  
Row: Kari 
tiam stra, H eather 
McMillan, Sarah  
Schmidt, Kristen  
Coulter. Third  
Row: M att Banner, 
Tim  DeVinney, 
and Chad Martin.
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Boundaries Beyond olivet 
  Spiritual Life
Evangels: Kristen  
Coulter, Jen  
Coxhead, Jennifer 
Hatton, Erika  
Gibson, Dan  
Schlorff, and 
Anne Duehning.
The members o f  
1998-99 S.O.S.
(Save Our Streets) 
a group that really 
loves homeless 
people.
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Prayer W arriors- 
First Row: 
Stephanie 
Dillman, Jessica  
Sherwood, Gina  
Gottardo. Second  
Row: Jerry Viou, 
Joel Parsons, 
Darin Hamlin.
Spiritual Life 229
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At Right: Heather Strous ancl Kelly 
Hayden work diligently to meet their 
upcoming deadline.
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At Right: Front 
Row: Keely Long, 
Heather Strous, 
Gina Gottardo. 
Back Row: Doug 
Harhrueger, Iola 
Noble. Natalie 
Chovancek, Kelly 
Hayden.
Below: Heather 
Strous
contemplates how  
her gam e “Barrel 
o f M onkeys" is 
synonymous with 
her staff.
"This was going to be a year of exciting change and 
discovery for the newspaper."
Hard work Paying Off 
ClimmerClass
Sitting on the couch looking at our newly 
organized workplace, I felt a spirit of refreshed 
hope and enthusiasm. This was going to be a year 
of exciting change and discovery for the 
newspaper. My mind was flooded with ideas and 
dreams.
All was made possible, thanks to my 
devoted and tenacious staff. Iola Noble was news 
editor, Doug Harbrueger- opinions editor, Jen 
Schultz- features editor, Gina Gottardo- spiritual 
life editor, Kelly Hayden- sports editor, Keely 
Long- arts editor, Natalie Chovancek- head 
photographer, Brad Curell- business manager, 
Dan Morrison- web page editor, and Craig 
Dockery- graphics editor.
Before the GG hits the stands, my editors 
were subjected to hour-long staff meetings, all­
night layout deadlines, and any number of 
frustrations--writers who fall through, stories 
that don’t happen, computer troubles, etc. Yet, 
the staff did their jobs faithfully and without 
complaint. Their hard work was paying off— 
people were reading the paper and enjoying it.
That’s the point. We, the GlimmerGlass 
staff, were here to serve you, the student. We 
sought to make the paper a reflection of Olivet— 
your interests, concerns and activities. That was 
my dream and my vision, 
by Heather Strous
At Left: Jen Schulz types in a story that one o f  her writers 
ju s t handed in.
Glimm erglass 231
1. First row: Joe Rarey, Jesi Dierickx, Daniel Budde, Second Row: Merideth Densford, lola Noble, A llison Shaver, Becky  
Corzine, Lyndsi Wisher, Tara VanHoose, Jaclyn Couch. Third Row: Am y Frunz, Anne Giovanni, M ichelle Reddy, Amy 
Boone-Tollman, Mrs. Bowling. Fourth Row: Leanne Loica, Emily Settlemoir, Emily Streit, Lauren Perry, Christine Casteel, 
Chi Edwards. Fifth Row: Stacy Strong, Am ber W inkelman, John Perry, M ike Johnson, Josh Richardson, Jeremy Selvidge.
2. Keri Stipp browses through some photos f o r  her section. 3. With various tasks to be done, Sam Tharnish, Christine 
Casteel, Jaclyn Couch, and D an M orrison do their part. 4. lola  Noble pauses while trying to organize her section. 5. Jaclyn  
Couch feverish ly  searches f o r  a photo. 6. Natalie Chovancek crops a fe w  photos f o r  the next layout. 7. Working on some 
pages, M egan Kobasa and Am y Frunz seems to be a little stressed.
"Being on Aurora  
s ta ff and creating 
a yearbook takes 
a lot more time 
than most people  
realize. It takes a 
lot o f  people  
putting in a lot o f  
hours. ” Anne 
Giovanni
Reflecting On a Year 
A u r o r a
232 Clubs/Organizations
The A u r o r a  staff grew dramatically this year. The members were close to each other on a 
personal level, as well as a professional level.
The staff was led by Mrs. Jill Bowling as faculty advisor and Merideth Densford as student 
editor. Everyone spent many hours together at the Bowling’s home as well as in the office. “I 
really wanted everyone to get involved in their sections this year and to be proud of their work,” 
stated Densford.
Late nights and a lot of pizza was nothing unusual to most of the staff. Many hours of 
writing stories, interviewing people, and cropping pictures were spent to make this yearbook 
great. There were many parties planned over the 1998-99 school year in which staff members 
could enjoy each others’ company without all the stress of a deadline.
Working as a member of the staff takes up a lot of time, but it is time that later in life can 
be looked back on and enjoyed, 
by Christine Casteel
Aurora 233
1. M cClain: Front Row - Keri Stipp, Mary M argaret Reed (resident director), and Kristen Cox. Back Row: Camie Martin, 
Megan Kobasa (fall semester), Angie Hoffman, Bethany Heidel (spring semester). 2. Parrott: Kristen Coulter, Courtney 
Fields. Kathy Jew ell (resident director), Emily Kortanek, Jill Stipp, Carrie Williams 3. Nesbitt: Tracy Moore, Autum n  
Dicer, Kristen Lepp, Lisa Neufeld, Jessica Graper, Erin Besco. 4. Gibson and Grand: Angela Harris and Am y Hansen. 5. 
Kristen Lepp, Lisa Neufeld, Heather Gerbsch, and Tracy M oore share an afternoon o f putt-putt. 6. W illiams: Front Row - 
Jennifer McClymonds, Courtney Kendall, Heather Gerbsch. Back Row: Leslie Douthit, Kathryn Meinders, Jodie Lindgren  
(resident director), Joy Mortz, Rebecca Janojski, Cheri Littlefield. 7. Carrie Williams shows how to get tough.
“Being an R.A. 
has been a really 
rewarding 
experience. I've  
had fu n  getting to 
know the girls on 
my f lo o r  and being 
able to maintain  
friendsh ips. I t ’s 
been an
opportunity to get 
to know different 
people. ” Keri Stipp
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Setting an Example
F e m a l e  R. A.'s
A day in the life of a resident assistant was never normal. Trying to herd the men from 
the women’s lobbies at curfew, play cops in the hallway at times, or deal with who stole the 
shower curtains, were all obstacles that were dealt with. It was the female R.A.’s who dealt with 
such things. These women were chosen through a lengthy and extensive process. All applicants 
had to fill out the expected paper work, turn in recommendation letters, and interview with 
resident directors. They were meant to be examples for all female residents.
Their responsibilities ranged from attending weekly meetings, to conducting nightly room 
checks, to upholding the rules and regulations.
These women were not all business though. They were also the female residents’ friends 
and confidants. Some led S.A.L.T groups on their floors.
Being an R.A. was not always an easy or fun job, especially when trying to find who stole 
the shower curtains, 
by Michael Johnson and Jaclyn Couch
Female Resident Assistants 235
1. Chapm an- First Row: Nate Kerr, M ike Arroyo, Scott Armstrong. Second Row: M ark Taylor (Resident Director), Kent 
Dinius, Jon Fowler, Adam  Estle, Robert Droese. 2. Bresee and Grand: Erik Gernand, J e jf  Lafave, M att M cB um ie  
(Resident Director). 3. Howe: Lee Yowell, Tom  Crider (Resident Director), Brad Lacey. 4. H ills -First Row: Ryan Hively, 
Keith Mauck, Brady Wisehart, Benjie Potts. Second Row : Ron Hadley (Resident Director), M att Meyer, Brent Tallman. 
5. Keeping the Howe boys safe fro m  all fin es , Lee Yowell checks the guys f o r  proper Sunday attire.
“Occasionally, 
being an R.A. is 
tough because 
being a quality 
R.A. takes a lot o f  
time. Knowing 
that it is a 
ministry, and not 
a chore, keeps 
everything in 
perspective."
Scott Arm strong
Keeping the Peace
M a I e R. A.’s
236 ciubs/Organizations
It was the first week of school. You layed down to go to bed and heard this terrible noise 
from the hall. Everybody was looking out their doors and laughing because they knew that 
someone had set off the door alarm again.
The persons that had to take care of it were the R.A.’s. These guys did quite a bit for the 
men’s resident halls on campus.
They were examples for all the men at Olivet. Their purpose was not served simply by 
enforcing rules. They were to be servants of Christ and to reflect a Christ-like life for the men 
on their floors.
From nightly room checks to making sure music wasn’t too loud after quiet time to 
making certain the rooms were clean, R.A.’s had their work cut out for them. Resident 
Assistants were great friends and prayer partners. It may not have been the easiest job, but it 
was definitely rewarding, 
by M ichael Johnson
Male Resident Assistants 237
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ONU Sports Trivia:
True or False?
1. The volleyball team traveled 2,002 
miles to attend the NAIA tournament.
2. Coach Cary is the head coach for 
both Women’s and Men’s Soccer.
3. Bob Harmon, ONU Sports 
Information Director, is a former ONU 
wrestler.
4. Referees must take mandatory eye 
exams in order to get hired.
5. ONU plans to build a new football 
stadium by the end of next year.
6. Intramurals are not for everyone.
7. The baseball team is coached by the 
head of the biology department.
8. ONU athletics RULE!!!!
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Divider 239
Hayley Nichting 
covers up the ball 
after making a 
save.
Ardel Buchanan  
turns on the speed 
and accelerates 
dow n the sideline.
The cheerleaders 
attem pt to 
com plete a stunt 
w ithout any m ajor 
injuries.
Coach Conway  
adjusts his 
headset to achieve 
a more
com fortable f it .  Drew  Neal shoots
a w ide-open J.
In Pursuit of a Championship by Scott M. Weinberg
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A wide-eyed Hollist Brow n spots a St. Am bose defender 
downfield and makes a move.
Four years ago, if you had told the ONU 
football team that in the 1998 season they 
would be a national contender for the NAIA 
Championship, they would have laughed. Only 
four years ago, the Tigers finished the season 
2-8 after another disappointing year. The 
program had hit rock bottom. That’s when 
former ONU football player Mike Conway 
stepped in as head coach and began the 
rebuilding process. In his first two years as 
head coach, the Tigers had a combined record 
of 14-7. In 1997, the team shattered the record 
books and appeared in the first-ever Victory 
Bowl sponsored by the NCCAA. Coach Conway 
emphasized at the end of last year that the 
program had set higher goals for the 1998 
season. These included a Mid-States West 
Conference championship, and a first-ever 
appearance in the NAIA national playoffs.
Junior Dam on Cornelius picks o ff  a pass in the closing seconds o f  the St. Francis 
game, insuring the victory f o r  the Tigers.
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F o o t b a l l
Senior Defensive linem an "Big Ben" 
Sim pkins slows up an opposing QB as 
Kevin Hutchins moves in f o r  a vicious 
hit.
Freshm an linebacker Tyran Holloway 
makes a solid tackle on a Taylor 
Trojan.
The Tigers began the 1998 season with a 
loss to Azusa Pacific, a non-conference 
opponent from Azusa, California. Following the 
loss, the Tigers pieced together a seven-game 
winning streak, which broke last year’s 
previous record of five. The highlight of the 
streak came against the number one-ranked 
Golden Tornados of Geneva College. The Tigers 
rose to the number four spot in the NAIA, prior 
to a heart-breaking loss to Taylor in front of a 
homecoming crowd. The loss cost the team the 
conference championship, but the Tigers 
weren’t finished just yet. Following a win at 
McKendree, the team was invited into the NAIA 
playoffs for the first time in school history.
After two emotional post-season wins on the 
road, the Tigers came home to beat Tri-State in 
the semifinal round. This season will be 
remembered as one of the greatest in school 
history.
Azusa Pacific L
Alma College w
St. Francis university w
Geneva College w
St. Ambrose university w
Trinity International W
Iowa Wesleyan university w
St. Xavier university w
Taylor University L
McKendree College w
Hastings College w
University of Sioux Falls W
Tri-State University W
NAIA Championship L
ONU vs Azusa Pacific 14-17
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In Pursuit of a ChampionshipF o o t b a l l
Senior quarterback Brad Odgers narrowly avoids a Taylor 
defender on his way to another f ir s t  down. O dgers’ ability to 
run outside the pocket was a m ajor concern f o r  opposing 
defenses.
Senior J e ff Knight fin d s  h im self on the other end o f this pass  
to Ardel Buchanan. This trick play, fo rg ed  fro m  the offensive 
genius o f  Coach Brent Salem, resulted in s ix  points f o r  the 
Tigers.
Odgers and the offensive line in the first gam e o f  the season against Azusa P a c fic  University. The trip marked the 
Tiger's first visit to the Golden State o f  Ca lforn ia .
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The 1998 Olivet Football team (in numerical order). Terrance Streater, Tony Brady, Montell Wilburn, John Ross, Chad Martin, Jason Cornelius, Sean 
Tinklenberg, Brian Fish, Brad Odgers, Brian Fletcher, Nate Tate, Paul Shipman, Tyler Pankey, Mark Maday, Derek Mathis, Trey Harrington, Rocky 
Hubbard, Byron Smith, Ben Burke, Jason Hendry, Dave Spencer, Ardel Buchanan, Ray Hines, Steve Shaft, Anthony Thompson, Tom Lillie, Greg Murphy, 
Matt Sertich, Steve Bynum, Steve Beezhold, Damon Cornelius, Robert Pettigrew, Jon Kane, Billy Stamper, Don Woodard, Jamal Campbell, Tom Beebe, 
Jeremy Lucas, M ike Schelling, Hollist Brown, Andy Gerhardstein, Andre Adams, John Jordan, Jarvis McClure. Tyran Holloway, Jon Fowler, L.T. Griffin, 
Chuma Udongo, Nick Sefton, Robert Parsons, Casey Young, Terry Maxwell, Scott Urban, Adam  Estle, Jon Evans, Joel Eberlein, B.J. Geasa, Greg Reid, 
Jeremy Schultz, Brad Gosnell, Christo Garza, Kyle Hastings, Jeremy Kalinowicz, Archie Wickham, Bart Saunders. Chris Reeve, Henry Timm, Tony Leib, 
Norman Daugherty, Steve Boelte, Scott Weinberg, Sam Tharnish, Joe Bertrand, Lance Kilpatrick, Matt Stack, Thad Anderson, Je ff Knight, Chad Eckhart, 
Jeremy Lacy, Dave Evans, Ben Simpkins, Dominik Skurski, Kevin Hutchins, Aaron Lucas, Ryan Grinestaff, Chris Grazier, Corey Alford, and Sean 
Schreffler. Red Shirts: Gregg Griggs, Teddy Bedford, Dread Locks, Phillip Gano, J.R. Gilbert, Ed Bernadel, B.J. Bronson, John Brown, and Jose Baptiste. 
Coaches: M ike Conway, Brent Salem, Dan Hanson, Mark Hodson, Jay Bohner, Bob Harmon, Scott Knight, Darnell Howard, Jason Schroeder, Jason 
Barton, and Price Dumas.
Junior Brian  
Fletcher 
celebrates after 
a huge Jum ble 
recovery against 
Alm a College.
J
1
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Freshman Jason Friehnrger uses some 
fancy fo o t work io (woid an op [M s mg 
dej'ender.
S C O R E B O A R D
Indiana Tech W
Moody Bible Institute L
Trinity International L
University of St. Francis L
Dominican University L
Kendall College L
Lincoln Christian W
St. Xavier L
Illinois Benedictine L
Judson College L
Purdue U./Calumet W
Trinity Christian L
Cardinal Stritch L
Bethel College W
Greenville College L
North Central College L
Sports__________
M e n ’ s S o c c e r
The Olivet men’s soccer team experienced a lot of ups and downs 
this season. Despite a disappointing record, the Tiger’s team unity 
was never questioned.
Bringing in nine new players, the team was full of fresh, new 
talent. Eight of these new players were freshmen. Senior and 
captain Matt Kreitzer stated, “The freshmen did an excellent job of 
adapting to a college style of soccer and contributing to the team.” 
Although the team’s record of 4 wins and 12 losses was a 
disappointment, the men never lost faith in each other as a team. 
Kreitzer added, “Despite a tough season, we developed a sense of 
chemistry among the team over the course of the year. Even 
though the outcomes of the games were not as we had hoped, the 
team was enjoyable to play with.”
With the experience acquired this season, next year the team 
will have a lot of potential. Junior midfielder Andrew Hall 
commented, “A promising ‘99 season still lies ahead. We learned j  
from great leadership provided by our seniors, and thank them for | 
four great seasons.”
by Am y Maurer
Junior Paul Johnson attempts to score a goal during a home 
game. Despite an injury during mid-season, Paul was an  
important asset to the team.
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The opposing 
team keeper dives 
at a goal attempt 
by ju n io r  Andrew  
Hall.
Jason H ojfer 
dribbles the ball 
down the fie ld . 
Coming in as a 
freshm an, Hoffer 
played a 
s ig n fica n t role 
during the season.
Men's Soccer 245
First Row: Chad Conlin, Brandon Randall, Ben Shaw, Jon Hooyenga, M att Kreitzer. Adam  Coles. Dan Wood, Second Row: 
Rob England, R ick Shanks, Jason Freiburger, Justin  Crew, Sam  Duhs, Nicholas Shelton. Third Row : Coach Larry Cary, 
Tim Milone, Nate Shaw, Jason Hoffer, Paul Johnson, Andrew  Hall, Steve Keegan, and Nate Strawser.
o m e n T"s s o c c e r
First Row: Hayley N ichting , Daw n Henderson, Bethany Heidel, K im  Manes, Sarah Schmidt, Ann Peterson, Heather 
Farrell. Second Row: Lindsey Roberson. Susie Clarke, Kelly Ganahl, Sara Ucherek, Katie Waller, Burgandy Reid, Keri 
Stipp. Third Row: Cindy Jones, Drew  Adams, Coach Cary, Stephanie Decker, Ruth Wehrman, Coach Salter.
Cruising down the fie ld , sophomore Burgandy Reid  sizes up 
the ball f o r  a vicious kick.
This year’s women’s soccer season may 
not have been one for the record books, but it 
is one that will never be forgotten. Even 
though the team did not rack up many wins, 
they were victors nonetheless. They possessed 
a strong love not only for the game, but for 
each other as well. Off the field, the women 
dared to become a part of each others’ day to 
day lives. The effect of their team unity was 
apparent even during meal times as their 
laughs, pranks, and chatter never ceased. 
Sophomore Stephanie Decker said, “How 
beautiful it was to never feel obligated to be 
together. No one ever had to force us together. 
Thus, we were a true team.”
The ladies faced much adversity on the 
playing field, but they continued to play as a 
single unit even when times were tough.
Many will agree that the team’s level of skill 
and intensity grew as the season progressed.
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S C O R E B O A R D
,
Indiana Tech L
university of St. Francis L
Huntington College L
Grace College L
Judson College w
Illinois Benedictine W
Goshen College L
Trinity International L
Kendall College w
Dominican university L
Bethel College L
Trinity Christian w
St. Xavier university L
cardinal Stritch L
Robert Morris college L
North Cental College L
A fter making a save, Hayley Nichting 
boots the ball back into play.
Junior Bethany Heidel looks to pass to 
team m ate A nn Peterson.
A lot of good was established this season, 
with more to come. Though the team is losing 
some of their key players to graduation, the 
remaining women are optimistic about the 
future. Junior Bethany Heidel said, “We are 
going to press on toward our goals next year of 
a generating a winning season, and a ton of 
great memories. ” by Susie Clarke
Moving in f o r  another goal is senior Cindy Jones. Jones 
was voted the team ’s M VP f o r  the 1998 season.
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S C O R E B O A R D
Walsh University W
Dominican University L
U of IL- Springfield W
University of St. Francis L
Madonna Invitational -
Taylor University L
Concordia College W
Madonna University L
Univ. of MI- Dearborn L
Aurora University W
Purdue-Calumet W
Judson College W
Palm Beach Atlantic L
Central State University W
Trinity International W
Purdue-Calumet W
Trinity International W
Barat College L
Cedarville College L
St. Xavier University L
Palm Beach Atlantic L
St. Thomas L
Nova Southeastern W
Northwood W
Judson College W
ONU Invitational -
St. Ambrose University L
Robert Morris College W
Bellevue W
Taylor University L
IL Institute of Tech. W
Trinity Christian L
Trinity International W
Judson College L
Missouri Baptist L
Graceland L
Rockhurst L
Trinity Christian L
CCAC Tournament -
St. Xavier University L
NAIA Tournament
Sports 
V oTTe y l)a  11
The 1998 Women’s volleyball season can be summed up in 
one word- intense. According to senior Heather McMillan, the 
Lady Tigers played a tough schedule as they faced several 
regionally and nationally ranked teams. “Every player had a 
specific role to fill for the team,” said junior outside hitter Kim 
Ciba. Many contributions were made this season, not only from 
returning players, but also from several new additions to the team. 
Freshman Elizabeth Wiegers set a new all-time record for most 
blocks in a match this season. Other honors for the Tigers 
included NCCAA Scholar/Athlete Awards received by Seniors 
Heather McMillan and Sally Walters. Kim Ciba and Kylie Redman 
were named NCCAA All-District players, as well as earning CCAC 
Players of the Week honors on several occasions. The Lady Tigers 
ended the season with a record of 17-19. Olivet also played host t< 
the NAIA National Championship Tournament, which was a 
tremendous honor for all who were involved, 
by Kay Kugler
Three Lady Tigers extend above the net to fo rm  an 
impenetrable line o f  defense.
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First Row: Kylie Redman, Heather Garrison, Char Halek, Shalisha 
O'Haver, Chris Olson, Kim Ciba, Jodi Connell, Jeanette Neubaner. 
Second Row: Keri Hudson, Janelle Edlin, Sally Walter, Traci Perkinson, 
Caryn Boer, Coach Brenda Williams, Manager Melinda McGaugh, Sara 
Pohl, Liz Wiegers, Heather McMillan, Kay Kuglar, Stacy Leugoud.
Chris Olson and 
Jodi Connell look 
on as senior 
Jeanette 
Neubauer 
registers another 
dig.
Senior Heather 
McMillan soars 
into the air in 
search o f a kill.
Volleyball 249
Sports______________________
Awaiting the arrival o f the Tiger football team, the 
cheerleaders fo rm  a tunnel with their pom poms.
This year, the Olivet cheerleading squad 
experienced many changes and improvements. 
The talented squad really helped to boost the 
spirit at all home football and basketball games.
At the end of last year’s season, three 
captains were selected. These included senior 
Jill Newsome, senior Kara Warren, and junior 
Erin Field. The captains worked hard to bring 
life to this year’s new talent. The squad 
consisted of fourteen women and three men. 
“Having a large number of squad members 
enhanced our potential as a squad. The 
numbers helped create new stunting 
possibilities,” commented sophomore Holly 
Way. Among the improvements were the 
number of girls who could tumble. This added 
to the intensity of the routines. Also, the 
addition of three men gave the squad a little 
muscle. Freshman Aaron Reid stated, “Our
A special routine is performed fo r  the Homecoming basketball 
game. The cheerleaders prepare fo r  a toe-touch during half­
time.
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C h e e r i e a d i n g
squad has a lot of potential. Our greatest 
accomplishment this year was the homecoming 
routine. We worked very long, hard hours.”
The only setback the squad seemed to 
experience was the number of injuries. Junior 
and captain Erin Field commented, “Even though 
there have been some injuries, we managed to 
pull together and work around them.”
One of the highlights of the season was the 
trip to Southern Nazarene University in 
Oklahoma to cheer on the ONU basketball team. 
Senior and captain Jill Newsome stated, “It was a 
great opportunity to get to know each other better 
while supporting the Tigers at our sister school.” 
Newsome also commented, “ This is the most 
talented squad Olivet has seen in years. ONU 
cheerieading has a bright future ahead!”
by Amy Mauer
First Row: Jill Newsome, Kara Warren, Erin Field. Second Row: Am y Maurer, J ill 
Alexander, Jen Alderson, M elanie Pasko. Third Row : Am anda Wangler, Kandace  
Small, Josie Moreland, Stacey Tanger, Cara Foote. Fourth Row : Aaron Reid, Holly 
Way, Curt Fiedler, Thess DeButts, Chris Boyts.
Freshm an Chris Boyts tries to pum p up 
the crow d w hile yelling a cheer through  
a megaphone.
The fea rless  squad shows their stunting abilities 
during a hom e basketball game.
Cheerieading 251
Tyh'r Field ildhbh's lln ‘ ball through boo 
d tfcn tlers  witn ca.sc.
S C O R E B O A R D
Point Loina Nazarene 11-06-98
Southern Nazarene 11-14-98
Central Oklahoma 11-16-98
McKendree College 11-17-98
ONU Classic Missouri Bap 11-20-98
ONU Classic Georgetown 11-21-98
St. Ambrose University 11-24-98
Mt. Vernon Nazarene Tour 12-04-98
111. Wesleyan University 12-07-98
Robert Morris College 12-10-98
Missouri Baptist College 12-12-98
North Central College 12-15-98
Southern 111 Univ. Edw. 12-19-98
The Master’s College 1-05-99
Concordia University Tour 1-08-99
St. Xavier University 1-12-99
Dominican University 1-16-99
Indiana Univ. South Bend 1-19-99
University of St. Francis 1-23-99
111. Institute of Technology 1-26-99
Purdue Calumet Univ. 1-30-99
East-West University 2-02-99
St. Xavier University 2-06-99
Dominican University 2-09-99
Indiana Univ. South Bend 2-13-99
University of St. Francis 2-16-99
111. Institute of Technology 2-20-99
Purdue Calumet Univ. 2-23-99
The Master’s College 2-27-99
CCAC Playoffs TBA
Sports 
Me n ' s  B a s k e t b a l l
Ralph Hodge paces the f lo o r  wanting to do everthing he can 
to lead his team to victory.
Hard work, dedication, and confidence all lead to 
success. The T iger basketball squad was very familiar 
with all o f these terms. The numerous hours o f practice, 
many drops o f sweat, and the squeaks o f their shoes on 
the court were evidence that the squad was working to 
improve themselves.
The Tigers had put several good seasons together, 
but the ultimate goal had still not been reached. They 
had made the trip to Oklahoma, however they had not 
returned with an NAIA National Championship. With 
Coach Hodge at the helm, some returning starters, and a 
few new weapons o ff the bench, the Tigers proved to be 
both exciting and entertaining as always.
According to Drew Neal, the 1998 team had a lot of 
talent, including many returning starters, and they were 
all looking forward to a challenging schedule. But of 
course, if you want to be the best, you must play the best 
and win. The Tigers hoped to do so and were a top 
contender this season.
by Sam Tharnish and Bart Saunders
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First Row: Rusty Garner, Ty ler Field, J e jf  Park, Brandon Williams, B rian McCauley, Zach Freem an, Lee Coomler, 
Andy Roberts, Paul Carr, Josh Broughton, Shannon Swilley. Second Row : Jason Mulligan, Drew  Neal, M anager 
Marc Shaner, Assistant Coach R ich Vana, Assistant Coach Obie Coomer, Coach Ralph Hodge, Assistant Coach J e ff 
Schim m elpjennig, Graduate Assistant Corey Zink, Graduate Assistant Jerem y Foster, M att Freeman, M att Bromley, 
Jack Michaels.
Shannon Swilley 
listens intently 
while receiving 
instructions fro m  
coach Ralph  
Hodge.
M att Freem an  
searches f o r  his 
next victim.
Men's Basketball 253
1. Jack Michaels, dominating the 
hoards.
2. Ups w eren’t a problem  f o r  Zack  
Freem an at the 1998 Tiger Madness.
3. Drew  Neal looking f o r  an open man.
4. Lee Coom ler dribbles through traffic 
on his way to another two points.
5. Brian McCauley... From  way 
dow ntow n , BANG!
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Men's Basketball 255
S p o r t s ________W o m e n ' s B a s k e t b a l l
Born to Run
...and shoot 3-pointers
And that’s what these girls did. 
Your 1998-1999 Tigers worked 
hard to have a fast-paced tempo 
this season. Not only that, but 
they had been focusing more on 
their outside game as well. The 
team had many returning players 
who could ligh t it up from 
downtown as well as a few solid 
freshmen. Of this quicker pace, 
sophomore Diana Wendell said, 
“If we can control the tempo of the 
game by running with the ball, the 
teams with height won’t hurt us 
as much, because they can’t set 
an offense.” Diana knew what 
she was talking about, because 
she was the girls’ floor general 
this year at the point guard 
position. What the team lacked in 
stature, they made up for by 
working hard in the post for their 
points, as well as rebounds. This 
was Coach Doug Porter’s first year 
at Olivet, and he brought a no­
nonsense approach that the girls 
responded to well. They stayed 
intense and worked hard, whether 
in practice or in a game. He had 
prepared them well for what they 
seemed to have been born to do - 
run and shoot three-pointers, 
by Amy Pennington
While scrim maging during practice, sophomore Angela Lorenz 
slashes her way to the hoop f o r  two.
What if Carissa Stiejel learned to park  a m inivan? Then  . 
Diana Wendell cou ld ’ve screamed a little louder over the 
mouse. The girls hung out, p laying “Question and Answ ei 
during the last night o f  their trip to Oklahoma.
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unrig practice, senior Keri Gaskill and sophomore Christina  
olden are always fo u n d  battling it out under the hoops. They 
repare each other f o r  opponents w ith elbows and shoves but 
main good frien d s  - once practice is over.
On being a 
captain:
“My role is to be 
a leader and to 
,  play hard... to
really encourage 
* everyone to play
her best."
< 3
On her goals:
“My ultimate goal 
is to give God the 
glory and  
emphasize being a 
leader on and o ff  
the court. ”
On her fresh m a n  
fea rs :
“My biggest fe a r  
as a fresh m a n  
was messing up 
and the sen iors ' 
reaction. But now  
f ro m  the viewpoint 
o f  a senior, you 
earn respect on a 
team by working 
hard and hustling, 
not by doing 
everything right. ”
As the rest o f  the team is on the court 
battling Trinity Christian College, these 
Tigers are staying intense until their 
next turn on the court.
W omen's Basketball 257
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W o m e n ' s  B a s k e t b a l l
To warm up Jor each practice, the girls take a Jew  minutes to 
ju m p  rope. Kari Myers can always be counted on to 
encourage her teammates to keep going strong.
In the season opener against Trinity Christian, sophomore 
Anna Babinski looks Jor a quick inbounds pass in hopes o f 
a Jastbreak.
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Ml eyes are focused, on Coach Doug Porter as he instructs his 
layers during a time out.
While waiting in St. Louis, Holly D isch sits around playing  
cards with her teammates until the p lane arrives.
First Row : Tiffany Field, Bethany Botzum, D iana Wendell, Becky Menendez, Kara Parks. Second Row : Coach Doug 
Porter, Holly Disch, Kari Myers, Anna Babinski, Sally Walter, Assistant Coach Carissa Stiefel. Third Row: M anager Am y  
Pennington, Angela Lorenz, M egan Skinner, Caryn Boer, Christina Golden, Keri Gaskill, M anager Daphnee Duvilaire. (Not 
Pictured: Assistant Coach Nate Johnson)
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Junior captain Craig Manes looks to put the match out o f  
reach Jor the opposing player.
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Me n ' s  T e n n i s
The ONU men’s tennis team charged 
into the 1998-99 season with great 
expectations. Newly added fall matches 
and a spring trip to Hilton Head, South 
Carolina prepared the team for another 
season full of championships. This year's 
team included newly added freshman 
Matt Banner, Ryan Miracle, John Welch, 
and Eric Willits, along with sophomore 
transfer David Harding. Returning 
lettermen Aaron Alyea, Kent Dinius, Andy 
Gibbs, team captain Craig Manes, and 
Kevin Stipp all returned with experience. 
The coaching staff included assistants 
Ron Hadley, Paul Dixon, and head coach 
Obie Coomer.
The 97-98 season proved to be the 
best ever for the tennis program as the 
regular season brought a record of 10-4. 
Hard fought victories and intense play 
characterized this team who's "never say 
die" attitude helped them to a record 
breaking season.
The highlight of last year's season 
came at its conclusion as the team 
earned the title of NCCAA National 
Champions. After the awards were 
distributed, Coach Coomer culminated 
the experience by saying, "Incredible 
play today gentlemen, let's hit the 
buffet." He was later quoted as saying, 
"There is no doubt that it was the hard 
preseason work ethic and on-court 
determination that produced favorable 
results for this team."
by Craig Manes
1998 National Christian College Champions. Front row (left to right) Aaron Alyea, Craig Manes. Second  
row (left to right) Greg Bushey, Paul Dixon, Kent Dinius, Dw ayne Miller, Andy Gibbs, Kevin Stipp, Coach  
Coomer.
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Junior Julie llrookman
S C O R E B O A R D
North Park 
U of IL at
W
Concordia 
Eureka 
Dominican 
Judson 
Illinois College 
Dominican 
Trinity Int’l 
Prairie State 
Lewis Univ.
St. Francis 
Regionals
L
W
W
W
W
W
1st
W
W
W
L
W
1st
Sports
Wo m e n s T e n n i s
Last year, the women’s tennis team produeed its best seasonj 
in 30 years. It earned a record of 6-5 and placed second in the 
regional tournament. The 1998-99 version of the team took their 
season to a whole new level. Posting ten wins and only two losses, 
the team ranked among the finest to ever play at Olivet. The 
recipe for success began with an experienced group of 
upperelassmen, supported by an outstanding freshman elass.
With the help of Coach Coomer, the team was able to return to the 
regional tournament and take home a first plaee spot.
Sophomore Angela Lorenz serves up some trouble Jor the 
opposition.
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Front row (left to right) M egan Foster, Cara Foote, Kelly Cleek, Lana Vanagasem, Rachel Russell, Tina Zwirkoski, 
Tiffany Field. Second row (left to right) Jam ie Foote, Ju lie Brookman, Angela Lorenz, Kerri Walker, Sarah  
Raymond.
1998 Regional Co-Champions. Front row: Tina Zwirkoski, Sarah Raymond, Angela  
| Kerri Walker. Second row: Tiffany Field, Ju lie Brookman, Kelly Cleek.
Lorenz,
Freshm an Tina Zwirkoski.
Women's Te nnis 263
Sports
Youlh would be the best word to describe the
Mike Arroyo shows perfect fo rm  as he tees o ff  in 
practice.
ONU golf team this year. Five impressive 
freshmen joined the squad and immediately 
made their presence known. The three 
returning Olivet golfers, Benjie Potts, Mike 
Arroyo, and Neal Golyshko readily welcomed 
the youngsters and helped them lead the Tigers 
to a successful season. The highlight of the 
year was the Conference Championship where 
the Tigers brought home a second place finish. 
The addition of the freshmen really helped 
challenge the upperclassmen, and forced them 
to step their game up to the next level. This 
competition among the team members helped 
make all of the golfers better. The competitive 
practices created situations similar to actual 
matches. If this group of freshmen can stay 
together, the ONU golf team looks to enjoy even 1 
more success in the future, 
by Travis McEowen
l h e jw e  fresh m en  newcomers include: Brent Dreisbach, Joe 
Wills. Joe Paris, J e ff  Maddox, and Landon Colling.
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S C O R E B O A R D
Date
Sept. 16 
Sept. 22
Sept. 24
Sept. 28 
Oct. 1 
Oct. 6-7
Oct. 8 
Oct. 15-16
Location
Aurora, IL 
Rockford, IL
Bourbonnais,
IL
Lisle, IL
Rockford, IL
Spring Arbor, 
MI-NCCAA 
National Tour
Joliet, IL
Eagle Creek, 
IL - CCAC 
Tournament
Result
2nd
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
1st
2nd
Brent 
Dreisbach  
watches as his 
ball heads Jor 
the cap.
Golf 265
Landon Colling tries to get h im s e j out 
o j  som e trouble during a match.
A  happy group o j  O N U golfers poses Jor 
a shot a jter p laying in the conference  
championship. They include: Joe Wills, 
Landon Colling, Coach Larry Watson, 
Joe Paris, Benjie Potts, and M ike  
Arroyo.
Sports
*T«j
Joel Corzine, Ryan SadorJ, M att Schweitzer, and Chad 
Stim pson check to see if  they ordered the right sized shoes.
Experience was the key to this year’s 
baseball team. The team combined nine 
freshmen to apprentice under the six returning 
seniors. “The upperclassmen have played 
together for four years and we have a lot of 
returning players which will work to our 
advantage. Also, the freshman class has a 
strong showing with the numbers to back them 
up,” said Scott Wadsworth, one of the team 
captains.
Giving back to the community, they put 
on a youth clinic February 13. The player’s 
contribution along with the financial support of 
area businesses resulted in success. “Close to 
80 participants were in attendance from local 
baseball leagues,” said team member Paul 
Shipman.
The team headed to Daytona for their
Front Row: Roger Balko, Landon Colling, Greg Murphy, Joel Corzine, Chip Maxson, Paul Franzen, Scott Wadsworth, Paul 
Shipman. Second Row: Bryan Batthauer, Brian Crist, Chad Stimpson, Potter Wideikis, M att Schweitzer, Jerem iah Colling, 
Buzzie Francis, Ryan SadorJ. Third Row: Coach Brian Naese, Tim DeVinney, Cal McCarty, Nate Hendrichs, Chad 
Wiersema, Adam  Lewis, Josh Adcock, Tony Jeck, Coach Richard Colling, Coach Tracey Erickson.
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Ba s e ba l l
Opponent Date
Spring Trip March 12-20
Lewis University March 23
McKendree University March 24
Anderson University March 26
lUNW-Cary March 30
Indiana Wesleyan Univ. Apri 1
St. Joseph's College Apri 5
St. Xavier university Apri 7
Dominican University Apri 15
Trinity International Apri 16
Purdue North Central Apri 17
Trinity Christian College Apri 20
St. Xavier University Apri 21
Bethel college Apri 22
ITT Apri 24
Cardinal Stritch Apri 27
university of St. Francis Apri 28
Judson College Apri 29
Paul Fram zen leads some o f  the kids in 
stretches at the baseball clinic.
spring trip. Traditionally the past spring trips 
had been to Birmingham and Montgomery, 
Alabama. The idea for the spring trip was 
provided by this year’s interim coach, Dr.
Colling, who served for one year until a 
permanent head coach could be found.
The fall season went well for the team.
“We had new players on new positions and we 
only played for a few games so it was hard to 
judge the team from those games. If pitching 
comes along we should be okay,” added 
Wadsworth. “This year’s team has a great deal 
of experience in our junior and seniors. I 
anticipate that we should have a good season 
together. I think that it’s possible that with 
some hard work they may even surprise 
themselves at how much they can achieve. I 
don’t think that they realize their true potential,” 
said Coach Colling, 
by Merideth Densford
Paul Shipman trying to loosen up the 
team Jor hitting.
Baseball 267
Sports
Senior Kathie Tussey prepares to send this one over the 
fence .
Last year’s trip to the NAIA National 
Tournament was a disappointing one. After 
losing their first two games in the tournament, 
the Tigers were out of the race. This year, they 
plan to return to the tournament and do some 
real damage. After losing only one senior to 
graduation last year, the team has a lot of 
experience under their belts. Add to this a 
strong freshman class and the future appears 
to be a bright one. “We have a tough schedule 
this year, but that’s the way we like it,” said 
senior Karrie Hamstra. Hamstra believes that 
by playing the best teams, the Tigers will 
become a better ball club. “All the teams we 
play in the spring tournament will be ranked.
It should be an intense, fun, and exciting 
experience.”
Front Row: Kathie Tussey, Karrie Hamstra, Sarah Raymond. Anna Babinski, Corrie Allan, Jenni Hornok. M iddle Row: 
Ritchie Richardson, Joleen Klomp, Kara Wade, Kelly Cleek, Darcy Hanks, Antoine Anderson. Back Row: Jill Rodgers, 
Tara Heflick, Tracy Iperlaan, Kristin Vanderlaan, Kylie Redman, Kristie Tussey, Heather Salter. Not pictured: Stefanie 
Steele.
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S C O R E B O A R D
S o f t  b"all
Senior Karrie Ham stra demonstrates her superior fie ld in g  
abilities.
University of Missouri-St. Louis March 5
McKendree College March 6
Culver-Stockton College March 11
Spring Hill College March 11
Georgia Southwestern State March 12
Nova Southeastern University March 12
University of Mobile March 15
Spring Hill College March 16
St. Gregory’s University March 17
St. Joseph's College March 25
Concordia College March 26
Dominican University March 30
Indiana Wesleyan University April 2
Wheaton College April 3
Trinity International April 3
University of St. Francis April 6
Judson College April 8
Taylor University April 10
Huntington College April 10
St. Mary’s of the Woods April 12
St. Xavier University April 13
Cardinal-Stritch College April 15
Trinity Christian College April 19
St. Francis College April 22
St. Ambrose University April 23
St. Xavier University April 24
McKendree College April 24
Lewis University April 27
CCAC Tournament April 28
NAIA Tournament May 12
NAIA World Series May 25
Sophom ore Anna Babinski and  
fresh m a n  Darcy H anks...a force  to be 
reckoned with.
Freshm an Stephanie Steele eagerly 
awaits the next pitch.
Softball 269
Biyce Lhiki■/ un<j Jtyson Mc/Zc/irij 
unarming up before a race.
s*r' V
;ov ■^^ jnbs 
*
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S C O R E B O A R D
Bradley Open
9-11-98
Midwest Collegiate
9-19-98
Indiana Wesleyan
Benedictine
9-26-98
10-9-98
University of Parkside
10-17-98
ONU/Creat Midwest Classic
10-24-98
CCAC Championship
11-6-98
NCCAA Championship
11-14-98
NAIA Championship
11-21-98
Sports
C r o s s  C o u n t r y
The ONU cross country teams saw some rough times this 
season from the beginning. The searing heat and sweltering 
humidity provided for unpleasant running conditions. As the heat 
poured on, the depth of the team dwindled. This only gave the 
remaining team members more incentive to persevere. During the 
second half of the season the team showed drastic improvements. 
“Making the Christian Nationals was the climax of the season,” 
stated junior Chancy Whittington. “Overall, we had a good team, 
and definitely had some good times.”
Front Row: Traci Bridges, Sara Stevenson, Becky Rusthoven. 
Second Row: Becky Groenendal, A lison Garcia, Brittany 
Bergstrand, Joy Woon.
* *
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Alison Garcia, 
Sara Stevenson, 
Joy Woon, and  
Becky Groenendal 
charge ahead  
through the maze 
o f  runners.
Nate Kerr runs 
through a literal 
fo re s t o f 
competition.
t Row: Chris W ofe , Brad Talley, Chris Pluister, Chancy Whittington, Anthony Mason, Adam  Wade, Chi Edwards. 
Row : Nathan Schmidt, Josh Rains, Shaun DeMint, Jason McHenry, Nate Kerr, Randy Goodwin, Anthony Krol, 
ryce Baker.
Cross Country 271
Confuse (I  in which direction you need  
to yo in life? Ask  (i Iriendly referee.
“I like to 
meet 
people, 
stay in 
shape, 
and have 
lots of 
fun. with 
intramurals, 
I can have
everything."
-Michelle Peters
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Sports
I n t r a m u r a l s
For generations, athletics have been enjoyed by people of all 
ages. This American tradition is alive and well here at Olivet 
Nazarene University. In one of his final years as intramural 
director, Wendy Parsons once again assembled a variety of sports 
ranging from chess to basketball. Students chose to compete in 
intramurals for as many reasons as there were sports to choose 
from. Some loved to compete, others just wanted to stay in shape. 
Some played because of their love for the game, and some just 
wanted to have fun. Intramurals provided students with a chance 
to escape from their daily routine and ease the stress of classes. 
Friendships have also been made during intramurals, as well as 
countless memories. Intramurals could not have been possible at 
Olivet if it weren’t for Wendy. Things just would not be the same 
without the familiar sound of Wendy’s voice blaring inside of 
Ludwig. Thanks for everything Wendy!!
I
/
I
by Sam Tharni$h
Pow der p u ff foo tb a ll is always popular during Homecoming 
week. The jun io rs  are obviously enjoying themselves after 
their victory over the freshm en .
Uramural w om en’s basketball has become more popu lar with each passing year. Tracy M oore and the gals pose Jor a 
uick team shot before their game.
These ONU  
students are 
getting down and 
dirty during a 
sand volleyball 
match.
Wes New models 
his swing after 
M ark M cGw ire in 
an attem pt to hit 
the long ball.
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Justin Long thinks about what 
play he wants to run next.
At right, inspired sophomores 
build a pyramid at sand 
volleyball.
In the photo to the left, flag 
football is very popular and this 
participant shows off her skills 
at hiking the pigskin.
At close right, powder puff 
football is big time competition 
as this athlete tells us that she 
means business.
At far right, some crazy flag 
football athletes put on the high 
school jerseys and paint the 
faces to add a little spice to their 
appearance.
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Sports
There are over 270 NAIA schools 
across the country which sponsor volleyball 
at the varsity level. In early December, only 
twenty of these teams can be found 
competing in the National Championship 
Tournament. For the second year in a row, 
the NAIA National Championship Volleyball 
Tournament was held at Olivet Nazarene 
University. The tournament brought much 
excitement into the community for 
spectators as well as for local businesses. 
Olivet’s squad qualified for the tournament 
as the host team, and faced off against 
some of the finest teams in the country. In 
the final match, Columbia College, from 
Columbia, Missouri came out on top and 
was crowned the 19th annual Women’s 
Volleyball National Champs.
by Scott M. Weinberg
These women, o f  various teams, were recognized Jor their 
outstanding academic achievem ent at the NAIA banquet.
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NAI A V o l l e y b a  11
Olivet's team played with determ ination, but was unable to 
advance into the later rounds o f  the tournament.
NAIA National Tournament 277
Sports
Since Olivet did not offer men the 
opportunity to play volleyball at the varsity 
level, coaches John Hall and Mark Moore Joined 
forces to create club volleyball at ONU. The 
team competed against other clubs from 
various schools in and around the Chicago 
metropolitan area. With little or no time 
during the day, the team habitually met during 
the week for practice, and sometimes went until 
one in the morning. “These guys put in a lot of 
hard work,” said Coach John Hall. “Even 
though they came to Olivet for different 
reasons, they still chose to play for the club.”
by Scott M. Weinberg
9 
l
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Front Row: Thad Stoops, Ben LaPlace, Steve Spangenberg, Rob King, Dave Hejfron. Back Row: Coach John  
Hall, Tim George, Justin Long, Dave Kundson, Benjie Potts, Nathan Agee, Coach M ark Moore. Not pictured: 
Dave Pohlmeier, M att MaKay, Levi Yowell.
C l u b  v o l l e y b a  11
A t the start o f  the second sem ester, Olivet replaced the lights 
in B irchard gym nasium . This allow ed the club volleyball 
team to reach an optim al level o j  perform ance.
The majority o f  the practice consisted o f  the team  
scrim maging against one another.
Club Volleyball 279
Reflections ,
i >
1998-1999 Board of Trustee members. In the picture above, center and ground level (left to 
right) are the officers of the Board, President Bowling, Administrative Team and General 
Superintendent Jerry Porter.
Mr. Brian Allen, Executive D irector o f  Church and University Relations
Dr. John Bowling, President
Rev. M ark Hostetler, Secretary o f  the Board
Dr. C. Neil Strait, Vice Chairman o f  the Board
Dr. F. Thomas Bailey, Chairman o f  the Board
Dr. Jerry Porter, General Superintendent, Church o f  the Nazarene
Dr. Gary Streit, Vice President f o r  Academ ic Affairs
Dr. Doug Perry, Vice President f o r  Finance
Rev. W alter “W oody" Webb, Dean o f  Student Development.
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1 9 9 8- 99  Boa rd of  Tr u s t e e s
Other MembersExecutive Committee
Dr. F. Thomas Bailey, Chair 
Dr. C. Neil Strait, Vice Chair 
Rev. Mark L. Hostetler, 
Secretary 
Dr. John C. Bowling 
Dr. Ted R. Lee 
Dr. James Mellish 
Mr. John Sherwood 
Dr. Gene Snowden
Mr. J. David Alderson 
Dr. Stephen T. Anthony 
Rev. Ronald J. Blake 
Dr. Dan L. Boone 
Mr. Curt L. Burbrink 
Mr. Rod Bushey 
Dr. Allen H. Dace 
Mr. Mac R. Delbridge 
Dr. Harold M. DeMott 
Dr. John Q. Dickey 
*Dr. Ralph Fox 
Mrs. Phyllis German 
Rev. Jack Holcomb 
Dr. Crawford M. Howe 
Rev. David R. Hudson 
Rev. Michael D. Ice 
Mr. Perry Jaynes 
Mr. Donald K. Johnson 
Mr. Doug Jones 
Dr. Richard M. Jones 
Rev. Paul W. Lee, Jr.
Mr. Clayton Lewis 
Dr. Curtis Lewis 
Dr. Laurel L. Matson
Mrs. Marilyn McCool 
Dr. Bruce R. Mitten 
Rev. Richard Osborne 
Dr. Garry D. Pate 
Rev. Fred G. Prince 
Mrs. Jill Rice
Mr. Edward D. Richardson 
Rev. Terry C. Rowland 
Rev. Ralph L. Scherer 
Rev. Duane C. Schmidt 
Dr. James B. Schweigert 
Dr. M.V. Scutt 
Rev. Oscar H. Sheets 
Mr. William E. Shotts 
Mr. Gene A. Smith 
Rev. M. Kim Smith 
Rev. Michael Stipp 
Mr. Norris E. Teague 
Rev. Randy S. Williams 
Rev. Brian E. Wilson 
Rev. Darrell D. Wineinger 
Rev. E.L. Wisehart 
Rev. Lee G. Woolery
* Dr. Fox was a member of the Board of Trustees for 32 years. He 
passed away on February 17, 1999, and will be greatly missed. The 
Aurora staff is grateful for his years of service to Olivet.
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CONGRATULATIONS 
CLASS OF 1999
Gary Cable 
S. S. Chairman
District Superintendent 
Dr. F. Thomas Bailey
Tim Miller 
NYI President
Mary Pool 
NWMS President
District Advisory Board
Brent Greek 
A1 Leatherman 
Lynn Morford 
Gene Snowden 
Larry Stafford
Gary Cable 
Kevin Dunlop 
Jim Johnson 
Gary Klinger 
Oscar Sheets
ONU Trustees
Oscar Sheets 
Dave Hudson 
Gene Snowden 
Norris Teague
Administrative Assistant 
Rev. Jerry Parker
Northeastern Indiana District Office 
Church of the Nazarene 
1950 S. 350 E.
Marion, IN 46953 
(765) 664-8950
Northwest Indiana District 
Church of the Nazarens
MISSION STATEMENT
“Our mission is to create a climate 
for dynamic holiness ministry 
through the Church of the Nazarene 
in Northwest Indiana.”
We’re proud of our 
ONU students.
Congratulations and 
Best Wishes to the 
Class of 1999!
NWIN Students: David Allen, Heidi Anksorus, Shannon Barrick, 
Joshua Billington, Monica Bishop, Brian Bough, Jennifer Bright, Angela 
Cade, Jon Carlson, Christine Carney, Joseph Chen, Am anda Collar, 
Jerem y Dale, Leslie Douthitt, Erin Fields, Andrew Gibbs, Chris 
Gonzalez, Jennifer Harder, Tara Heflick, M ichelle Hostetler, Angela 
Hudgins, Anthony Hudgins, Daniel James, Jerem y Johnson, Paul 
Johnson, Sandra Kelly, David Lampton, Sarah Lowrance, Keith Mauck, 
Brian McCauley, Brian Milcinovic, Marcy Miller, Kari Myers, James 
Parks, Michelle Reddy, Jennifer Riggs, Daniel Schlorff, Andrew Sears, 
Brent Smith, Misty Smith, Brian Upchurch, Andrea Waldron, Jaime 
Waldron, Jennifer Waldron, Kari Wilkins, Lyndsi Wisher, J.R. Wolfe, 
Kathleen Wyse, Joshua Yazel, Bradley Zurcher
Rev. Lee Woolery 
District Superintendent
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F ir s t  Church of the Nazarene
Storlifig, IL
Sharijog the P.E.AX.E. of Christ.
Rev. M. Kim Smith 
Senior Pastor 
Rev. R.G. Boone 
Minister of Music 
Rev. Tony Baker 
Youth Pastor 
Laura Root 
Evangelism Director 
Paula Custer 
Children’s Ministry 
Rev. Bob Hale 
Business Manager
Wishing our ONU STUDENTS God’s best. 
Brenda Blankenship, Justin Clardie, Katie Davis, 
Erik Hulstrom, Ryan Kuehl, Heather Nunnery, 
Brett Smith, Brandon Wvatt.
K ankakee First Church o f  the
Nazarene  
“Committed to reaching and preparing people to 
experience the excellence of Christ”
Our Olivet Students:
William Borchardt, Barbara Brewer, Hollist 
Brown, Jennifer Burgard, Carrie Burton, Sarah 
Burton, Amber Corzine, Joel Corzine, Kristin 
DeMint, Nicole DeWitt, Adam Estle, Jeffrey 
Forgrave, Casey Fox, Jose Jean-Baptiste,
Brandon Johnson, Justin Long, Terra Mathers, 
Joel Newsham, Stana Owen, Jeremy Palinski, 
Barbara Pool, Mary Pullen, Rebekah Reeves, 
Nathan Rieder, Aaron Robinson, Torrey 
Schweigert, Neil Swafford, Sam Thomas, Susan 
Turner, Brandon Williams, Shanna Wilson, Rayna 
Wissbroecker
Brampton Church of the Nazarene
Natalie L. Chovancek
68 Rutherford  Rd. N., Bram pton, Ontario, C A N A D A
OUR STUDENT
Senior Pastor: Rev. Larry Chovancek 
Spanish Pastor: Rev. Danny Caballero 
Day Care Adm inistrator: M rs. Carrie Tweedle 
H eritage Counseling Centre: M rs. Joan Harewood
Congratulations to the Class of “99”
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Southwest Indiana District 
CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
Congratulations to the Class of 1999
m
ON J Trustees
Curt Burbrink 
Doug Jones 
Garry Pate 
Darrell Wineinger
Our ONU Students
Dr. M. V. Scutt 
District Superintendent
John Baker, Timothy Boes, 
Dorenda Brewer, Joshua 
Broughton, Joel Burbrink, Chris 
Collins, Paul Conrad, Laura 
Cornwall, Jaclyn Couch, Cody 
Coulter, Autumn Dicer, Chris 
Dillingham, Jocelyn French, 
Jonathan Gainey, Adam Gentry, 
Wesley Gerbig, Chad Gosney, 
Darin Hamlin, Jared Hancock, 
Jayme Hancock, Josh Hancock, 
Doug Harbrueger, Paul Herd, 
Michele Hill, Shannon Hinkle, 
Melinda Jackson, Randy Kinder, 
Kristen Leive, Amy Messersmith, 
David Mills, Mindy Murray, Brian 
Paul, Jennifer Pickett, Matthew 
Quinn, Bradley Richardson,
John Ross, Kandace Small, Matt 
Smith, Josh Snyder, Ed Soper, 
Ian Soper, Ben Stanley, Steve 
Starkey, Jason Stone, Paula 
Stover, Anna Street, Paul Walls, 
Misty Wilson, James Woods
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College Church
of the Nazarene
We Salu the Graduates
Dr. Dan Boone, Senior Pastor 
200 University Avenue, Bourbonnais, Illinois 60914
(815) 933-7749
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T i r s t  C k u r c k  o f t k e  f f a 1, 
3514 E. Broadway Road 
Pekin, IL 61554 
(309) 346-3053
A  member o f O livet’s #1 
District (NWIL) and a proud 
supporter o f our students.
Senior Pastor - Rev. Greg Mason 
Worship Pastor - Clark Howe
Students - Tiffany Britton, Tim Britton, 
Rachael Dever, Craig Fiedler, 
Curt Fiedler, Ryan Hazelwood, 
Kelly Kraemer, Mike Kraemer, 
Meggen Sidell, Chris Wolfe
Danville Church of the Nazarene
2212 North Vermilion Street 
Danville, Illinois 61832
Our Staff:
Jerry L. Short, Senior Pastor 
Dave Anderson, Associate 
Pastor 
Je ff Floyd, Youth 
Ken Pavilick, Evangelism/ 
Outreach
Our Students:
Lisa Neufeld 
Heather Gerbsch 
T im  Welch 
Libby Wren 
Aaron Alyea 
Beth Anderson 
Phil Curtis 
Anthony Juras
First Church o f the Nazarene
23rd at Jackson and Meridian Street in Anderson, Indiana
Rev. Gary L. Cable, Pastor
Rev. Tim  Miller, Assoc. Pastor/Youth
Rev. C. Kenneth Sparks,
Congregational Care Pastor 
Ron Darkosky, Music D irector 
Rev. Je ff Croft, Children's M inister 
Lindell and Kay Browning, 
Missionaries
Our Students: Erik Gernand, Bryce 
Gernand, Andrew 
Karkosky, Brian 
Cable, Jenny Gray
First  ^
Church
PM
2702 li. C ilendale B lvd. 
Va lpara iso , IINJ 46383
Worship Services
Sunday 9:30am, 10:45am, 5:00pm
Wednesday 6:30pm
Senior Pastor Rev. Gene Tanner
First Church of the Nazarene
4161 Columbus St., Ottawa, IL 61350 
(815) 434-3794 
OUR STUDENTS:
Erin Alderson Shondra Fariss Terry Perkinson Josh Greer
Katie Alderson Beth Jensen Tracy Perkinson Mike Ruff
KindraArwood Kirk Johnson Carrie Williams Susie Chase
Josie Moreland Ben Moreland Sara Stevenson Justin Nixon
Vanessa Duvall
OUR STAFF 
Randy Williams, Sr. Pastor 
Rusty Gray, Youth Pastor 
Greig Hutchens, Music & Worship Pastor
R o c k  I s l a n d  F i r s t  
C h u r c h  o f  t h e  M a z a r e m e
2921 38th Street 
Rock Island, Illinois 61201 
Richard Barriger, Pastor
Rock Island's Olivet Students: 
Chad Charon, Jared Coffman, Merideth 
Densford, Jessica Dierickx, David Freeland, 
Kristin Henrichs
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The Michigan District 
Church of the Nazarene
Congratulates the
Class of 1999
Michigan District Seniors:
Rebecca Janofski, Jason Root, Scott Salo, 
Travis Satterlee
C/Trx/se/ic/s 6es/aj/s/t es /o a ff ffljc/ t/ y a si O is/r/c/ S/uc/en/s 
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So here you have it!
After a confusing first month of school 
in which we battled lady bugs, Olivet students, 
faculty, and staff banded together to make 
this a great year. The year has 
finally come to an end, yet the memories 
will never fade. From students’ 
lives to their academic 
courses, from the sports they 
played to the clubs they joined, 
and the people they met to the names 
they knew, life at Olivet has changed to prepare 
for the new millennium.
The complications and hardships 
and the good things will always be 
remembered. The experience 
built our character and we will always reflect...
V
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Reflections_____from p. 331
* November 14 Jars of Clay came to Olivet’s 
campus as a part of Tour 101, their fall college 
and university tour.
* Reed Hall of Science received a SMART Lab
that featured 
a SMART 
board, an 
interactive 
touch 
sensitive 
board.
* The
cafeteria was 
renovated.
Eric Smith, Travis Satterlee, Chris 
Crimmons, Christine Caldwell, and * Karrie
Kristen Langenau prove that their . . . .
frien d sh ip  is strong. Hamstra and
her court led 
the activities of Homecoming Weekend.
* The Speech 
communication 
department 
joined the 
national honor 
society of 
Lambda Pi Eta.
* For the first 
time in Olivet’s 
history the 
football team 
made it to the 
NAIA national 
championship.
Professor M ike Morgan provides  
mood music Jor the students at the 
Christmas Banquet.
* December 2­
5 the NAIA 
national 
women’s 
volleyball 
championship 
was again held 
on Olivet’s 
campus.
* The senior 
lass said 
good-bye to 
livet on May 
8. Good luck, 
we’ll miss 
you!
Seth H om ing as “M y Favorite *  Q n January
Martian. ”
1 3, Dr. Bowling
turned 50 and the whole school celebrated with 
a 50’s themed party.
* April 8-10 saw the invasion of 1 20 student 
leaders from 
other 
Nazarene 
schools come 
together for 
NSLC.
Kate E h rich jee ls  her roommate 
H eather S trous ’s stress fro m  being the 
Glim merglass editor.
I kept telling you we were going to make this yearbook the best yet. This year’s staff" has given it all they’ve got. It 
eoulcln’t have been possible without you. God has answered my prayers as I prayed He would bless each of your lives 
and your work. It has been wonderful getting to know you all and seeing you rise up against challenges. You are still 
in my prayers. Please don’t ever forget to always put your trust in God and He will give you the strength to make it 
through anything. You have put up with my craziness and you still stood by me. You understand me so well that you 
now know when I say, ‘‘I’ll be right baek,” usually equates to a half an hour minimum. Thanks for making standing 
on the desk and listening to music so much fun. Next year don’t forget if you get hungry for one of your favorite 
snneks of animal crackers, pretzels, or Dum Dums you know where to find them. I don’t think words can express how 
important you have been to me and this year’s yearbook. Your names and contributions are now stamped in time for 
everyone to R eflect upon. Below are a few people I’d like to thank.
Mrs. Bowling-Your attention to detail has made all the difference. Thanks for settling for nothing less than the best. 
Thank you for willingly opening up your house to us. Don’t forget to save me some chocolate chip cookies.
Amy FrunzfUniversity Life/Events)-I don’t think you have enough to do. You have absolutely no time in your busy 
schedule, yet you somehow still managed to squeeze in time for the yearbook. Maybe someday our youth groups can 
go on a retreat together.
Natalie ChovaneekfUniversity Life/Events/ Head Photographer)-Can you say stress? I think if there was one thing I 
would have done to help you, it would have been to make several clones of you. You single-handedly managed to be 
everywhere at one time. Your level-hea'dedness was just what I needed when I thought I couldn’t take anymore.
Jaclyn Coueh(Organizations)-I’m so glad you didn’t have a nervous break down from all of the yearbook stress.
Thanks for helping me to put my problems in perspective. You know what? Every time I hear “Intergalactic” I will 
think of you.
Amy Boone-Tallman(Academics)-How did you pull off one of the most beautiful weddings and still get a huge section of 
the yearbook done? Organization has been your key to success. Thanks for staying on top of things.
Anne Giovanni(Academies)-Thanks for being a friend. I know it was your second year on staff. Your faithful 
friendship has been valuable to me. I’m going to miss running next door to see you all the time.
Seott Weinberg(Sports)-I think I see a vein about to pop in your neck. Even though I will never fully understand our 
friendship. I’m glad we’re a team. Thanks for giving me high-quality stories. “Well,” M.D. out.
Jesi Dierickx(Freshmen)-Jesi Jesi, what’s up girlie girl? You old school. Thanks for being on the ball. I wish you the 
best of luck here at Olivet, and I’ll see you at home.
lola Noble(Sophomores)-You’ve been my roommate and you still want to work with me. You really need help! We’ve 
been through a lot. I love ya babe!
Lyndsi Wisher(Juniors)-You are going to be an awesome teacher. I need you around me all the time so some of your 
creativity will rub off.
Keri Stipp and Tina Van Hoose(Seniors)-Thanks ladies for being willing to help. Instead of just criticizing last year’s 
book you jumped in and helped to make this year’s Aurora better. That has meant the world to me!
Josh Richardson(Ads)-This year you have had some experience under your belt and it has shown. You are a work
3 2 2  Closing
/ horse. Thanks for producing high- 
quality ads.
Joe Rarey(Business Manager)-You 
have a lot of heart! Thanks for 
I always having a positive outlook on 
life.
Staff-I know you weren’t always 
sure what I wanted from you. You 
are the backbone of this book. 
Thanks for not quitting on me.
To my family-I know you didn’t 
want me to do this again, but you 
still gave me your support. You 
taught me to never quit and look at 
where I’ve gone as a result. Thanks 
for also being a voice of reason in 
my life. I love you!
Dr. Jay, Jeanette, Rachel, and T.J.
1 Martinson-You were my support in 
] a strange new town. Thanks for 
being there and loving me.
Megan McGuire-Thanks for dealing 
with my silliness. I know a couple 
of times I about gave you heart 
' failure. Thanks for always being in 
j my corner. You’re the best.
r
Also a special thank you to the 
junior high youth group at College 
Church, my SALT group, my 
Religion department buddies,
Megan Kobasa, Christine Casteel,
I
the baseball team (you’re not all bad 
guys), my profs, for working with 
me, and my friends for always 
sticking with me and even adjusting 
your plans so we could hang out.
Mcrh U'th 
D en sfo rd  Editor 
in-Chief.
The 86 volume of the Olivet Nazarene University Aurora was printed by Herff Jones of Shawnee 
Mission, Kansas. Service Representative was Megan McGuire and Customer Service Advisor was 
Ann Robinson. The press run was 1,575 and was submitted on disk using Herff Jones’ PageMaster 
program with Aldus Page Maker 6.0. Copy was written and edited by the Aurora staff and 
contributing writers. Pagination was done on Macintosh computers. Candid photos were taken by 
the Aurora staff and contributing photographers.
The cover was matte black embossed with black and gold silkscreen. Endsheets were black color 
text with dull varnish and gold foil.
Body Copy was 12pt. Bookman, captions were lOpt. I Bookman Light Italic. Divider page headlines 
were 30pt. Antique Olive Bold, subhead fonts were 14pt. Antique Olive Roman, and panel ids were 
lOpt.
Student portraits were taken by MJM Photography, 1101 N. 800 E. Greentown, IN 46936.
Inquiries regarding the book should be directed to Aurora office: Olivet Nazarene University, Ludwig 
Center, Kankakee, IL 60901.
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